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PREFACE

The wines from Jerez are among the most emblematic of all Andalusia’s food and wine products. The ‘Jerez’ brand, along with ‘Sherry’, its equivalent in the English-speaking world, represent a keystone not only of our agricultural heritage, but also of our agri-food industry and our culture as a whole.

This book disentangles the many facets that make the wines of Jerez so unique and inimitable, and approaches them from various angles: their geographical setting – a naturally privileged part of Lower Andalusia, their historical roots, so deep as to be entwined with those of our region itself; their authentic wine-making method, in which natural factors and traditional processes combine to create a wide range of different types of wine, and, of course, how to enjoy them at their best. Enjoyment, so much a part of the Andalusian approach to life, is intrinsic to our most deep-seated traditions, but encompasses innovation and experimentation, too. This is, after all, a sector of our agroindustry that of necessity has to take a modern approach to the future, respecting the great traditional heritage and cultural baggage that the name Jerez evokes, but also engaging with new forms of expression and channels of communication in tune with the times and the demands of today’s consumers.

Today, more than ever, the wines of Jerez are a symbol of Andalusia’s capacity for making top quality products, and a symbol, too, of our agroindustry’s international reach. This book pays homage to the many generations of men and women who have contributed their efforts and skills, in both vineyard and winery, to make Sherry what it is – a brand that represents Andalusian quality all over the world.
A great deal has been written about sherry, from very varied viewpoints and often going deeply into very specific aspects of our wines: vine-growing, wine-making, history, vocabulary and so on... These many and diverse 'takes' demonstrate that, because of their complexity, richness and depth, each aspect of our wines merits a book in its own right. Yet we have to hark back to the 1970s, to books such as José de las Cuevas’ Visit y Milagros del Vino de Jerez (Life and Miracles of Sherry), to find a panorma that encompasses in one volume the many facets of a wine that could indeed be said to have a thousand faces. Strangely enough, it has sometimes been foreign writers – Julian Jeffs with his book Sherry, for example – who have attempted to present this overall view, surely a reflection of how international our wines (exported to more than fifty countries all over the globe) are. Other classic books, such as Jerez-Xérès-Sherry by Manuel González Gordon,
take us back to around 1935, the period when the Consejo Regulador was founded. Since then, sherry has been modernised and cleverly situated on the cutting edge in terms of innovation and image while remaining firmly grounded in tradition.

As we all know, it can often be difficult to see the wood for the trees. Without wishing to detract in the slightest from the great importance and value of many specialised publications about specific aspects of sherry that have contributed to building up a sound technical, scientific and cultural heritage for our Denominations of Origin, it has to be said that readers have come up against something of a bibliographic gap on reaching for a present-day book that throws light on the wonderful, complex world of sherry as a whole.

That is precisely what this book sets out to do. To throw wide the doors and welcome in people who are not sherry specialists. To be a source of information that provides you, the reader, with a base on which to build a knowledge and love of sherry, as I have no doubt you will. This book looks at each and every facet of the unique gem made up of wines from the Jerez region; few others wines in the world are worthy of such varied angles of approach from different interests and disciplines: economic, social, historical, anthropological, oenological, gastronomic and even linguistic. At a time when specialist expertise tends to be so highly specific in its focus, it comes as a breath of fresh air to be able to find history alongside science, and gastronomy alongside grape-growing, between the same covers. And particularly so because sherry itself is just like that: a mingling of tradition and modernity, craft skills and the laboratory, scientific research and art.

The wines of the Marco de Jerez are, above all, an expression of culture or, as one of the writers of this book puts it, 'culture-makers'. The cultural and historical dimension of these wines, whose origins date back to the arrival of the Phoenicians on the Iberian Peninsula three thousand years ago, accounts for a significant part of this book. Its history, starting from the archaeological clue provided by Douta Blanca’s Phoenician wine press (8th century BC) and extending up to the present day, is approached in a present-day book. In these pages, we see Jerez discovering America, circumnavigating the globe on board Magellan’s ships, and being used as a remedy against the Plague in the Middle Ages; we learn about how the wine industry took shape in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and how the sherry we know and drink today evolved; and about the setting up of Spain’s first Denomination of Origin – Jerez-Xérès-Sherry – to provide consumers with the ultimate guarantee and to defend the sector against fraudulent use of names that should refer to our wines alone.

Sherry has been a protagonist and moving force in our history, and is such as shaped a social and cultural identity over the centuries. We visit the places that make up the area known as the Marco de Jerez, meet its people and learn about their customs. We explore the bodegas that, over hundreds of years, have developed a style of winery architecture unique in the world to cater for these very special wines: enormous, splendid and beautiful buildings in which architecture is moulded to the purposes of wine-making, often by world-famous figures, Eiffel among them. And sherry has also been a culture-maker in the anthropological area; occupations, activities, names, a special understanding of wine and its processes that finds expression in a vocabulary all its own, curiously akin to scatting language.
Culture in the true sense of the word also embraces science. The book begins by taking a bird’s eye view of the natural environment from which these wines derive: the inimitable landscape that lies between the rivers Guadalentín and Guadalequivir, partially covered by water thousands of years ago rather like a surfacing Atlantis, whose soil, geology and climate have provided the singular conditions for generating a wine that is unique in the world.

The scientific part of this book necessarily explains the technical complexities intrinsic to sherry, and does so in an accessible way. It describes viticulture, pruning techniques, grape and wine characteristics, harvesting... tracing the whole process step by step from vineyard to bottle. It takes us beyond the scenes and reveals the secrets behind the magic of sherry, such as its special ageing system based on the inspiring principle of enriching young wines with characteristics obtained from the oldest soleras, and rejuvenating old soleras with young wines from the criaderas.

The various types of wine produced in the Jerez region are presented one by one, from palest to darkest, driest to sweetest, demonstrating the fact that there is a sherry for every occasion, every taste and every drinker. Denomination of Origin Manzanilla-Sanlúcar de Barrameda, also covered by this Consejo, gets a chapter of its own, as do our most outstanding wines: Rare Old Sheries, the oldest wines in the world that you can drink, and perhaps the quintessence of our Denominations of Origin's prestige; and Wines of Indicated Age, a new venture in the quest for the added value that top-flight ranges generate.

Like all wines, the wines of the Jerez region are made to be enjoyed. This book does not overlook their gastronomic aspects, nor indeed the practical ones: how to drink sherry, how to store it ... and how drinking it wisely and in moderation makes life that bit pleasanter. Sherry and gastronomy go hand in hand; we see how it can accompany an amazing variety of dishes from aperitif to dessert, not forgetting the main courses en route, and also its versatility and potential as a quality ingredient in cooking that can transform any dish into something special.

All in all, the singular, inimitable character of sherry is revealed from many different angles. Few other wines can match sherry for truly unique qualities: so original and inimitable is it that it has conquered markets and consumers of many different sorts all over the world.

We at the Consejo Regulador have given this book our backing, with the invaluable cooperation of the Andalusian Regional Government, because of our conviction that the whole culture that attaches to Jerez’s wines deserves to be better known. Promotion is one of this Consejo Regulador’s essential functions, and we recognise that showing the vast, rich universe that goes into every glass of sherry is one of our trump cards in fulfilling that function. Sherry is so much more than just wine: it is the inimitable product of a very specific geographical, natural and social triangle, of a history that stretches back many centuries, and of a tradition that has managed to strike a well-judged balance with embracing progress and rising to new challenges. That is the way that culture works, and it is a story well worth telling.
The Big Book of Sherry Wines would not have been possible but for the commitment and hard work of eighteen people, to whom I would like to take this opportunity to extend my warmest thanks. The eighteen authors of this book are all maestros, some of the top specialists in each of the cultural, technical, historical, oenological and other fields covered herein. The Consejo Regulador has capitalised on the opportunity to bring together a top team, an all-star cast of sherry and manzanilla experts who share not only accumulated knowledge and experience but also a deep love for this wine – a strength of feeling that emanates from these pages and which I hope that all our readers will find contagious. Love is what it is all about, after all, and we love only that which we know well.

This book is for all those who make the Marco de Jerez’s wine-making miracle happen with their day-to-day effort and dedication. All of them – growers, cooperatives, bodega owners and the rest – have in these pages a well-earned tribute to their daily work and to their efforts in providing consumers with one of the best wines in the world whilst safeguarding the singular characteristics that make it what it is. Cultivating the vines, harvesting, pressing, fermenting, ageing, bottling, marketing and selling are all stretches along the same road. Those who travel it believe that sherry, perceived for decades as Spain’s quintessential wine, is destined to go on playing a significant role in the world’s wine scene and acquiring new generations of devotees in the process.
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LAND, NATURE AND SCENERY IN THE SHERRY DISTRICT

JOSÉ Mª FERNÁNDEZ-PALACIOS CARMONA
According to descriptions from classical antiquity culled from Phoenician and Greek sources, beyond the Pillars of Hercules (the promontories flanking the entrance to the Strait of Gibraltar) the Mediterranean opened up onto the vastness of the Atlantic, on whose edge existed a land of fertile soils and benign climate, with a wealth of livestock and, above all, metals. At the heart of this land lay the Guadalquivir Valley, site of the legendary kingdom of Tartessos—mentioned in the Old Testament (Book of Kings 10:22) as Tarshish—with which King Solomon engaged in trade some three thousand years ago.

In the second half of the fourth century AD, Roman writer and geographer Pausanias visited Aëius a description in verse of the coastline as far as Marseille, based on the coasting records of a Greek vessel compiled in the sixteenth century BC. The poem is the oldest surviving source describing the area around the Guadalquivir estuary and the Jerez region. As he traces the coast from the west, heading towards Gibraltar, Aëius mentions various geographical features there: a great river with several tributaries, the Tartessus; a wide, enclosed bay preceding the river's final connection with the sea, Lake Lictunius; an island girt by the Tartessus as it flowed out beyond the lake, the Island of Cattare; the city of Gadeir (Cadiz); and Mount Cassius, or Mount Argentarius, whose peaks glowing in the rays of the sun. These features describe an area delimited in broad terms by the sea, the estuary of the Guadalquivir and its various tributaries and, inland, a chain of mountains providing the backdrop to gently undulating terrain between coast, river, and mountains. This description matches the countryside of western Cádiz and its northwestern coast.

Lake Lictunius was the predecessor of the Guadalquivir's extensive wetlands at that period, before they silted up and were partially filled in by the dunes of the Doñana Reserve. They were still covered by sea water and looked much then as the Gulf of Cádiz does today. Professor J. Gávala, an expert on the historical geography of this area, is convinced that the Island of Cattare corresponds to the area of land that lies between the mouths of the rivers Guadalquivir and Guadalete, the Atlantic coastline from Sanlúcar de Barrameda to El Puerto de Santa María, extending inland to a less precisely defined point somewhere around Seville. Although the rivers were never actually connected back in history, their proximity to each other, in combination with their complex estuarine systems and their elaborate network of chasms and drains, makes the conclusion quite plausible, particularly at a period when detailed territorial knowledge was more difficult to obtain. Gávala also identifies Mount Cassius or Argentarius with the Grazalema mountains, the only range visible from this point of the coast. At 1,694 metres high, the chalky bulk of El Torrebón stands out white against the distant horizon, and serves as a landmark for sailors. Indeed, it was traditionally the first sighting of Spain for galleons returning from the Americas.
This, then, is the territorial background to the region. Its fertile soils and benevolent climate; the presence of springs and aquifers relatively close to the surface; and therefore easily tappable; its proximity to mining centres north of the Guadalquivir in the Sierra Morena; the ease of land, river and sea communications, all combined from very early on to make this an inhabited and covered area. Successive cultures settled here, exploiting its many resources and carrying on significant trading activity that continues to this day. Situated as it is close to the Pillars of Hercules, where Africa and Europe almost touch, this was a frontier zone - a geographical junction between the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean, a natural corridor providing connection with the inland areas of the Guadalquivir Valley. It was an area where the Mediterranean triad of cereal, oil and wine flourished, and livestock too, as attested to by the myth of King Cethor's famous bulls that grazed on meadows and fields along the banks of its great river - where bulls can still be seen today.

**THE LIE OF THE LAND: A BIRD’S EYE VIEW**

The false-colour image taken from the LANDSAT satellite 705 kilometres up shows the main macrostructural elements that make up this area of the Lower Guadalquivir: its coastal face giving onto the Atlantic Ocean; the estuarine complexes, associated wetlands and dune system, of the rivers Guadalquivir (1), in the north, and Guadiatere (2). As it moves away from the coast, gently undulating farm-land (3), extending into the mountain systems further inland (4).

At its mouth, the Guadalquivir forms a tidal estuary, the effects of which extend as far upstream as the city of Seville and beyond, some 90 kilometres away from the sea. Along its banks lie wetlands, very recent sedimentary land resulting from the in-filling of Antiquity's Lake Liguatatus, where such processes are
still ongoing. To the north-west lie the conserved wetlands of Doñana (5), criss-crossed by the original network of drainage channels and by shallow lagoon-like off-shoots (known as lechos), which are virtually dry at low tide. Further inland, marshland has been transformed, either for the purposes of aquaculture (6), or for irrigated crops, mainly rice (7) and cotton (8).

West of the estuary, between the wetlands and the sea, lies the great system of coastal dunes of the Doñana Reserve (9), whose growth south-south-eastwards in earlier times caused the mouth of the Guadalquivir to shift eastwards, thereby gradually isolating Lake Liguinstus and accelerating its silting up. The system of pale-coloured dunes of loose sand which stretch from the beach to the wetlands is differentiated from the stabilised dunes colonised by vegetation. Significant in the Cádiz stretch of the Guadalquivir are salt-walks (10) and the La Alígala ‘counter-system’ of dunes (11) built up by the tidal river’s coastal dynamic. It is populated by pines at its far end and by irrigated sand-grown crops at its base (La Colonia de La Alígala).

On the coastal fringe between Sanlúcar and the Bay of Cádiz, reddish or light-coloured sandy materials (deposited by the Pliocenartian period, less than two million years old, up to the present day) predominate. Beneath this substratum lie shallow aquifers which have supported fruit and vegetable growing since ancient times and, more recently, greenhouses dedicated to floriculture. These activities explain why the land is divided up into a mosaic of small holdings.

Away from the shore lies the comarca (3), with gently undulating land and chalky-clayey soil, whose trees have been ousted by agricultural activity. Outcrops of chalky loams, known as albita (12), stand out because of their whitish colour: the vineyards are mostly concentrated in these areas. Also noticeable are the dark soil areas, known as tierras negras (13), occupying flat and lower lying areas, of which large plots are given over to unirrigated cultivation. Irrigated areas (14) situated mainly on fluvial meadows and terraces alongside the Guadalquivir transformed by human activity in the course of the twentieth century are also discernible. Salt-water lagoons, at Medina (15) and El Puerto de Santa María (16) for example, occur in endogenic depressions with no drainage into the sea. These serve as very stoppatic habitats: there are very few of them and they are used by exclusive species, so they are of special interest. Further inland, the countryside gradually gains height and slope, giving way to mountainous areas where afforestation clearly dominates. The lower slopes begin at Gibalbín (17), and the Guadalmazón chain – site of Anímar’s Mount Argentum and rim of the Guadalete basin – is the region’s principal mountain range.

The Bay of Cádiz, in conjunction with the mouth of the River Guadalquivir, constitutes a system of various coastal estuarine formations similar to those of the Guadalquivir, albeit with less advanced sedimentary evolution and therefore more subject to tidal effects. It is made up of a zone known as the zona exterior (18), which is permanently flooded; the zona interior (19) zone, occupied by wetlands and salt-works; and an area of land that was formerly part of the Bay (20), now very continentalised and anthropified. These three sectors represent three different evolutionary stages in the historical process of the Bay’s filling up. The area is criss-crossed by the navigable waterways of San Pedro River and Sancti Petri and by lesser channels and estuaries which, along with the Guadalquivir, make up the sea and river water circulation network. Between the Bay and the open sea lie the islands of Cádiz (21) and Loín (San Fernando, 22), nowadays linked by a sinuate-shaped sand spit which extends southwards into the Punta del Buqueón (23).

Another major geomorphologic structure is the barrier island type of sandy deposits that makes up the beach at Valdelagrana (24).

This area’s population pattern has to a large degree been determined by environmental factors, and today’s main centres of population have been so since the Neolithic period. Because of the appeal of the coastal fringe and the availability of water resources, this strip has been liberally endowed with settlements since Antiquity. Their location reflects the earlier configuration of the coastline, so that towns such Trebujena, Lebrija and Los Cabezas, now situated beside wetlands many kilometres away from the sea, used to stand on the banks of navigable estuaries. The biggest concentration of settlements is around the Bay of Cádiz, which provides both shelter and easy access to the mainland (El Puerto, Cádiz, San Fernando, Chiclana), with another around Sanlúcar at the mouth of the Guadalquivir. On the most exposed part of the coast, the centres of population are at points sheltered from the ravages of the sea (Chipiona,
The mouth of the Gualala River, with the Duncans Reserve on the far bank, is the natural geographical boundary of the wine-producing area.
Rota). Population is lower in wetland areas given that these were covered by water in the past, and are prone to flooding even now.

In the campoña, population is concentrated in isolated nuclei, with Jerez the undisputed protagonist. Jerez and its environs are extensive and well-endowed, situated strategically where roads connecting the coast and inland areas meet.

An added advantage was its proximity to the Guadalete, which used to be navigable up as far as El Portal, very close to Jerez.

This historical population pattern is changing. The biggest changes are...
has made it possible for formerly insignificant agricultural units to expand, and for new ones to be established.

The yards, nature, and landscape

Soil which is coarse and substantial, yet loose and not heavy, is good for vines; and though it be very poor on the surface, if it be coarse and substantial beneath, then it is good for what is beneath nourishes the plant, while what is on top protects it against severe cold and too much heat.

—Gabriel Alonso de Herrera, *Treatise on Agriculture*

This area’s reputation would not doubt have been very different had it not been for the fruitful interaction between specific climate and soil conditions and clever human intervention. Both environmental factors determine the quality of grapes and, therefore, of the wines made from them. The Mediterranean climate is characterised by mild, wet winters and hot, dry summers, though these polarities are the sea plays a vital role in tempering scorching summers and easing winter temperatures. The apparently monotonous landscape of the coastal area and campiñas takes on a different cast when one focuses on its many colours and textures: white *albizzia* on the hills, dark *tierras negras* in flat areas and activities, and many shades of ochre provided by marls with gypsum, brown soils in meadows and terraces, red soils on coastal *areniscas*, pale sandy *dunes*... The area’s complex etymology is certainly interesting in that it reflects aspects of its diverse underlying geology, its topographical position and local soil and climate conditions. Not all the soils are equally suitable for vine growing, however, and in the area known as the Marco de Jerez, the white loamy *albizzias* are the unchallenged champions.

Writing in the late eighteenth century to his highly respected work entitled *Memorias sobre el Cultivo de la Vino en Sanlúcar de Barrameda y Xerez de la Frontera* (Report on Wine-Growing in Sanlúcar de Barrameda and Jerez de la Frontera), Esteban Bouche explains:

*Albizzias* soils are reputed to be the most excellent for cultivating vines. They are very fresh, cool, slow (to heat up), absorbent, porous and spongy: they attract moisture and retain it even in the hottest parts of summer; they become spongy when it rains, increasing in volume and then being easily worked and managed; they heat up slowly, but in compensation the vine vegetation blooms healthily in them during the scorching summer period, coming reliably into fruit at harvest time, while in less suitable soils vegetation stops and it is irrigated for lack of moisture, and the branches often dry out and spoil.

It is not easy to think of an equivalent that shares all the virtues of *albizzia*. It functions in ways impossible to replicate.

These soils are generally to be found on the hills that rise out of the campiñas. They form on marls — soft rocks composed of a mixture of chalk and clay — which were deposited in a maritime environment at the start of the Alloantic period and later brought to the surface by the convulsions of the great movements of the earth before the earth was formed. In the foreground, the *espinos* lignum, to the above: the *Campos de Calahorra*, five hills in the north to the Guadalupe range.
the Alpine orogeny. This material is rich in silica derived from remains of the shells of microscopic algae of the diatom group. Erosion, accentuated by farming, removes topsoil and exposes the original marl, which is brilliantly white — hence the origin of the name albariza (from the Latin albus — white).

Most of the area’s vineyards are planted in the north-west of the campiña between Jerez and Sanlúcar, an area whose landscape has been radically transformed by human intervention. Despite occupying a smaller area than herbaceous crops, the vineyards stand out in the landscape in a particular way. Two factors explain this: one is that the elevated position of the vineyards in relation to the lower land around them gives them a visual magnetism that attracts the gaze when we look at the landscape. The other is the contrast provided by their serried ranks of woody plants, in fullest leaf in summertime when the other crops have either already been harvested, as in the case of cereal, or have reached full ripeness and are withering, as in the case of sunflowers. The contrast comes not only from the colour and structure of their vegetation, but is also contributed to by the density of plots and the buildings liberally dotted among the vineyards. These are modest workers’ huts in most cases, but in others they are houses and wine-presses of considerable dimensions. Almost all cases sport a palm, cypress or other ornamental tree, adding interest and appeal to the landscape in comparison with the rather desolate appearance of the surrounding unirrigated areas.

The original Mediterranean scrubland has long since disappeared and been replaced by crops. Isolated remnants of vegetation indicate that this area used to be covered by bushes of wild olive and mata. Slightly further inland, where the cooling effect of the sea breeze is mitigated, holm oak — a frugal tree, highly resistant to both heat and cold — also grew. This original bushy vegetation, turned into pasturage to greater or lesser degree, can now only be glimpsed in a few places such as in the Sierra de Cébollón, where fragments of woodland still survive in tracts of land unsuitable for cultivation.

The campiña, with its distant horizons and predominantly herbaceous vegetation, is similar in appearance to the steppes. The similarities extend beyond the mere look of it because, like steppes environments, it also has

*Never light a fire in a warehouse.*

*The traditional end for the campiña is a fire.*
locally and climatic conditions: the 600 litres average annual rainfall is not enough to satisfy potential evapotranspiration demand, which can reach twice that. All these factors explain why the campista fauna is composed of a mixture of characteristic Mediterranean species, such as rabbit, hare, partridge, and whole range of steppe-land birds. These include stone curlew, calandra lark, short-toed lark, Montagu’s harrier … all species with cryptic — greyish coloured, unobtrusive — plumage, perfectly adapted to these environments’ tough conditions. Bustards used to abound here; males can weigh over 14 kilos, and have great difficulty taking wing (their Spanish name, avestadas, is cunningly turned into avestadas, meaning slow birds). However, these extraordinary, open-country birds, so perfectly captured in the pictures of English painter William Hanson Kidell, are only to be seen very occasionally these days.

One unusual element of the campista natural environment is a small number of endorheic lagoons in depressions in the landscape into which rainwater drains. These are relatively small wetland areas, sometimes a few hectares in area, so shallow that they dry up in years when rainfall is sparse, but which when flooded are veritable wildlife oases. This is particularly true in summertime when, as the neighbouring Doñana marshlands dry up, thousands of duck and coot fly off in all directions in desperate search of standing water. At such times the Terry lagoons in El Puerto de Santa María, immediately bordered by vineyards, and Medina lagoons are completely covered by birds. These places represent the last breeding-grounds in Europe for two species: the crested coot, and the white headed malvaviscus duck. This latter, an unusual type of duck with a big blue beak, paradoxically shares a name with a grape variety and a wine. The presence of vines amid a vast expanse of herbaceous crops contributes to the wealth and variety of habitats, and is particularly significant for those species of fauna that require environments with woody vegetation. The vineyards provide the rufous-tailed scrub robin, an increasingly rare summer bird, with one of its main breeding grounds, and the small spectacled warbler, traditionally associated with the marshland plant glaucous glasswort, also takes refuge among the vines.
THE TOWNS OF THE
MARCO DE JEREZ

RAFAEL NAVAS RENEDO
The Marco de Jerez is a golden triangle that encompasses three towns, contained between two rivers that have a wine and a history in common. Jerez, El Puerto and Sanlúcar, and their inhabitants, all have marked personalities of their own. They are very different from each other, yet from their very foundation, the connections between them have far outweighed any differences that might have kept them apart. The three have developed and evolved hand in hand, tackling progress and problems, so that the bonds formed between their inhabitants extend far beyond those generated by their involvement in making a wine that only this part of the world can produce.

Cerez, Arca, Puerto de Menesthino, Lucerni-Panier. The origins of the town of the Marco de Jerez are shrouded in myth and legend, to the extent that, even today, the lost city of Atlantis is still sometimes claimed to have been situated off its coast. Myriads of civilizations ranging from the Tartessians to the Phoenicians, Greeks, Carthaginians, Romans, Visigots, Moors and Christians have left behind them a rich cultural heritage that has shaped the personality and character of its inhabitants. It is hardly surprising, then, that excavations in any of the three towns, every close to the surface, unearth vestiges of this past, whose layers lie in places other than the memory of begotten generations or the work of historians and researchers. The strategic location of this part of the area known as Lower Andalusia, flanked by two seas and looking out towards the African continent has also had a bearing on the uninterrupted flow of cultures and, consequently, on the way that these have been absorbed by its inhabitants. It could not have been otherwise. The history of the people of Jerez, El Puerto and Sanlúcar is not only a chronicle of invasions and wars, of civilisations and religions that were superimposed on each other, but also a story of hospitality. Recognising this special distinguishing feature is essential to understanding the character of these three towns given over to producing a wine that, right from the start, has been used to signify celebration and toasts, friendship, not to mention other religious and therapeutic uses.

The provenance of the surnames of many of the Marco's inhabitants bespeaks the presence of Portuguese, Italian, French and English forebears who decided to put down roots in this part of the country, importing many of their customs and contributing a more cosmopolitan air to its towns in the process. Aristocrats who chose this region for their business or leisure activities were often instrumental in involving the triangle in the cultural trends of different eras.

Each of the cultures that held sway in the area (some, like the Moorish, for almost six centuries) left their mark, more conspicuously in some cases than others, but they all provide necessary clues towards understanding the mosaic of approaches to the one encounters within the Marco, characterised by broad-mindedness and a sense of wide horizons, a feeling for world relevance that far exceeds the chauvinistic clichés so often
attributed to its inhabitants by those
Aware of its richly nuanced history.

THE SEA, THE...
The sea has always mirrored this
Privileged position. The maritime
Tradition that still survives today is the
Product of centuries of influence from
civilizations for whom seafaring was
The raison d’être. Had it not been for
This tradition, activities such as trade,
Which thrived from early times in this
Fertile, productive and fertile land,
Would never have developed. Sailing
In this region does not necessarily
Imly take up the Atlantic or the
Mediterranean: the River
Guadalquivir, used from ancient times
Right up to the prosperous era of trade
With the New World, also served as a
Conduit for the powerful influence of
The city of Seville over Jerez, El Puerto
and Sanlúcar, extending beyond mere
Merchants and taking root in their
Traditions and customs.

The same could be said of the River
Guadalete (known by the Romans
As the “River of Oblivion” and
Eulogized by El Puerto’s poet, José
Luis Tijéz) from La Costa and
El Portal as far as its mouth
In the Gulf of Cádiz. There, rich fishing
grounds once provided work that
Was for centuries the only means
Of support for numerous families. They
Also attracted a new influx of people,
Fishermen from Almonte and Gibraltar
Who came to these coasts in search of
Fish and, like all the others, became
Embedded in a net of hospitality. The
Prominent role played by fishing in
The economy of these towns is a thing
Of the past. The size of the fishing
Fleet in El Puerto and Sanlúcar has
Shrunk in parallel with the dwindling
Of the fishing grounds, with a small
Part of the fleet, a few dories boats,
Being adapted for deep-sea fishing,
Wood being replaced by polymer and
Diver being set on the transformation
Industry and second sales as possible
Ways forward for a sector in crisis.

Its key position in times of war
Resulted in its becoming one of the
Sands of the Order of Santa María
de España, and in the Castilian fleet
Of King Alfonso X, The Wise, being
Based at El Puerto. This established a
Permanent king-standing naval
Tradition there which spread
Throughout the Bay and helped create
Employment for centuries. Alfonso’s
Choice also led to the Royal Galleys
Being anchored off the Marco de
Jerez coasts: As we shall see later, this
Fact played a prominent role in the
Origins of flamenco singing.

This region’s close links with the
Sea generated not only commercial
And industrial activity (exporters and
Shippers), but also contributed to the
Festivities that are a constant feature
Of life there: Churches and events
dedicated to the Virgin del Carmen,
Patron saint of sailors, became an
Integral part of life in Jerez, El Puerto
And Sanlúcar. In the latter two towns,
Sea-borne processions bearing the
Figure of the Virgin still take place
every 16th July, either from the River
Guadalete or from the fisherman’s
Quarters of Bonanza.

BUILDING UP CHARACTER

Much has been said and written about the
Architecture of these towns and
its influence on the character of their
People. Architects, historians and city
Planners have studied the extent to
Which the layout of the streets and the
Organisation of buildings and open
Spaces have marked the personality of
The inhabitants of the sherry triangle.
This is, perhaps, the aspect in which
Most differences are discernible
Between the people of Jerez, El Puerto
And Sanlúcar. The distinct
Frontier character of the former
Influenced the urban fabric of Jerez’s
town centre, whose narrow streets
Wind within walled neighbourhoods.
The opposite is true of El Puerto, a
city in the making where, after the
distribution of land that took place
Under King Alfonso X, the streets
Were laid out linearly, creating what
Later came to be waggishly referred to
As the ‘six of cards’ because of the
Way its buildings and streets were laid
Out.

This approach to town planning
Was exported to the Americas.

The houses built by merchants
Trading with the Indies, few of which
Survive today, symbolized a golden
Age and also exemplified a style of
Architecture yet to be surpassed, both
Formally and functionally. With their
Coach houses, towers and verandas,
These genuinely fine buildings met
All their inhabitants’ needs and were
The precursors of the palacios that,
From the eighteenth century onwards,
Housed the emerging bourgeoisie and
Exerted considerable influence on the
Way that the modern town evolved.
Many of these houses and palacios
Were abandoned, and converted into
Flats in the twentieth century. Others
Were lost, thanks to the ignorance
And complacency of local people and
Political representatives incapable of
Appreciating their importance.
The concepts of architecture and festas are inseparable in this part of the world. There is a unique style of architecture here, known as 'ephemeral' or 'temporary', about whose importance experts all agree. Engendered by the region's festivities and celebrations, and perhaps even by the local people's particular cast of imagination, examples of it are in evidence virtually all year round, as they have been for centuries. Trimming up streets and squares to celebrate events ranging from coronations and royal weddings to religious ceremonies, patron saints' days, competitions and commercial events still goes on to this day: the expertise, quality and money increasingly dedicated to doing so bear witness to how important a part of life this still is. And the urban environment is also capitalised on for different celebrations: hunts and jousting matches in the Plaza del Arenal in Jerez, bullfights in the Plaza de la Feria next to the church in El Puerto and in La Calzada in Sanlúcar.

The celebration of Corpus Christi is a fine example of the importance accorded to decorating streets and squares: temporary altars and monuments are installed and the city's patronal Virgin is paraded through streets carpeted with flowers and salt.

**Popular Faith and Religiosity**

Of all the civilisations that focused on this area, Christian culture is unquestionably the one that has made the most enduring mark on both the customs and traditions of its people and the way that its towns have evolved. Today, religious buildings are one of the main cultural attractions in the towns of the Jerez region, although it must also be admitted that their state of conservation is generally not what it ought to be given their artistic and historical importance. The region's religious architecture represents a wealth of styles and nuances, bearing witness to the depth of religiosity that has also shaped – and continues to shape – the personality of most local people.

The main manifestation of popular faith and religiosity in the area is its celebration of Holy Week, an
event that transcends its specific religious significance. Holy Week finds expression not only in religious images lodged in the local churches and cathedrals, but is also relevant to relationships between neighbours. Having originated with artisan guilds, today’s hermandades – brotherhoods or fraternities – constitute one of the most important and influential associative structures in the towns of the Jerez region. As well as functioning as custodians of an artistic heritage of inestimable value, they have successfully evolved into highly respected protagonists in these towns’ social and cultural life. Jerez stands out from the rest when it comes to Holy Week in Lower Andalusia, not only because it has twice, or even three times, as many fraternities and members as Sanlúcar and El Puerto, but because of the quality and quantity of its religious figures and the flamboyance of its processions.

WINE AND PEOPLE:

Religious celebrations are not the only events to fill the calendar of a region that also harbours strong beliefs in much more material and tangible affairs. We come, at last, to wine, and its connections with other emblematic features for which this area is famous all over the world, such as ham and flamenco. There is little point in harking back to the ancient Roman tabernae and exploring a long history of untrammeled drinking and casting off inhibitions. Suffice it to say that wine and celebration have gone hand in hand down the ages, and still do, in all kinds of events under different guises. In a part of the country that has been producing wine throughout its history, it is hardly surprising that drinking places should have been known by many names, sometimes different from area to area, and even within an area itself: a taberna for some was a tabanco for others, and what wine called a tasca others called a solomade or a cantina, a bodeguita, a bache or a bufe.

Wine shops in this area have adopted so many and such varied incarnations, and gone through so many vicissitudes, that what we are left with today is, to the detriment of our cultural heritage and well-
being, a shadow of what there once
was. Highlanders from Santander
who settled in this area played an
important role in establishing this
kind of shop, with assistants known
as chinos and an approach to


customer relations that have now
disappeared, as have stores
selling allmarinos — products from
overseas. The Highlanders
appropriated strategic positions for


their shops in the local towns and

it is worth remembering that, during

the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, many of them were among

the first growers of a wine that would

later be traded in and exported by

other families who were incomers

from abroad.

The cyclic presence in the area of
montañeses, as the people from
the north were dubbed, predated
commercial interests. From the
thirteenth century on there was an
influx of people from Cantabria,
Galicia and Castile-Leon, who
reverted the towns that had been
under Moorish control. And,

contrary to what happened in
other non-frontier zones, they did
not intermarry with the locals.

Consequently, it was they who

defined the demography of this
triangle. Jeresano, portonero,
and their neighbours were the first subjects of the Christian
reconquest, so that, despite the rich
Muslim presence and legacy in this
area, it is recognised today that there
is more to the andalusí character of
the inhabitants of the Marco de Jerez
region than legend would allow. The
people who moved down here from
the north stayed put, and within a
short time their children had come
to be regarded as fully-fledged locals.
WINE AND FESTIVITY

Today, the main wine-related cultural events are to be found in some of the festivals still held to celebrate the arrival of spring and which, curiously enough, are more closely related in origin to early livestock fairs than to vines coming into fruit. Even in Jerez, since the grape harvest festival known as Fiestas de la Vendimia died out at the end of the twentieth century, the biggest wine event has been the Feria del Caballo horse fair. However, this may soon be ousted by a new Autumn Fair, still on the drawing board. In El Puerto, where the Feria de Primavera and the Feria del Vino Fino are held in April and May, September celebrations including the famous Virgen de la Verdad de los Milagros procession dedicated to the town’s patron saint, have also been wiped from the calender. And in Sanlúcar, a fair devoted to mantanilla wine is held in May, followed by the Feria de Exaltación del Guadalupeño celebrations shortly before the year’s wine is ready.

But whereas up until a couple of centuries ago these festivities and public shows of celebration were class-conscious affairs – members of high society marked them in their palacios and mansions while ordinary folk did so in the streets and squares, with official permission (as noted by architect Fernando Areasa Vicente) – the twentieth century saw such fairs becoming totally popularised. Consequently, the private toasts known as cuvas that used to be a feature of the area’s famous fairs have now disappeared, and people of all classes rub shoulders for a few days of common celebration.
The feria, with all that it entails, is the archetypal example of the sort of 'temporary town' that is so frequent a feature of life in the Jerez area. It showcases the joyous character of its inhabitants, for whom it provides an escape from everyday worries. People share the stage with the other stars of the feria: horses. The horse is more than just an animal in this triangle, where it is venerated as a symbol of beauty and power. Whereas they once had an important role in warfare, horses today are associated with festivity, sport and finance. It is no accident that the unique type of Andalusian carriages, bred and raised according to age-old methods, originated in Jerez, nor that several of the horses and riders who have achieved Olympic success for Spain have come from this city.

The equestrian tradition, kept alive down the centuries in all its aspects, has engendered an industry with all its associated trades, and a special, almost legendary, communion between man and animal. The existence of many centres and institutions attest to this, as do world-renowned stables that export Spanish thoroughbreds. El Puerto and Sanlúcar also take pleasure in these majestic animals, and have special events of their own with horse-drawn carriages and stunningly beautiful displays such as horse races on the beach.

Together with fishing and farming, stockbreeding has always been one of the mainstays of the economy of this region. In addition to the best and most coveted specimens of horse, Spain's top thoroughbred bulls come...
from this area: the Gallardo ranch in El Puerto is the source of ‘mulá’ and ‘palorromo’ bulls, both, legendary types. Bulls and horses have always been closely related, to the extent that the first bullfighting passes were made from horseback: referees, or the art of bullfighting on horseback, is one of the oldest forms of tauromachy to have survived to the present day.

First performed in open squares, bullfighting began to gain popularity in the eighteenth century with the arrival of the first unmounted matadors as figurers in the spectacle. And if further proof were needed of the Marco de Jerez’s role in promoting bullfighting, the fact that the first known bullfight poster was printed in El Puerto speaks volumes. Though levels of enthusiasm are difficult to measure, El Puerto’s bullring acquired precedence over its neighbours, emerging in its present role as the plaza de toros for the whole Bay area.

THE VOICE OF THE REGION

Flamenco – with one foot in either camp of festivity and culture – is an art form that is part of the heritage of mankind, and it finds its quintessential expression within this triangle. Experts disagree about its origins, as tends to be the case in interpreting history. Flamencologists such as Luis Suárez Ávila date it back to the fifteenth century and the arrival of gypsies in Spain and, more specifically, those who came to El Puerto condemned to service on the Royal Galleries. They also believe that they mixed with black slaves, hence the term canos de la negrín (literally, black chains). It has been demonstrated that the gypsies made use of the body of epic ballads and mediæval verse of the time, and their songs have also been traced to America and back, having been taken there from the old continent and returned to Europe over the years in the mouths of anonymous artists and performers, thereby recreating the mysterious processes of the oral tradition.

There are differences between the type of flamenco sung in the port towns (San Fernando, Puerto Real, El Puerto, Cádiz) and that of Jerez – one being more intimate, the other more audience orientated – although stage performance of flamenco was not professionalized, if the term could be said to apply to this art form, until the mid-nineteenth century. García Lorca identified just ten families between Jerez and Cádiz to whom the roots of flamenco could be traced. This corner of Lower Andalusia has certainly produced the most venerated and famous flamenco artists. And it was in this part of the country, where they arrived as convicts and slaves, that gypsies became most thoroughly integrated into society.

Today, flamenco is an important part of the culture of the Marco de Jerez and has become an industry in its own right. Both aspects have been boosted by events such as the Festival del Canté de los Puertos, the Fiesta de la Bulería, the Seville Biennial and the Jerez Festival, all of which generate worldwide interest. It must be admitted, however, that flamenco has lost its original intimacy along the way, and only rarely now can one experience a genuine flamenco evening: these generally happen spontaneously, since, like good jazz, good flamenco contains a lot of improvisation, which is to say inspiration.

THE PEOPLE OF THE REGION

Despite the proximity to each other of the towns of the sherry region, and despite the fact that their inhabitants share a history and their famous wine, competition between them has been inevitable. This is due, in part, to the fact that the three towns in question enjoyed singular importance for different cultures and, especially, for the Crown.

The presence of King Alfonso X, The Wise, in El Puerto de Santa María and in Jerez, and the decision of Prime Minister Godoy, many centuries later, to designate Sanlúcar the capital of the region until Javier de Burgos restored the current administrative division, invented these three towns with an importance that would later be reflected in the character and pride of their inhabitants. With two hundred thousand inhabitants, Jerez is today the first city in the province (the fifth in Andalusia) and it possesses an impressive infrastructure for a place of its size, including an airport and a large university campus.

The presence in these towns of an emerging bourgeoisie four hundred years ago left more than just a series of beautiful palatial houses (there were apparently over a hundred in El Puerto alone) as evidence of their prosperity. Many of the three towns’ families were also patrons of the arts and culture in general. Their business needs brought technological progress, such as electricity and the telephone, here in advance of other parts of the country, and even a railway line that

Flamenco, part of the heritage of mankind, originated in this triangle and is in its most spontaneous form.
linked Jerez, El Puerto and Sanlúcar until just a few years ago. Even foreign fashions in dress reached this corner of the world thanks to their influence.

El Puerto is a tourist town par excellence and its beaches are the main asset of a province where the services sector continues to be the main source of employment. Sanlúcar, as well as exerting tourist appeal, is Cádiz’s main link with the River Guadalquivir and is also the province’s most Sevillana and Andalucían-oriented town, creating a cultural bridge that extends beyond the Rocio or the fact that people drink manzanilla in Seville.

This pride in where one comes from, which some misguided mayors have been known to translate into an encouragement of chauvinistic localism, has not got in the way of all kinds of bonds being formed between the people of El Puerto, Sanlúcar and Jerez; many families of noble ancestry have become related down the centuries, not always for business reasons. Today, many jerezeros (an estimated ten thousand) have second homes in El Puerto and Sanlúcar so as to enjoy the benefits of the more temperate climate (three to four degrees cooler) on the coast in summer. There is also a daily coming and going between the towns for all sorts of reasons, not just connected with the wine industry, as would have been the case in the past.

Many El Puerto people are also involved in bolsa or other industries in Jerez, and many from Sanlúcar travel to Jerez because of its role as capital of the sherry region. In an era when distance is irrelevant, living in any one of these towns means enjoying practically the same...
advantages and disadvantages. In this area of over 1,500 square kilometres (930 square miles), occupied by 350,000 inhabitants with more than 3,000 years of history behind them, there is something for everyone. This multicultural corner, a crossroads and testing place for travellers, has paradoxically provided the world with its most quintessential cliché images of Spanishness while at the same time being wide open to outside influences and possessing attractivity and lore that appeal to people of all interests.

The climate – more than just a conversational gap-filler here – probably has a lot to do with it. Over 3,000 hours of sun a year and an average temperature of 25 degrees Centigrade (77 degrees Fahrenheit) are reason enough for anyone, anywhere, to spend much of their time out of doors. And this is despite the fact that the architecture in this part of the world is cleverly designed to stay cool in the summer and warm in the winter, with large windows to let in the light and, on the ground floor, courtyards that let the street into the house and vice versa. The fact that such a high proportion of life is lived outside the home has influenced the festive calendar, the way that squares and public spaces are laid out and furnished, and leisure venues ranging from bars to casinos to clubs for literary conversations or business transactions… not forgetting restaurants, roadside restaurants designed to cater for people who just have to get out and about in the open air.

In this part of the world, time is not allowed to be a tyrant: dashing about all day, day-hours are avoided, and patience rules supreme. This may be because people are resigned to waiting for solutions that never come, or because of the cumulative effect of many centuries of history. Had it not been for this philosophy of life, or the special characteristics of what Professor María del Carmen Barregro Pérez calls a “microclimatic enclave”, with its precise cycles of rain and sunshine, a wine with the characteristics of sherry – in which taste is intrinsic – would never have emerged.

Sherry and sherry-making, then, provide an excellent metaphorical definition of the inhabitants of the Marco de Jerez: noble, patient, unique, universal and with a long history. But these are just traits and impressions that many will find inadequate. As Jerez writer Francisco Bejarano declares: “we, ourselves, are the town, which means that there are as many different towns within one single one as there are people trying to capture it in writing.”
THE HISTORY AND LEGEND OF A WINE
OLD WORLD AND NEW

CARMEN BORREGO PLÁ
Few wines can lay claim to a cultural history as lengthy as that of sherry—which dates back to the dawn of time—yet at the same time trace their origin without resorting to legend or conjecture. Guerero Ayuso maintains that the wild vitis vinifera vine, indigenous to the Mediterranean ecosystem, came from Asia Minor, probably from Anatolia or the area fed by the life-giving waters of the Euphrates and the Tigris known as the Fertile Crescent. From there, vines and wine, their vital juice, would travel in different Phoenician vessels to the area that concerns us here, where the people responsible for their introduction into Spain taught us how to grow and make wine from them. Irrefutable traces of the Phoenician presence can still be found in the village of Doña Blanca, a settlement on the outskirts of El Puerto de Santa María, which dates back to the eighth century BC. There one can see the remains of a wine press—according to Professor Ritz Mata, this one actually dates from the Tinctorian period in the third century BC—composed of an upper trough in which the grapes were trodden and another below into which the must ran, both plattered on a mixture of sand, lime and fired clay. Nearby ovens, clearly not for baking cereals, may well have been used for heating the must. As in Pompeii, earth and ashes conceal a way of life which, in this case, seems no less extraordinary for being largely unknown.

But the Phoenicians were not the only visiting people; the strategic position of the Jerez region exerted a magnetic
pull over all the Mediterranean civilisations who set their sights on this part of the Iberian Peninsula, Antiquity's \textit{finis terrae}, legendary site of the Pillars of Hercules. Greeks and Romans would later venture into this territory and colonise it, as the Phoenicians had done before them. It was from them that we learned the convention of drinking wine: not only was it used in ritual and trade, but it also served as a bonding substance between old and new friends, livened up celebrations and, all in all, symbolised joie de vivre. Wine represented wealth for the giver and happiness for the drinker, as exemplified by the Greeks' \textit{symposium} and the Romans' \textit{convivium} - drinking parties at which Dionysus and Bacchus set the tone.
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\caption{Phoenician wine press found during the archaeological excavation of Oliva Mertes. (II Puerta de Santa María, Cádiz, Shown by Diego Bértolo-Merino.)}
\end{figure}
Flaccellare describes the Greek symposium as a social gathering where friends first ate their fill and then moved on to wine, which subtly encouraged conversation on divine, human and political matters and even jokes and riddles. At that period, wine was mixed with water to a strength determined by the symposiarch, who presided over the symposium. In summer, a big vessel would be filled with very cold water in which a jar containing the pure wine — the pyxter — was immersed. Wine from this would then be used as the basis of diluted mixtures, which it also chilled. During the Classical period — including the era under consideration — wine undoubtedly, and for obvious reasons, would have been full of deposits and therefore needed to be passed through some sort of strainer to make it drinkable. This practice is fascinatingly depicted on a piece of pottery decorated by the Brygos painter with a symposium scene taken from the Iliad, showing a figure holding a sieve and a long-handled dipper similar to the venetias used in the sherry region today.

This particular cultural pattern continued during the Roman period, when it was known as comitatio. The comitatio was an extension of the symposium concept, including post-prandial enjoyment after dinner — a luxurious meal which became increasingly refined: tablecloths, silver dishes, triclinium couches, footbaths for guests, spectacularly presented food with large quantities of meat and many different desserts. For the Romans, so pragmatic in other respects, in matters of food "ostentation display was the host’s best letter of introduction." And wine from Ceret — modern-day Jerez and its surrounding area — was perceived as a luxury product, despite the Italian peninsula’s own wealth of wines. As the Roman poet Martial wrote: "May Nepos serve you wine from Ceret; you will think it wine from Soria. But he does not serve it to everyone — he drinks it truly with a trio of friends" (Book XIII, 124).
As a general rule, all these cultures shared a common goal: to drink in moderation. According to the Greek poet Homer, “if (men) drank too much, they mistakenly believed themselves as strong as lions, and if they continued drinking, they took leave of their senses and became donkey-like in every respect.” It would be true to say; however, that these principles were not always carried through; hence Virgil’s observation that “verses written by water drinkers will not prevail.”

As a counterpoint to this high life, the countryside came to be seen as an oasis of peace, serving both as a refuge for citizens getting away from the town and a source of supply for the town itself. Both these aspects are contemplated by Roman writer from Cádiz, Lucius Junius Moderatus Columella (born during the first years of the Christian era), in his De re rustica, in which he lays down basic rules for vineyards in the Jerez area which have survived to the present day; soil and grape types, vineyard location, various vineyard tasks and at what time of year to carry them out, the quality of must obtained, and so on …

**ISLAM, THE VICTOR VANQUISHED**

The Roman Empire gradually declined into decadence, making way for a new turn of the historical screw; the arrival of the Barbarians, known in Spain as the Visigoths. The times that ensued were far from peaceful; rather, they were marked by outbreaks of civil war, Arianism, bloodshed and lack of harmony. During this period, theologian St Isidore of Seville declared in his encyclopaedic treatise, the Etymologies, that grapes were full of humour, juice and density, going on to list 23 different grape varieties. Meanwhile, Visigoth King Recceswinitth issued his Forum Judicum, a code that prescribed various punishments – monetary, social and even corporal – for those who stole from the vineyards or damaged vines with their livestock.
This historical situation did not last long, however, as ships sailing under various colours crossed the Straits of Gibraltar, bringing new incomers from the East to Spain. This time it was the Moors, whose power was reaching a crescendo and who exercised close control over the Mediterranean. Their imprint on Andalusia was unrivalled by that of other incoming cultures: they were completely seduced by Andalusia, to the extent that the victors could be said to have been vanquished. Although Koranic law and religion – one and the same thing – forbade drinking wine, many commentators, including Marín among them, maintain that the rules were interpreted somewhat ambiguously, particularly from the Caliphate period onwards. Various loopholes were found – such as obtaining wine from a Morabab grower – to make law-breaking as palatable as possible. From time to time, though, there were intermittent clamp-downs on this particular kind of permissiveness, such as the attempts by Caliph Al Hakim II to uproot all the vineyards in his kingdom for religious reasons. However, his original intentions were soon undermined by the need to grow grapes for raisins.

Hellenistic cultural patterns again resurfaced in the form of the largely unknown mantanana, rooted in the symposium philosophy but now centred on the characteristics of the dinner guests. These were all chosen not so much for their social level as for their wit, noble inclinations and refined appearance – clean, well-cut nails, impeccable turban, perfumed skin, trimmed beard – the object being to cast off all affectation. Behaviour was expected to involve treating others fairly, drinking moderately, promoting harmony, forgetting past grudges, concealing defects, refraining from reproach, enjoying oneself without making too much noise or shouting, and also abstaining from parading social
agricultural treatises (those by Ibn Wahid and Ibn Bassal are examples) and agricultural calendars. They even planted experimental gardens, as in Seville’s Aljarafi and Huerta del Rey (the King’s Orchard, so called because it lay within royal property). This latter has given its name to an area of modern-day Seville. Jerez’s grapes thus became famous, the Acehbi variety being considered the best for their fleshy fruit, and both they and the Alarijo variety were keenly traded. This happy, leisurely period reached its zenith in the palm kingdom of the poet king Al-Mutamid, during whose reign, according to Jerico poet Ben Lubluec, regatas were held on the River Guadalquivir and poetry about wine was freely written:

The reflection of wine pierced by light, tints with red the drink master’s fingers, as juniper stains the muzzle of the antepe red.

Successive Islamic invasions – the zealous Almoravids, the Almohades – adhered more closely to the Koran but, as Sanchez Albornoz observed, Koranic teaching could never quite pierce the acquired armour of ‘Hispanic’ customs.

While all this was taking place in Andalusia, far away at the court of the Great Count Roger II of Sicily; the Arab Geographer Royal Al-Idrisi (possibly born in Ceuta) was writing his great treatise, Shihat al-Moawid jn l-Bahrayn al-Azof (The Delight of One Who Wishes to Traverse The Regions of the World), also known as al-Nihah al-Rusayi (Roger’s Book), which contains the following: “Sevilla is a strong town of moderate size encircled by walls; the country around it is pleasant to the eye, consisting of vineyards, olive orchards and fig trees.” A description from which one can deduce that _crio_ was the city later known as Jerez. This question was researched by Gonzalez Gordien and was later used as evidence in the famous twelfth century court case over Denomination of Origin which resulted in a resounding legal victory against foreign producers. Roger’s Book was backed up by a map of the world (c. 1154) – a copy of which was found recently – which provides graphic corroboration.

THE GRADUAL AWAKENING TO NEW MISTS

Shortly afterwards, in 1264, King Alfonzo X of Castile reclaimed Jerez from the Moors, and life in the sherry region changed radically. Located at the frontier with the Nasrid kingdom of Granada – hence its full name, Jerez de la Frontera – the city underwent years of bitter struggle, violence and bloodshed, during which replenishment of both population and crops became essential. A reward system associated with the Conquest had been created, with the Crown distributing specific units of land on the basis of social prestige and merit – to noblemen, including the Villavicencio, Zurna, Valdepena and Carrionas families; to royal relatives and henchmen; to religious and even military orders, such as the Order of Calatrava, which received eight_ anegas_ of vineyards in the Balbaina area. Land was perceived as a means of support and a symbol of prestige, making the wealthy wealthier still and liberating the poor from extreme poverty.

Vines and cereals, obligatory

1. Translator’s note: In the Sherry region, units of land equal to 6,453 square metres (about 1.7 acres)
crops by law, became the economic and dietary linchpins of a territory of which Alfonso was very fond. Tradition has it that one of his most important military officers, Fernán Blázquez Palomino, gave his name – Palomino – to the variety of grape that later became a local classic. That Jerez wine very soon became an integral part of the new order is revealed in examples such as ten almogáver being sent to Jerez nobleman Alonso Núñez de Villavicencio to help fuel his battle against the Nasrid kingdom in 1410; and the Maño de los Muerteru tradition, when riders from Jerez fed their horses a ‘special beverage’ of water and wine to give them the strength they needed to fight.

By then, the other two enclaves – the educating towns of El Puerto de Santa María and Sanlúcar de Barrameda which, together with Jerez, would make up the Maño de Jerez region several centuries later – had long been in existence. In both cases, there was a strong wine-related connection in that it was one of their main sources of subsistence.
taking all this into account, it is hardly surprising that the whole Atlantic fringe area should become a "lucky blossoming" for traders, first from northern Spain—who exchanged wood and iron for wine and salted fish and meat—and later from Europe. These latter were boosted by the fall of Constantinople in 1453: unable to establish direct links with the city, European merchants opted to establish themselves, either permanently or for the short term, on the coasts of the Strait of Gibraltar, carrying on a triangular trade between Africa (gold, slaves and wax), the Bay of Cádiz (wine and cereals) and their countries of origin (all kinds of manufactured products).

This was when strong links were forged with Brittany and England, the latter represented by merchants centred around the Sanlúcar-based church of St George—the name says it all—which served not only as a place of worship and burial, but also as a meeting point for foreigners. The Andalusia Company was set up during this period, though the enterprise did not last long, undermined by political and religious differences. Meanwhile, El Puerto saw the arrival of merchants from Portugal (Bastosvides, Mano, Méndez Sequeira) and Genoa (Cattaneo, Gentile, Grimaldi), many of whom also went to Jerez (Spinola, Adorno, Negro, Zacarías), as did Felipe Zaraza from Bologna. Such was the wealth of this finca terrae that, between the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 159 foreign entrepreneurs are known to have been in the area, spread among the three sherry towns. This growing cosmopolitanism exerted cultural and social impact in the area where they settled: the Zacarías family, for example, settled in El Puerto, then spread to Jerez, having intermarried with one of the old local families, the Villavicencios.

At that time sherry, also known as 'sack', was drunk both above and below stairs, was a convivial part of wedding celebrations, an "invisible calming element during christenings, and an offer of the social wheels at all sorts of get-togethers. It acquired its most important significance, however, during the celebration of mass, when it was used as communicant wine. Never again would wine serve both as a digestive tonic and as a vehicle for taking various kinds of medication as it did at that period. It was common knowledge from earliest times that wine, including sherry, had certain medicinal applications, among them—as well as those already mentioned—serving as a disinfectant, an invigorating tonic and even a nutrient, as suggested by the Spanish proverb: "with bread and wine one walks down the line." When the Cádiz area was ravaged by the Great Plague in 1473, sherry was used as a prophylactic, and it was also mixed with a plant known as serpent root (Stachys hispanica)—which at the time only grew on León Island—to make a herbal tea used as a remedy for those who had already succumbed to the plague. Pliny, Palladius, Ibn Rushd (better known as Averroës) and even Luis de Leiva de Avila—posto-doctor to King Charles V—all attested to these properties down the ages.

As times moved on, an exciting new fashion caught on at court and among the common folk: a taste for cold drinks—including wine—in both summer and winter. Snow became
an essential element for the highest
laid and the humblest official. It was
collected in the mountains and
burlled in wells to keep it frozen, then
used to chill drinks placed inside a
kind of copper demijohn with a very
long, narrow neck, which were then
served in tall, thin glasses known
as \textit{prenetos}, whose shape was
specifically designed to retain the cold.

It was at this period that the Spanish
poet Quevedo described sherry as
one of the best wines in the world,
and Fernando de Zárate, Lope de
Vega and Cervantes expressed similar
opinions. By this time, wines from
the Bay of Cádiz area – Sanlúcar,
Jerez and El Puerto – were reaching
cornerstone of the European continent
like ships in full sail. And while
Sanlúcar wines headed for Italy and,
sometimes, Ireland (100 butts?) in
1560, El Puerto wines also set sail for
Ireland (similar quantities at around
the same time) and, particularly,
for the Portuguese enclaves in
Africa – Tanger, Asilah, Sult, Otran,
Mazalquivir. Interestingly, many
butts from Jerez – empty in this
case – served as barricades during
Portuguese-African skirmishes.
Another classic market for sherry
was provisioning the galley fleet,
naval defence par excellence, that
wintered at anchor off El Puerto.

The most important destinations for
sherry, however, were the Flemish and
the London markets. Sack had been
introduced to the Netherlands many
years earlier by Pedro de Estopián,
conqueror of Melilla for the abdicated
house of Medina Sidonia and right-
hand man to King Ferdinand the
'Catholic Monarch'. From his post as
ambassador to Flanders, Estopián
acted as commercial agent for his
own wines from Patapala. It was
the English who became the prime
consumers from the time of King
Henry VIII's marriage to Princess
Catherine of Aragon, youngest
surviving child of the Catholic
Monarchs. Sherry became so popular
that, as a letter from James Howell
to Lord Cliffor'd explains: 'when the
wines of Jerez first appeared among
us, they were drunk in aqua-vite
measures, but now they go down the
throats of young and old alike like
milk.' The British embassy also
made a declaration to that effect,
spreading the rumour that in 1561,
exports to Britain had been worth
200,000 ducats. Even the English
monarch had hailed its virtues as a
dessert wine, while in 1596 the Earl
of Essex – who would later lead the
attack on the Port of Cádiz – assured
Queen Elizabeth I of England that
sherry was good because it fired up
his soldiery. In his \textit{Palatium} (1619),
Pepys declares that 'all drinks stand
hat-in-hand in the presence of
sherry,' while Shakespeare eulogises
it in many of his works – \textit{Henry IV},
\textit{The Merry Wives of Windsor} –
and even makes his immortal Falstaff
a butt of sack in human form.

\textbf{THE DOMINION OF
OCEANIC HORIZON}

Europe was not the only continent
with an appetite for sherry. Since
1492, the mysteries of the Atlantic
had been unlocked, and from
its waters a new continent – the
Indies, also known as America – had
emerged, triggering a geographic,
demographic, nautical, mental,
religious and, inevitably, an
economic revolution. Right at the
heart of this immense shift were
Spaniards, recently landed in this
'unimaginable arca' and trying to
maintain, or at least adapt their
own native cultural traditions, with
wine still as integral part of their
diet. No-one really knows precisely
when sherry was introduced to the
Americans, but although some
scholars date it back to 1493 and
Columbus's second voyage, cereal is
so far the only product from Jerez for
which there is documentary evidence
of its having made the journey. Be
that as it may, it must have been
drank from very early on, since
secular priest Juan de Castellanos
recounted that, once the conquest of
Cuzco – now Venezaela – had
been achieved in the early sixteenth
century, peace was celebrated with
sherry wine and aniseed liqueur.
Likewise, sherry was present at a
banquet given by Francisco Pizarro
in Peru at which, according to the
chronicles of Francisco de Jerez, a
total of fifty \textit{botellas}, each costing
800 pesos, were consumed.

But the best barthender of sherry's
future universality was the first
voyage around the world undertaken
by Fernando de Magallanes
(Magellan) – killed towards the end
of the voyage – and Juan Sebastián
de Elcano between 1519 and 1522.
Their entire wine supply came
from Jerez: 508 butts – 30 \textit{armadas}
each – costing 511,347 maravedís.
Additionally, they paid 6,234
maravedís to Gonzalo Díaz in respect
of brokerage plus 67,709 maravedís
to cover the bottling, carrying and
supervision of the containers in
which the wine travelled, plus an
extra 4,790 maravedís paid to Juan
Nicolás, who masterminded

\textbf{\textit{A Tastevin's note: The unit of 5 casks was equal to 80
arrobas} – or \textit{fustas} of 500 litres.}
Detail of a map by Ambrosius Hemery van Stevin, held by the Norman Library in Stavelot, depicting the course of the Dijz Victoria at the mouth of the River Coetelpaire.
whole operation. The quantity of wine calculated for each crew member was half an arrobas' provided the trip lasted 768 days, although this amount would be increased by a third if the voyage took longer.

Exploitation of this immense New World was effected by the Crown through the port of Seville and the commercial exchange known as the Casa de Contratación (House of Trade), also in Seville, the government agency authorized to control Spanish exploration and colonization of the new lands. In 1517, this institution ordered all ships sailing to the New World to carry two half barrels filled with vino shoes of different grape varieties, with a view to finding out which stock was best adapted to American soil. It is reasonable to suppose that, from that year onwards, there must have been some from Jerez among the many varieties explored. However, none met with much luck in the region known at the time as New Spain (Mexico) for various reasons. One problem was the climate, so different from Spain, with changing seasons that did much to thwart the efforts of aspiring farmers. Another was the territory's harshest vegetation, which would have complicated the main viticultural tasks, especially pruning. Additional factors were competition from local beverages, particularly pulque, the drink made from fermented agave juice; the discovery of mineral springs, which were far more profitable; and, above all, pressure from Andalusian growers belonging to the merchants guild known as the Consejo de Mercaderes, established in Seville in 1550. The syndicates' effect of all these invading bladders soon put paid to Mexican vino stocks, the final blow being Felipe II's royal decree to all Viceroyalty on American soil prohibiting the planting of any new vineyards in the American or the restoration of existing ones, with the sole exception of those in Peru.

This situation was beneficial to exports of Spanish wines, including sherry, which were shipped on the two-ship aye that set sail from Seville to the Viceroyalty of New Spain and Tierra Firme (present-day Panama). The most common shipping containers used were 30-arrobas boxes, 27-arrobas pipes and the arrobas-size jar known as bota perdida, which was reinforced on the outside with a phlegmed ejar glass girdle or weave, packed in cork and required to be sealed at the mouth with gypsum.

Sherry became increasingly expensive as a combined result of the high transport costs involved in these long and complicated journeys and, as García Fuentes points out, the high level of taxation to which it was subjected. The custom duty applicable to exports from Seville was 7.5 percent of the total value of the goods, a percentage that went up to 10.5 upon arrival at its American port of destination, in addition to local duties. This imposition was at odds with levies applied to wines from Seville which, from 1527 on, enjoyed tax exempt status when travelling to America, much as they did on the domestic market under the terms of a privilege granted by King Alfonso X. This explains why Seville bought a lot of wine from Jerez, not for local consumption but to be resold to the Indies, resulting in a double-origin phenomenon whereby these wines were treated as Sevillan. The big Seville merchants had large warehouses on Cádiz's, Casasola, Sotana, Aranda, Larga, Nieva and Sun EQUAL. stems, where they stored these foreign wines until the next fleet was ready to depart. According to Gil Peregret between 1592 and the end of the sixteenth century some 886,982

arrobas of wine theoretically earmarked to cross the Atlantic were stored in these warehouses.

But sherry also featured under its own name in the trade with the Indies, being one of the main beneficiaries of the arco de torimola provision which stipulated from the start that a third of the cargo space in each ship be reserved for goods from the Càdiz region. Unfortunately, little is known about the quantities of wine exported, although research carried out by Professor García Fuentes has discovered documentary evidence of 97 shipments, between 1583 and 1590, accounting for a total of 528,667 arrobas, of which 52 percent originated in Jerez, with the remaining quantity coming from Álava, the northern mountain range of Seville and the County of Huesca, as well as from Santurc de Barranca, El Paular and other villages commonly included within the Marzo de Jerez region. The destination of choice for these wines was the Viceroyalty of Mexico and the Caribbean islands, although small amounts also arrived in the Philippines on board the Galeón de Manila, which sailed from the port of Acapulco in New Spain. As regards prices, García Bernal recorded that in 1597 the price of an arroba of young sherry bound for the Yucatan was 22 ducats, this going up to 27 ducats for mature sherry — a relatively high price in which the notion of aging as a value-adding process is already discernible.

The century that followed was a difficult one owing to the economic crisis that befell Spain and, with it, the Bay of Cádiz: bad crops, wage demands, study trade practices, such as the advance purchase of must by certain foreign merchants, guaranteeing that small growers sold their grapes but at appallingly low prices... All these matters
weakened the position of Andalusian entrepreneurs, identified by Professor Iglesias Rodríguez as the budding bourgeoisie. Curiously, and despite expert opinions to the contrary, extant documentation reflects constant levels of wine exports, especially to England. Indeed, it was during this period (1653) that one of Jerez’s main trading companies – the Cabeza de Aranda company – was founded. This would later merge with the firm of Zarco and create the famous CZ brand, which the Cuevas brothers believe to have
been the first sherry brand ever; it is mentioned in correspondence as early as 1728. This interpretation of the period is backed up by the (somewhat exaggerated) statistics put forward by Velázquez Gaztelu based on records of the Ducal house of Medinaceli: 801,190 arrobas shipped from Seville between 1639 and 1643, to which must be added 1,000 hogsheads consumed in the town and the port of Bonanza. Calculating on the basis of new royal duties of half a ducat levied on each hogshead from Jerez, Saucedo de Soprani suggests that 9,435 pipes of wine and vinegar were sold in 1633.

Be that as it may, until further research sheds new light on this thorny question, all one can be said with certainty is that sherry enjoyed a privileged position in transatlantic trade. Wine from Jerez had always been a favourite on warships, even in those days after the discovery of the New World, since they had to sail to the Indies as excess to the annual fleets, and sherry constituted part of their provisions. In the eighteenth century, sherry was the wine that sailors drank most of, for various important reasons: not only its quality (sic), but also the fact that it was cheap, since duty provisions were not subject to excise duties and were also exempt from the tonnage quota applied to commercial shipments to the Indies. This goes a long way to explaining why the troops were able to sell surpluses from their daily rations in American ports: an example of the complex market system of supply and demand.

That said, shipments sent from the Cádiz region were smaller than those from Seville at that period, since the latter's tercio de insaladas quota was reduced by the latter's wines and manufactured goods. To cap this commercial situation, described by contemporary commentators as 'insane', the Cádiz contingent refused to pose any obstacles to foreign trade because, despite royal prohibitions, they considered that it was better to forget it than to have it replaced by clandestine smuggling that it would be impossible to control. All this triggered a change in economic policy, as a result of which Seville's bitterer position as Gateway to the Indies began to collapse, though not without stout resistance from all the institutions involved: Jerez chronicler Gaztelu de Torres declared that: '...the remedy that the whole kingdom demands is... it is that it be decreed that the Bay of Cádiz be used for Fleets and Galleons and that they sail from there to the Indies.' This approach was back up by Cádiz-born monk fray Jerónimo de la Concepción, who claimed that: 'Foreign kingdoms and provinces love Cádiz on account of its open bay, its firmly established boundaries, its safe resting places and its honest dealings.' Genuine public outcry, in combination with geographical convenience and, the payment of 500,000 ducats to the Crown by the Cádiz consistory, made the apparently impossible happen. In 1717, the House of Trade was moved to Cádiz and Seville's die was cast. This started the beginning of a new phase in this extraordinary and historic port, with the cotton being passed to Cádiz, a much more open and liberal Atlantic port, and which saw turned its sights towards a future with a new mindset, new protagonists, even a different governmental regime under the brand-new Bourbon dynasty. Modernity was knocking at the door, Cádiz's time had come.
THE SHAPING OF THE SHERRY INDUSTRY
18TH AND 19TH CENTURIES

JAVIER MALDONADO ROSSO
In parallel to changes that occur in the course of certain natural processes – the slow and tumultuous phases of wine fermentation, for example – transformations in society can take place slowly or quickly. Such transformations can also be peaceful or violent, qualitative or quantitative, and the alternatives offered by these examples can sometimes coexist in combination, giving rise to a wide variety of possible permutations.

Vine-growing and wine trading within the Marco de Jerez – the term is used to refer to both the geographical region around Jerez and the sherry sector – has undergone many changes in the course of its history. The most important of these to date occurred over the last three decades of the eighteenth century and the first three of the nineteenth, and essentially transformed the kind of viniculture that was traditional to the area into the modern wine-growing industry we know today. The wine types covered by the Jerez-Sherry Denomination of Origin, the idiosyncratic criaderas and solera system, the area’s extraordinary bodega architecture, the vitivinicultural company model (the exporting bodega, or shippers) still in use today, and so on, all either originated or were expanded during the six or seven decades spanning the latter part of the eighteenth century and the early part of the nineteenth. This was a period of major transformation for vitiviniculture: the change was qualitative and happened slowly and peacefully, but it was not without tension.

This chapter looks at the various elements involved in this transformation, its defining characteristics, its socio-economic effects and the people who played leading roles in it.

**Reorganisation of the European Atlantic Wine Market**

The transformation of vitiviniculture in the Jerez-Xérès-Sherry area was not just a local phenomenon, but one whose impact was felt internationally: the development of Jerez’s wine trade was part of a major process of change that affected the international wine market from the late seventeenth century onwards.

Demand for wines of all types grew from the late 1660s on, mainly in the countries of northern Europe, and particularly in Great Britain and Holland – the great maritime powers of the period – as a consequence of their improved standard of living. Consumption of new drinks such as brandy, gin, chocolate and coffee also increased, representing competition for “dinner” and “afternoon” wines in particular. British taste began to change: hitherto predominantly inclined towards light, pale wines, it now began to show a preference for stronger ones with more colour and complexity – high-quality wines, consumption of which lent social distinction. From the wine trade’s point of view, this made them a product capable of competing with the new drinks mentioned above, and of delivering bigger profit margins.

Producing these new, high-quality wines called for major technical and...
commercial changes. Significant among these were the selection of the most suitable grape varieties; careful harvesting; a precise approach to viticulture according to wine type; the addition of wine-derived spirits; systematic and regular racking (decanting wine from lees); ageing wines; combining different natural wine types to obtain the various types of wine for export, and so on. Noteworthy commercial changes included replacing fairs and seasonal sales with wholesale trading and wine sales throughout the year; the consequent need for winery premises and equipment to cater for ageing and storing wines; the deregulation of wine prices; the emergence of new types of wine growing-related
agricultural, industrial and commercial businesses...

These innovations were introduced in various wine growing areas of Atlantic Europe, albeit at varying rates. Madeira, the Canary Islands, Oporto, Jerez and Marsala began producing these types of wine, and their respective vitivinicultures were transformed as a result. During the period under consideration – the late seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries – the British market was the main consumer of wines of this kind (strong, slightly sweet, richly coloured, highly alcoholic), and the leading merchants who specialised in the wine trade were also British, competing closely with the Dutch for control of the wine trade in Atlantic Europe.

**THE TRADITIONAL VITIVINICULTURE OF JEREZ**

Vitiviniculture in Jerez became part of this process of change relatively late. Until the 1760s and 1770s, the primary wine products produced within the Marco de Jerez region were musts and clarified wines from the current vintage. At that time, matured wines accounted for only a very small part of production because growers within the sherry triangle preferred their business to entail the least possible risk and to be conducted within the shortest possible time-frame. This preference stemmed from the fact that, except at times of crisis, growers in the Marco de Jerez were unconcerned about selling their wines, given that between the orders they received through general trading companies established in Cádiz, Puerto de Santa María and Sanlúcar, purchases made by factors acting for foreign (mainly British) businesses with bases in the Cádiz-Jerez area, and shipments to Latin America, a high proportion of their harvest was sold without needing to bother to seek out other customers.

In the case of less well-off growers (both land-owning and tenant), their crops were sold ahead of the harvest by means of advance payments on account made to them by locally-based merchants and bigger growers against the coming harvest’s musts and clarified wines. In the absence of other credit mechanisms, the system of advance payments (known as anticipaciones) gave smaller growers access to money to cover their production costs and family expenses in exchange for pledging to sell their harvest to the lender at prices below those officially fixed for each type of grape, must and clarified wine. As a general rule, the price difference that the merchants imposed represented an interest rate of around 18 per cent on the advance. Some years, when the cost of money was officially set at 3 per cent and could reach 6 per cent in real terms, the rates of interest that lenders charged growers were tantamount to usury. However, this passive trading method, with producers waiting for their crops to be bought rather than proactively selling their products, pitted vineyard owning growers against merchants, as is so often the case between buyers and sellers, because of the different profit margins that each of these financial agents expected from the harvest’s musts and clarified wines. The vineyard owners’ backs were also put up by advance payments being made by foreign (and, to a lesser degree, Spanish) merchants to small growers which, the big vineyard owners alleged, allowed the merchants to acquire stocks of wine at low prices and thereby exert pressure on all vineyard proprietors to reduce theirs. Accusations of sharp practice regarding wine bulk capacity and the fact that some merchants were keeping wines in store aggravated the
conflict between vineyard owners and merchants still further.

In the early decades of the eighteenth century, wine growing, which had traditionally been protected by commercial privileges, became radically guild-led and statute-ridden. The Wine Growers’ Guilds in the principal towns of the Marco de Jerez drew up sets of statutes – Jerez in 1733, Sanlúcar in 1735 and El Puerto de Santa María in 1745. The three towns’ big growers were hoping thereby to reinforce the old protectionist privileges that they had hitherto enjoyed, extending and updating them and, above all, equipping themselves with corporate institutions empowered to enforce rules that it was in their interest to impose.

As indicated above, understandable differences existed between the vineyard owners and merchants of the Marco de Jerez area. However, relations with British merchants were much more fraught since not only were they the principal intermediaries but they also enjoyed better trading conditions than other nationals by virtue of the terms of several international treaties signed by the Spanish Crown. The earliest of these were the royal decrees granted by Charles II in 1645; they came the Treaty of Peace, Alliance and Trade between Spain and England dated 23rd May, 1667, re-established in 1713 by the Treaty of Utrecht; and finally the Treaty of Peace, Union and Mutual Defence between the Crowns of Great Britain, France and Spain, known as the Treaty of Seville, and the Declarations of 6th June, 1731 and

This period saw the regeneration of the Marco de Jerez’s first great bodegas buildings – new periods of joural modern interposing, superintending.
8th February, 1732 signed by Spain and Great Britain.

Protected by these advantageous treaties, British and Spanish merchants boosted sherry exports to the United Kingdom and put into practice the system of storing wines to which the area's growers were so opposed. The aim of the statutes of the Wine Growers' Guild of Jerez, El Puerto de Santa María and Sanlúcar de Barrameda was to institute a system based on the following elements:

- The production of basic wine products, current year musts and clarified wines.
- Setting minimum selling prices for such products annually.
- Seasonal trading in such products: musts in October and November and clarified wines in March and April.
- Prohibiting outsiders, foreigners and even Spanish or nationalised neighbours who were not land-owning growers from keeping wines in store.

In short, recourse to guild-led attitudes on the part of wine growers in the Marco de Jerez represented a response to various combined factors. Firstly, the technical and commercial changes that were taking place in the Atlantic European wine markets; secondly, head-on opposition to these from an influential section of Jerez's growers, who resorted to absolute protectionism. Meanwhile, the self-contradictory trade policy applied during the reign of Philip V, which made concessions to British trade while simultaneously permitting the...
granting of privileges opposing them in the growers’ favour, contributed to aggravating the conflict between the parties while both tried to make the most of their prerogatives. A final element was the influence of a mercantilist mindset that was unproductive in practice and doctrinally resistant to the changes being effected by the socio-economic dynamic. This, then, is the national and international context within which the guild-led stance of the Marqués de Jerez’s wine growers should be considered.

THE STRAINED TRANSITION FROM OLD WINE GROWING TO NEW

Despite their having resorted to protectionism and the statute book, the major changes that the growers had hoped to prevent were eventually carried through. Fining offenders, issuing threats and even having wine merchants arrested for infringing the statutes proved useless. During the 1770s, the statutes were so consistently contradictory and flouted that they became worth less than the paper they were written on. The main issue with which the statutes were concerned was the storing of wine, yet the fact is that big merchants, both foreign and Spanish, just went ahead and set up storing wineries or warehouses.

Juan Haurie expanded the warehouses that he had inherited from Patrick Murphy and built big new buildings. Gordon, Weighedon, Laconte, Harkon and Rivero (heir to the famous CZ brand) did much the same, all in Jerez. Large storing wineries were
built in El Puerto de Santa María by, among others, López Martínez, Juan Mousley, Biltait and Casaux. The same sort of thing also took place in Sanlúcar de Barrameda and, to a lesser degree, in other places within the Marco de Jerez. This floating of the statutes was not only de facto but also de jure. In May 1773, a group of merchants led by Juan Hurtie petitioned the Consejo of Castile to dissolve the Wine Growers’ Guild of Jerez. The petition, which became known as ‘el pleito de Hurtie’ (the Hurtie case), lasted a decade. It was hugely complicated. In the course of the case, the numerous and sometimes tedious proceedings inherent to the main issue before the Consejo of Castile were added to by other incidents which the parties wanted incorporated into the lawsuit. The interested parties agreed to the case being divided up into four issues: a) the dissolution or survival of the Wine Growers’ Guild; b) extravagance and mismanagement on the part of the Guild’s Consejo and board; c) approval or rejection of four new chapters of the wine growing statutes; and d) the regulation of wine butts and measurements. The second point was in turn divided into four sub-points relating to the advisability or otherwise of using certain chapters of the statutes, the decline of the Guild as a result of wine exports, the accusation of lack of rigour in account-keeping, and the scale of abuse and misadministration of the Guild’s funds on the part of its officers. As the case progressed, two further points were added to these issues: e) edicts issued by the Mayor of Jerez concerning the capacity measurements to be used and the regulations of vessels and f) the involvement of the Guild of representatives of the Comedores’ Consejo. These points could hardly be said to boil down to the first point of all, namely the issue of the dissolution or survival of the Wine Growers’ Guild: Hurtie and his supporters presented them in this way with a view to winning at least some partial victories in the case of not achieving outright victory.

And so it turned out. ‘The Guild was not, in fact, dissolved’, ‘nor were the statutes cancelled, though they did end up worth less than the paper they were written on, while the Guild itself lost all its power as a result of various legal stipulations which liberalised both wine production and trade. The most important of these stipulations was the Royal Decree dated 26th January, 1778 which, among other matters, permitted foreign wines, either in transit or for consumption, to be brought in to places where they were not expressly prohibited. Small quantities of non-local and foreign wines were also allowed into privileged towns known as puertos de privilegio for consumption by private individuals. More important was the freedom granted to native and foreign merchants to bring into all the towns in the land, subject to paying the specified dues, ‘the small quantities of wine that would serve to tithe or give colour to those of the Country, and thereby make their export more advantageous, as the Trade shall see fit. This decision was expressly and definitively brought an end to the basic problem faced by growers and merchants in the Marco de Jerez concerning storing stocks of wine.

In effect, then, the Royal Decree of 26th January, 1778 turned out to be the most liberalising measure as regards the accumulation of stocks within the wine trade. Within the Marco de Jerez, the freedom granted to native and foreign merchants to bring in small quantities of wines from outside the area for colouring local ones represented tacit recognition, of wine washing, forbidden by the Wine Growers’ Guild’s statutes, since it was precisely in these bouquets that did store them that the specified combinations were carried out to produce the types of wine demanded by the various foreign consumer markets.

This liberalisation of wine production and trade should be considered in the context of an enlightened reformed policy in application in Spain at that time. As regards the Marco de Jerez, the government passed measures that liberalised production and trade, as we have seen, with enormous tact and, on occasion, finely tuned ambiguity, carefully managing to favour the exporters’ demands without annoying the growers too badly. It was a delaying tactic designed to prevent radical reactions from those adversely affected, who were kept guessing for years about final decisions on issues that continued to arise. It was a way of getting them used to the idea that they might end up the losers.

JEREZ’S MODERN WINE GROWING AGROINDUSTRY

By the two routes described – de fecto and de jure – wine growing within the Marco de Jerez was transformed.
from the 1760s on, Jerez's modern wine-growing agriindustry was, from the start, primarily characterized by its industrial nature. From exporting basic wine products (current year musts and clarified wines) which were treated and blended to match consumer tastes, it moved into producing and exporting matured wines of different types as demanded by British consumers, the area's main customers. This meant that the added value that accrued to wines during the industrial phase was also generated in the places where they were produced.

Furthermore, the new agriindustry was also characterized by freedom of production and trade. From that time on, wine could be bought and sold throughout the year and prices were not fixed.

In more concrete terms, however, Jerez's wine-growing agriindustry has been characterized for over two centuries by its new wine types, by its idiosyncratic criadera and solera system for ageing wines, by the architecture of its new bodegas, and by the new types of company established from the 1760s on. These aspects are considered briefly below.

New types of sherry

The new types of sherry wines were characteristically aged, strong, dark, highly alcoholic and either dry, slightly sweet or sweet. The range of wines was very wide; a numerical classification system, ranging from 1 to 8, that stood for the duration of the crianza (ageing) process (though the numbers did not correspond to the actual age), allowed various permutations to be produced on the basis of the colour and flavour that each numbered wine could contribute. For example, a number 4, which might be 6 years old, could be made dry, smooth or creamy, and dark, golden or pale; and gradations in those colours could also be achieved, expressed by the qualifiers 'very' and 'light'. Wines were made to the taste of customers in specific areas and places.

The criadera and solera system

This is the name given to an ageing method in which wines of the same type but of different vintages are combined amongst themselves in an ongoing process of indefinite duration during which the older wines accelerate the rate at which the new wines age. This is a dynamic ageing method, as opposed to the static method of ageing by vintages, the ins and outs of which need not detain us here since they are covered by another chapter in this book. Suffice it to say that it is a method whereby wines take on an average age rather than an absolute one. This system emerged, and was extensively applied, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries respectively, and has gone on evolving throughout the twentieth century and up to the present day.

In the case of physico-chemically aged wines, this system is only intended to achieve speedier ageing and homogenity. In the case of wines that are biologically aged under a layer of yeast (known as nolo de flor), such as fino and mantilla, the criadera and solera system is essential to maintaining the layer of flor on the surface of the wine inside the casks, thereby ensuring that these types age biologically. Loss of the protective layer of flor would result in the ageing process becoming oxidative.

New bodega architecture

As this subject is dealt with specifically in another chapter of this book, I will do no more here than point out the correlation between Jerez's new bodegas — those that characterize its wine industry today — and the new wine warehouses that merchants started using from around the 1730s on. It was not, in fact, until the 1770s, when a combination of circumstances made it possible, that new bodegas began to be built. In the latter part of the eighteenth century, the sherry trade saw exports increase vastly and stimulated the viticultural and vinicultural transformations described above. The working relationship between growers and shippers became weighted in favour of the latter after their victory in the lawsuit that had pitted one faction against the other. In these new circumstances, the shippers were able to give the business the decisive thrust that caused it to change. The first wave of new bodega building occurred at that time: commissioning buildings that provided optimal conditions for ageing the area's wines and embracing the neo-classical aesthetic that was then so fashionable. Gómez Cruzado, Higuer de la Corte, Lustau, Hacienda de Sanlúcar and other exporters created some bodegas that so impressed Enrhein Boureau. Indeed, those buildings that have survived are still impressive today.

However, it is important to realize...
the importance of these bodegas, for although they are an excellent representative example of the changes described, old-style bodegas – which would continue in service for a long time – were also still being built, and there was an active market in buying and selling, and leasing, old bodegas.

The arrival of the great bodegas should be considered in the context of the Marco de Jerez’s dynamic wine growing market in the late eighteenth century, though it was during the first half of the following century that their style and type would become established and extended in a consolidated way. This latter period, rather then the earlier one, was when capital derived from Latin America played a significant role in bodega building.

* New types of vitivinicultural companies.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century, vitiviniculture in the Marco de Jerez was structured around three basic economic sectors: vineyard-owning growers, warehousers and exporters or shippers. These exporting companies, which had come into being during the process of change under consideration, were a new type of business within the wine trade, characterised by their productive and trading function, their sophisticated organisational structure, the relative importance of fixed sales in the composition of their capital, their egalitarian relationship with foreign importers, and the vertical concentration of their activities within the vitivinicultural sector. Other, purely speculative, companies existed in the lee of these, particularly from the 1820s on, and these would prove to be a destabilising factor in the new productive-commercial system of the Marco de Jerez’s wine trade.

Companies in the business of storing and ageing wines, known as almacenistas, were a type of company new or at the source. They served a productive function between growers and exporters, consisting in ageing wines, for the most part to be sold on to the exporting companies. They did not export their own wines, though some of them occasionally tried their luck in that area. The specialist nature of companies of this type is not to be confused with the activities of their owners, a certain proportion of whom were also growers.

THE PROTAGONISTS OF RANGE.

One of the most frequently repeated myths about the Marcos de Jerez’s wine industry today attributes all the credit for its growth and success to the English merchants who arrived in the area in the late eighteenth century. Like all clichés, there is some truth in this, but it is by no means represents the full picture.

The leading figures in the generation that led the transition from traditional to modern wine trade were growers who were also involved in the ageing and trading phases of the business (among them, Cañada, Merchán, Francisco de Paula Romano, Rí mobility, López Martín); long-established merchants already settled in the area (Brickdale, Juan Haring, O’Neill, Leconte, Juan Donce, Juan Casaux, and so on), some of whom became involved in some phase of wine growing during this period; and other merchants attracted to the area more recently by the enormous potential for profit offered by sherry wines in the new international wine market (Janes Gordon, Duft Gordon, Belgez, Moreno de Mora).
Juan Sánchez, Garvey, and so on). Right from the start it is obvious that the facts are more complex than the mythological version suggests. There certainly were British merchants, and they did play a major role, though not a decisive one; they were not the only leading figures, nor even the most important ones. The British merchants in question—and the ones to whom the myth generally attaches—settled in the Jerez area from the 1770s and 1780s on. They were, among lesser-known others, James Gordon, Patrick Garvey, and Duff Gordon. By that time, the process of change in the sherry trade was already underway, headed socially—and also commercially—it seems—by Frenchman Juan Hausrich, by then a naturalised Spaniard, who had been a resident in Jerez since the 1740s. It must be conceded that he was the heir of Patrick Murphy, an Irish (rather than English) exporter based in Jerez in the first half of the century.

Alongside Juan Hausrich, others were establishing exporting firms, before the arrival of the British contingent mentioned above. Examples of these included José Rivero, Cabrera, Romano Méndez, Herrera de Río, Meschaca, Bricledale, O’Néale, López Martínez, and others. As well as British merchants came others of French (such as Beigbeder) and Spanish nationality (such as Marcho de Mora and Juan Sánchez). The British did undeniably play an important role, investing capital in building bodegas, acquiring vineyards and buying wines. With their contacts in Britain, they certainly exceeded the resources of Jerez. But by the time they arrived on the scene, great wineries had already been built in Jerez by Hausrich and other wine traders who already enjoyed a sizable market in Great Britain. The role played by the French and Spanish traders established before the British, or contemporaneously with them, was equally important, to say the least. Hausrich is the most paradigmatic example, but by no means the only one: Bernard Louis Lacoste, Pierre Beigbeder and Pierre Legarde also built big bodegas and increased the volume of exports to Great Britain, though not British themselves. The same is true of the Moreno de Mora brothers and José María López Martínez, who had set up places of business in London.

The activities of that generation spanned the period from the mid-eighteenth century through to the early nineteenth. The early nineteenth century was something of a watershed because of the change in international relations occasioned by the end of the war against England and the Peninsular War, and because of the death of some of the leading figures of the pioneering generation (Juan Hausrich in 1795; Juan Pierre Lacoste in 1803; Bernard Louis Lacoste in 1805; Francisco Romano Méndez, Cabrera and Beigbeder all between the end of the eighteenth century and 1820), and the retirement from the wine trade of others (James Gordon in 1798).

Among the representatives of the two succeeding generations who took the modern wine-making industry forward were Julián Peñarrubia, Tomás Osborne, Benigno Barbadillo, Pedro Domenech, José Argüeso, Manuel María González Ángel, José Jiménez…

To sum up, the bourgeoisie that played such a prominent role in this major transformation of Jerez’s wine trade was made up of Spanish, naturalised and foreign merchants and of others who chose to involve themselves in the productive phase of viticulture so as to benefit from the added value generated by aging wines. Through important, the role of the British and Irish should not be exaggerated, given that French, Spanish and naturalised entrepreneurs were also highly influential in the process. It would be still less justifiable to overstate the role of foreign capital in transforming the sherry trade in the most notable cases, some—when not all—of the supposedly foreign capital had in fact been created and enhanced within the area itself. In shaping the Macizo de Jerez’s modern wine-growing agriculture, naturalised and foreign entrepreneurs were much more important than the capital brought in from abroad.

Jerez’s modern wine-making industry had important positive consequences for the Cádiz-Jerez area. It generated a steady growing increase in demand for goods and services in very diverse areas of the economy, such as cooperage (for manufacturing casks), wood (staves and various bodega utensils), metal (wineyard and bodega tools), construction (wineyard building and maintenance), transport (carts, mules from vineyard to bodega, and from bodega to quayside). It contributed to raising the rate of both employment and pay (between 1790 and 1850, the number of cooperers in Jerez and El Puerto de Santa María went up from 60 to 461, and that of bodega workers from 25 to 400). It also caused a significant increase in the area given over to vineyards; per capita wealth, capital and income went up; road and port infrastructures and modes of transport were developed...
SHERRY IN THE 20TH CENTURY
REGULATION AND TRADE

ALBERTO RAMOS SANTANA
In the municipalities of Jerez, El Puerto and Sanlúcar de Barrameda are extensive vineyards which, from the middle of May until September, present the most charming scene of all the vine growing regions of Spain. Great plains and flat areas, starting at the walls of the town, are planted with both vineyards, their respective boundaries marked by green fig trees, pita and the occasional blackberry bush. The countryside appears clad in a mantle of green satin, speckled with white dots interspersed with others of yellow and red. It is a green meadows, an fertile land, with no stones, pebbles or gravel, and which abound, that resembles a lovely rare tree of white roses, grafted with yellow and red. The rare tree is composed of all the vineyards, and its white roses are the scattered wine gardens summer houses, as beautiful as any in Cádiz, that stand out in almost all the buildings planted with vines, and whose yellow and red calixes are the doors, windows, balconies and roof edges of their handsome buildings, painted in town colours.

The countryside of Jerez is a veritable bright fruit garden, planted in soil of alluvial clay and sand...

At the end of the nineteenth century, the bucolic scene described in the book was completely shattered when phylloxera invaded Spain's vineyards. This insect of American origin, which attacks vine roots, and kills the plant, spread through Spain from three major sources. The first outbreak was in 1878 in the vineyards of Málaga, which were virtually destroyed within just a few years. From there it spread to the rest of Andalusia, reaching Montilla in 1888 and Jerez in 1894, moving on from Andalusia to reach Alicante in 1903. Originating in Roussillon, the second focus was discovered in the Ampurdán area of Catalonia in 1879, from where it advanced southwards, reaching the province of Barcelona in 1882, Tarragona in 1888, Benicarló in 1902 and Utriel in 1912. The third focus affected north-western Spain, apparently having entered from Portugal.

Despite attempts at defensive measures, the effect on Jerez's vineyards was devastating and spelled ruin for many vine growers. However, thanks to their idiosyncratic solera system, bodega owners in the sherry triangle were equipped with ample stocks that enabled them to ride out the crisis and recover relatively easily. Some even extended their properties at the expense of the smaller vineyard owners, many of whom were unable to survive the phylloxera crisis.

So intense and far-reaching were the effects of the crisis that on 12th October, 1903, the Mayor of Jerez, Juan F. Lasaleta, addressed a statement to the municipal corporation pointing out that in the wine industry was "our town's main source of wealth," the problem by which so many were so badly affected were in effect, causing a crisis affecting Jerez as a whole. He...
In the early 20th century, after a decline in exports and the growth of local distilleries, the income possibility set about elevating the situation.
therefore proposed that solutions be sought to restore the wine growing industry with a view to returning prosperity to the city and well-being to its inhabitants. Since the decline of the wine trade was attributable to the loss of vineyards through phylloxera, vines were to be replaced so that the region’s wines could continue to be produced and export figures be recovered.

Repopulating the vineyards was difficult because of the high cost involved which meant that, as Lasaleta observed, “only wealthy people can carry it out,” and many holdings remained in disuse for lack of resources. The Mayor suggested as a solution that imprudent local farmers be paid subsidies to plant old vines, on condition that they used vineyards suitable for the purpose, subject to direction and inspection by a specially appointed board. A considerable sum of money (at least 50,000 pesetas) was allocated from the 1904 budget to finance
the first plantations, and the central government was asked for financial support for the scheme to be carried on the following year. A commission made up of the Marqués de Bonanza, Pedro Domecq Villavicencio, Luis López de Carrión, Francisco Frison O’Neale, José Soto Ruiz and Antonio Gallegos Sánchez was formed to work with the Mayor in carrying through the proposed scheme.

Despite this impressive municipal plan, phylloxera in fact put paid to traditional viticulture in Jerez, and this was capitalised on as a chance to set about renovating the wine trade so as to curb the decline in exports that had set in towards the end of the nineteenth century.

In 1902, a year before the municipal scheme was proposed, Pedro Domecq, who had already replanted with American vines, published a report on the state of the wine trade in Jerez de la Frontera and the means to improve it, analysing the current situation of the wine industry and suggesting means by which Jerez’s wine trade could be restored. His report decreed the fact that a high percentage of exported wines were poor in quality and low in price. Meanwhile, there was less demand for better quality wines, a demand that could be met in the current situation from stored superior quality sherry. Export figures seemed to suggest that genuine sherries were barely known in the British market and that, to keep their customers
happy and not lose business, bodega felt obliged to produce blends to the detriment of the traditional wines of the area.

Furthermore, there were potential dangers in this situation: any other wine producing area could produce wines similar to sherry – imitations – and compete in international markets with lower prices. That this was already happening was reported by individuals and newspapers at the time. The proposed solution was very specific: to promote and spread the word about the quality of natural wines; and, meanwhile, to provide consumers with every possible guarantee that what they were buying was genuine Jerez wine; and to reinforce that guarantee by selling the wine already bottled. This did not necessarily mean that ‘mixtures’, for which there was a steady clientele, should immediately be banned, but that one should rely on the quality of natural wines to speak for itself and eventually win the day.

In speaking up for the quality of natural wines from the Jerez area while not rejecting the ‘lower’ wine industry out of hand, the Marqués de Domecq’s proposal largely summed up the conflict of interests that existed. Growers were opposed to the designation ‘Jerez’ being applied to wines from other places and provinces, and accused exporters of bringing wines from other sources into Jerez so as to bring down the price of genuine sherries. On these grounds, they demanded that the vine growing production area to which the ‘Jerez’ Denomination of Origin could apply be delimited by law. The exporters, meanwhile, were in favour of creating a collective brand for the wine industries based in Jerez, but not of the idea of geographical delimitation, which would interfere with their trade in inferior wines and the bringing in of musts from other wine growing areas.

The debate continued unresolved for many years, and it was only from 1914 on that moves were made towards reaching an agreement. The initiative to identify the issues and resolve the conflict came from Jerez’s Centro de Unión Mercantil e Industrial (Centre of the Mercantile and Industrial Union), which sent a proposal to the Minister for Development on 22nd April, 1914, requesting that a law be drawn up and passed by the Spanish Parliament creating a designated wine growing area to include the municipalities of Jerez, Sanlúcar de Barrameda, Trebujena, Chipiona, Rota, El Puerto de Santa María and Chiclana, so that only wines from those municipalities would be permitted to use the ‘Vinos de Jerez’ Denomination of Origin.

Once the proposal was known about, it quickly gained the support of the municipal Consejo involved, and on 4th May the mayors of those towns met in Jerez, joined, at the invitation of the Mayor of Jerez, by those of Cádiz, Lebrija and Arcos, and the president of the provincial...
The purpose of the meeting was to request the government again to establish the limits of the wine-growing area to be known by the demarcation ‘Jerez’ so as to prevent the potentially ruinous consequences of the fraudulent trade in false sheries, both in Spain and abroad. Because of who had been invited, the proposed area included those municipalities suggested in the Centro de Unión Mercantil e Industrial proposal, namely: Jerez, Sanlúcar de Barrameda, Trebujena, Chipiona, Rota, El Puerto de Santa María and Chiclana, plus Arcos de la Frontera, Lebrija and the wine companies already in existence in Cádiz.

Reaching agreement in principle about what Jerez’s wine producing area ought to consist of was an important step forward, but the attitudes adopted by the Exporters’ Guild, the Vine Growers’ Union and producers and small owners in the municipalities involved prevented the scheme from being implemented.

The positions taken rehearsed old arguments. Although the creation of a ‘wine growing area’ benefited and protected vineyards and enhanced the value of local vines, the exporters adamantly refused to allow their purchasing catchment to be limited to a specific area. They went so far as to adopt the extreme position of insisting that if the area had to be delimited, then it should be reduced to the municipalities of Jerez and El Puerto, arguing that Sanlúcar, for example, should remain outside the limits on the grounds that it had a wine type all its own.

The debate was not confined to the province of Cádiz, but reached the national parliament. Outstanding among speeches on the subject was one made by the Marqués de Mochales, who brought the Jerez proposal into the debate in the following manner:

‘A few days ago I had the honour of presenting to your honour at the ministry ... a petition formulated and signed by the owners of the Union Mercantil e Industrial of Jerez de la Frontera, veritable embodiment of the leading figures of that locality, requesting that, for the reasons expressed therein, you would be so kind as to present to parliament a bill establishing the demarcation of the viticultural-vinicultural area of the region that bears the name Vino de Jerez.’

Mochales went on to explain how Jerez wines benefited the wealth of the nation as well as generating prosperity within the immediate area, supporting this assertion with references to export and consumption figures. He then proceeded to denounce imitations of Jerez wines made within Spain itself, pointing out that, ‘protected by the legislation of our own Eschequer’ there were, for example, factories in Barcelona that made “wines Vinoso as Jerez, with the corresponding fees and industrial tax.” As examples
owsedas, he cited Mâcon, Cote, Bordeaux and Hamburg, which also used the title of "Producers of Jerez wines". After a speech by the Minister for Development asking for time to look into the matter, the Marqués de Mochales made the direct suggestion of constituting 'jerez' as the designation, explaining that the city of Jerez belonged to the province of Cádiz but that there were "towns adjacent to Jerez, such as El Puerto de Santa María, Sanlúcar de Barrameda and others whose municipalities were so closely connected with Jerez by virtue of their trade and wine production that they are all mixed up together, and there is nothing for it but to accept the word 'jerez' for such similar products," so that the area to be recognised should encompass the interests and convenience of all. It was therefore up to the government to make a resolution that met with the approval of all parliamentarians, which was none other than delimiting the wine growing area of Jerez.

But the controversial issue was not successfully resolved; one reason for this being that the Spanish government put off making a decision rather than adopt a position against either growers or exporters. Its stance was not unlike that advocated by the Marqués de Domecq, who continued to advocate allowing the wine trade to carry on as it was, trusting that Jerez's natural wines would eventually win over the market. In fact, all it was doing was putting the issue on the back burner for the time being. After Spain's Second Republic was constituted, the Republican government decided to tackle Spain's wine problem: on 8th September, 1932, it passed a Wine Statute decree, the Estatuto del Vino, intended finally to regulate wine production and trade. The decree became law on 26th May, 1933.

Chapter 4 of the Wine Statute established and regulated the issue of Denominations of Origin so that, at last, on 4th August, 1954, the Consejo Regulador of the Denominations of Origin jerez-Xérès-Sherry—the first in the whole of Spain—was constituted. Presided over by Enrique Carballo, head technologist and director of Jerez's Viticulture and Oenology Station, with Antonio Martínez García as his secretary, the Consejo was made up of
representatives of the sector's various constituent guilds: for the Official Union of Wine Agers and Shippers, Enrique Fernández de Bobadilla and Juan José Palomino; for the growers, Alfonso Sánchez Matos and José de Soo Abad; for the Provincial Vitivinicultural Consejo, Manuel Martín González Gordon and José L.

Floresio, and representing 'general interests', as advisory spokesmen, Pedro Gutiérrez de Quijano y Medina, designated by the National Federation of Wine Agers and Shippers, and Ramón García Llano, designated by the National Confederation of Vine Growers.

The new Consejo set to work with alacrity, and in November presented the Ministry of Agriculture with a plan for delimiting the area and for its working rules, which were approved with some modifications on 19th January, 1935, and published three days later in the Madrid Gazette. Once it became known that the Consejo's
scheme had been approved, debate surfaced about the configuration of the production area because Jerez's exporters were resistant to extending it beyond the municipalities of Jerez and El Puerto de Santa María. Article 2 of the Regulations protected the general interests of small and medium sized producers within the area known as the Marco de Jerez, insofar as it recognised a production area composed of the municipalities of Jerez, El Puerto de Santa María, Chipiona, Rota, Puerto Real, Sanlúcar and Chiclana. However, Article 14 also established the possibility of wines from the whole of Cádiz province, as well as from Huelva, Sevile and Córdoba, being permitted to enter in the event of three exceptional circumstances: if the harvest were small, if wines were of poor quality or if the price of musts in the pre-eminent production area (as established in Article 2) were higher than those fixed by the Consejo.

The debate that reawakened conflict between growers and exporters took on a political complexion when the government minister with responsibility for agriculture, Manuel Jiménez Fernández, was replaced by Nicasio Velázquez, an advocate of counter-reform in agriculture. Led by traditionalist member of the parliament Juan José Palomino (the Official Union of Wine Agents and Shippers' representative on the Consejo), the exporters capitalised on this, and on the fact that problems over establishing limits for wine growing districts had emerged in other wine growing areas of Spain, to get the recently approved Jerez Regulations suspended. This was a strategic move to unsettle the delicate structure of compensation of interests between the small producers, growers and exporters, and tip the balance exclusively to their own benefit, even at the expense of destroying the other sectors in the Marco de Jerez.
The manoeuvre culminated in the publication on 26th July, 1935, of a new set of Regulations for Jerez’s Consejo Regulador, amending the production area established by the first Regulations and extending it to include all the wine-growing towns of the provinces of Cádiz, Córdoba, Seville and Huelva. Meanwhile, a limited area was exclusively to bodegas established in Jerez and El Puerto. What these measures were doing, in effect, was legalising the possibility of adulteration and fraud in the production of, and trading in, Jerez wines. They permitted the entry into Jerez Denomination of Origin territory of wines from other provinces without any checks or controls: such wines were generally of poorer quality and, more importantly for the interests of those promoting these new Regulations, much cheaper than wines produced within the area. Once in the ageing wineries of Jerez and El Puerto, the musts and wines could be prepared and sold by the exporters as if they were genuine Vinos de Jerez.

The area’s adversely affected sectors did not sit back and let it happen. They called a meeting in Cádiz on 9th and 10th August which was attended by the members of parliament for the province and various local and provincial authorities, as well as by bodega owners and growers from Sanlúcar, Chipiona, Chiclana, Rota and Teba — namely, representatives of the province’s wine-growing sector whose interests were worst affected by the shift in government attitude. The meeting advocated a return to the first set of Regulations on the grounds that it "more perfectly and justly" established and delimited the production and ageing areas. To win support for this move, it was also decided to issue a manifesto, aimed at influencing public opinion, making known the advantages for everyone that the meeting believed the cancelled set of Regulations to represent.
There were fruitless attempts to reconcile the interests of the opposing parties, with institutional representatives from the affected places trying to help, but because of the exporters’ interference, all negotiations broke down. Consequently, a document was submitted to the Minister for Agriculture and an appeal brought against the State was lodged against the July Regulations. Despite intensive efforts, some of them with the Minister for Agriculture and other ministry officials in Madrid, and others with the Members of Parliament for the province, 1935 came to an end with the conflict still unresolved.

Political events were again to trigger a change in the Consejo. Parliament was dissolved as the result of a black market scandal, and the problem of Jerez’s wine growing area became a leading issue in the Azueroal campaign to choose a new parliament. The elections of 16th February, 1936, turned into what amounted to a motion of no-confidence in Juan José Palacios, who did not manage to win his seat, being rejected by even right-wing sectors which had been adversely affected by his manoeuvres in favour of the new Regulations.

A win for the Frente Popular political group paved the way for settling the problem of Jerez’s Consejo Regulador: one of the new government’s first measures was to annul the July 1935 Regulations and to publish another set in the Madrid Gazette on 21st April, 1936, which encompassed the aspirations of most of the wine growing sectors in the region of Jerez. Under the new Regulations, the demarcated production area was restored to localities within Cádiz province plus those parts of Lebrija whose vineyards had traditionally supplied wines to the Marco de Jerez. These Regulations respected the rights of small producers and growers without adversely affecting the exporters’ business interests.

From that time on, with occasional fine-tuning and updating of the law and Regulations in subsequent years, Jerez’s Consejo Regulador set about its task of defending the wines of the Marco de Jerez. Among the most important functions it performed from the mid-1950s on was successfully preventing imitations and fraudulent sales of false ‘sheries’ produced in various countries, primarily those within Britain’s sphere of influence.

The practice of imitating Marco de Jerez wines dates back to the nineteenth century, and seems from the prestige attached to genuine sherries. While the Wine Statute and the constitution of the Consejo Regulador put paid to the problem in Spain, Spanish legislation was powerless in other countries. A legal
campaign was therefore launched, with lawsuits being filed with the legal authorities of countries where imitations were being produced.

The most important judicial victory came in August 1967, when an English judge declared that the term ‘sherry’ should be reserved exclusively for wines produced within the Marco de Jerez, though it was permissible for so-called ‘British sherry’ and ‘South African sherry’ to continue to be sold as such, with the proviso that these qualifications should appear in the same sized print and be clearly visible on the label. This made patently obvious which wines were genuinely from Jerez and which were imitations.

The protection against imitation that such judicial decisions afforded was reinforced by the European Union’s regulations for Denominations of Origin. In areas outside Europe, however, even at the start of the twenty-first century, adulterations and imitations of the wines of Jerez (and of other quality wine-producing regions) are still being produced. Among recent examples is the case of the United States where, since 1997, Congress protection is granted to imitation products made by American producers and designated ‘semi-generic’: these include wines sold under the name of ‘sherry’. Unfortunately, the protection that Denominations of Origin enjoy within the European Union does not extend to foreign markets. This is something that has to be addressed by means of bilateral agreements, generally of fixed duration and periodically renewable.

Once appropriate steps had been taken and the situation had been brought under control, the phylloxera crisis actually played a significant role in the recovery of the wine trade. At the end of the nineteenth century, sales of sherry in foreign markets – particularly Britain, which primarily concerns us here – were in serious decline. The requests for this were various, but unfair competition from imitation ‘sheries’ was a major one, as was ‘medical’ propaganda against Jerez wines, the most classic example of which was the campaign led by the infamous Dr. Thudichum. Nor was crime done away with completely by certain exporters from within, the Marco de Jerez itself who, in pursuit of easy money, shipped wines of poor or abnormal quality to destinations abroad, as denounced at the time by Dr. Federico Rubio of El Puerto de Santa María. The combined effects of fraudulent imitations, the poor quality of many wines from other parts of Andalusia exported from Jerez or El Puerto de Santa María as ‘Sherry’, and medical campaigns against sherry, resulted in a slump in sales, losses in the trade and, perhaps worse still, the loss of hard-won prestige.
Many sherry drinkers in England leapt to its defence: one notable example was Ruskin, who wrote about its fine quality and beneficial effects. The work of Henry Vicetelli in spreading the word about the natural properties of Jerez wine was also important. Among many other defences, it was the medical profession itself that set the record straight. A report compiled by Spanish doctors, such as one issued by the Medicus Surgical Academy of Jerez, was backed up by analyses carried out by British doctors at the behest of patients concerned about the alarming rumours. The end result was that accusations of health-endangering adulterations and procedures were disproved, and a full report about wine-making practice in Jerez published in a British medical journal, The Lancet, confirmed this.

When vines started giving good yields again after the phylloxera crisis, the exporters took a more determined approach to recovering market share and prestige for their wines. This was no mean feat, but they were determined in achieving their objectives. Fundamental to their success was the fact that the quality of the wines they released onto the market was significantly superior to that of the majority they had been selling hitherto, and this won back the good opinion of experts and discerning customers. An intensive advertising campaign, in which the Spanish royal family diplomatically played a part, also enhanced recovery of the British market.

In 1910 the Association of Sherry Exporters was set up to foster the foreign market, and a communal fund was created to finance advertising campaigns promoting sherry as a whole, depicting it as a prestigious type of wine while not singling out any specific brand. The generic campaign was a success and did much to help reverse the reputation of wine produced within the Marco de Jerez.

Whereas between 1891 and 1901 the number of butts exported had dropped by more than a half (from 65,000 butts to just over 31,000), the situation was gradually stabilised and even took a slight upturn. Though this was interrupted during the First World War, exports began a new phase of growth after the armistice so that, by around 1930, the number of butts exported was around 33,000. Business continued to improve and the figure was well over 54,000 by 1936.

The Spanish Civil War (1936–1939) did not affect the wine trade, which continued to develop favourably despite the conflict, reaching the record export figure of nearly 76,000 butts in 1940. World War II did take its toll, however, with the export trade being hindered by international hostilities. But recovery was rapid: whereas in 1945 exports were down to 42,000 butts, things were back to normal by 1950, with exports at over 52,000 butts. Exports continued to grow from then on, passing the 86,000 mark in 1960, and reaching over 126,000 in 1965. Figures continued to rise, reaching a peak in the early 1970s.

A first peak occurred around 1972, though exports reduced considerably over the following years—probably attributable, at least in part, to the world-wide economic problems triggered by the oil crisis. Things began to improve from 1976 on, with exports stabilising during the 1980s, apart from slight fluctuations, before plummeting in the late 1980s.

One of the main culprits for these ups-and-downs and the eventual drop was excess production. New vineyards had been planted to meet increased demand, and during critical periods more wine was made than was sold. As a result, wines were sold at unrealistically low prices, thereby flooding the market.

In an attempt to stave off the crisis created by excess production, a four-year plan was drawn up in 1983 that prohibited the planting of new vineyards. Indeed, some new plantations were even uprooted. Meanwhile, export quotas were instituted, and surplus musts were distilled. These measures were helpful, but inadequate. In 1989, when exports dropped by almost 30% against recent years—not forgetting that the price of the wine had also been dropping—it was therefore deemed necessary to adopt new measures. Among those put forward, the first aim was obvious: to strike a balance between supply and demand. To achieve this, it was again agreed that vineyards had to be whittled down: vines were to be reclassified so that some would be allocated for use in producing new table wines, and others were to be uprooted and their land given over to alternative crops such as sunflowers or cereals, for which EEC subsidies were available. Production per hectare was also
limited temporarily, and sales quotas that reflected demand rather than production were imposed with a view to ensuring production adjustments to match demand.

The situation in the mid-1980s and the way that the wine trade was conducted up until the end of the twentieth century were influenced by Spain’s entry into the EEC. The regulation and harmonisation of taxes on alcoholic beverages had market repercussions in that the tax modules applicable to alcohol made the end product more expensive, though it would be true to say that, overall, EEC entry was beneficial for Spain.

At the start of the twenty-first century the sector’s future looks promising, as long as care is taken to ensure product quality. Sherry is back in fashion, and its traditional markets are being extended by new, prosperous consumers. The United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Germany and the United States – important, traditional markets all – are being joined by Asian countries such as Japan in demanding quality wines. The success of the well-judged Vinos de Jerez (see Vino Calificado (Very Old and Very Old Rare Sherries) initiative, reflected in a steadily growing annual sales, is symptomatic of the current climate.
THE CONSEJO
REGULADOR

JOSÉ LUIS GARCÍA RUIZ
Independently of those great wines of antiquity that were identified by their provenance, the concept of Denomination of Origin emerged at the start of the Modern Age in relation to developments in the wine trade. The big maritime powers – great drinkers, though not producers, of wine – obtained their supplies from wine producing regions near the sea. These wines were mainly identified by where they came from and, in each case, this characteristic tended to be reinforced by essential typological differences: one has only to think of the great classics – Bordeaux, Sherry, Port, Malaga, Madeira…

Many of these wines were governed by codes of practice that were either self-generated (the Regulations of the Jerez Vintners’ Guild in the sixteenth century, and boundary definition of the classic Chianti area in 1716, for example), or state-imposed (as in the famous case of the delimitation and regulation of Port by the Marqués de Pombal in the eighteenth century). However, legal protection at an international level for Denominations of Origin came much later, as an aspect of the putting in place of protection for industrial property in the nineteenth century. Right from the start, this process revealed the existence of not only individual industrial property, but of another – collective – type as well. In other words, along with trade names and other marks that identified the products of a specific trader, additional identifying factors had simultaneously been established and consolidated over time, by virtue of which the provenance of products – where they came from – was, in certain cases, recognised and valued in the market place. That attribution of value was associated not only with a specific brand or trade name but also with a particular place – a fact contemplated by the first text on the subject, the Paris Industrial Property Convention of 1878. This was first recognised in relation to wine, extending to other products in the course of the twentieth century.
Why it should endow a product with added value is easy to see: the notion of designation is one term in a binomial whose other term is quality. Quality, that is, associated with origin in the strict sense of an authentic production method in a specific place, or a combination of both factors. Wines of particular provenance are therefore perceived by the market as possessing added value; this is sometimes hard to quantify but has an unquestionably economic content, which is why it is referred to as property, albeit collective.

All this has taken place against the backdrop of certain confusion between concepts – brand and Denomination of Origin (a collective brand) – which it has taken a long time to clarify and, indeed, is still with us today to some degree.

"THE FIRST TEXTS"

As a defence against counterfeit products, the leading industrial manufacturers of the old Continent organised an International Trademark Congress in 1878, in which a sizeable group of Jerez bodega owners took part. One of the addresses delivered at the congress triggered the setting up of the International Association for the Mutual Protection of Industrial Property. The Association’s first mission was to promote a debate which resulted in a series of proposals and recommendations to the participating states which protected their brands from third countries within their national territories. A few years later, in 1883, the Association’s first meeting was held in Paris, with several European countries reaching specific agreements affording protection to specific geographical names under the terms of the Paris Convention of 2nd March, 1883, which declared: “The protection of industrial property has as its object patents, utility models, industrial designs, trademarks, service marks, trade names, indications of source or appellations of origin and the repression of unfair competition.” (Article 1).

However, it was not until several years later, on 14th April 1891, that the Paris meeting’s agreements and statements of intent were translated, by means of the Madrid Agreement,
concept in international law so that its efficacy and application left much to be desired. This explains why protective measures were taken at national level under the wing of legislation against fraud. France’s law of 1st August, 1905, Germany’s Wine Code of 1909 (Article 6: “In the wine trade, geographical designations should serve no other purpose than to indicate the source of the wine”) and, most importantly, France’s law of 6th July, 1919, which instituted both legal definition and protection for the DO.

The Law on Trademarks was also brought into service to put measures in place; in Spain, on 26th March, 1924, the Government headed by General Primio de Rivera awarded ownership of the collective mark ‘Jerez’ to the municipality of Jerez, to the benefit of resident growers and producers of, and traders in, fortified wines. Other Spanish designations – Rioja, for example – benefited from similar measures.

At around that time, as a consequence of the First World War and the new world order that emerged in its wake, international law acquired unaccustomed force which found expression in new conventions, treaties and accords. This internationalist tendency, which applied ‘distribution’ and ‘protectionism’ to the world’s territories and markets, reopened the issue of geographical Denomination of Origin for products, resulting in ratification of the Madrid Agreement in The Hague in November 1925. Earlier that same year, the International Wine Office (OIV) had been set up. Under the terms of

Denomination of Origin (DO) was still very much an incipient
its constitution, one of its functions was to play a part in protecting Denominations of Origin. The work of the OIV has been fundamental to the whole issue of DOs: in 1947, it adopted a first international definition of Denomination of Origin, a concept that would be definitively described in 1992.

In parallel, national legislatures were formulating regulations to govern Denominations of Origin. In Spain, the decree promulgated by the Second Republic under the heading of Wine Statute became law on 25th May, 1933. Article 34 gave legal status and judicial protection to Spain’s Denominations of Origin, 28 of which were recognised (though only 21 were actually implemented), and also established that they were to be governed by a body called a ‘Consejo Regulador’. Similar measures were being taken in other wine-producing countries, particularly noteworthy were France’s Decree-Law of 30th July 1935 establishing the INAO (National Institute for Appellations of Origin) and introducing the ‘control’ factor (as in ‘wines with controlled Denomination of Origin’), and Portugal’s Decrees of 1932 and 10th April 1933 establishing the Port Wine Institute. A characteristic of these texts is that, in addition to recognition and protection for DOs, they address the setting up of specific institutional bodies to run them.

The 1933 Wine Statute galvanised the growers and producers of the Sherry of Jerez into immediate action; the Consejo Regulador of the Jerez-Xérès-Sherry Denomination of Origin was constituted by an Order issued on 15th September, 1933, making it – as the Madrid Gazette for 29th April, 1935, explicitly states – “the first to be constituted under the terms of the Wine Statute.” The first set of Regulations for this Denomination of Origin, published on 19th January, 1935, served as a basis and model for Spain’s other Denominations of Origin.
Shawdus, the French appellation with different denominations of Origin with a lot to discover. From Touraine, Muscadelle-Sancerre du Sancerrois and Vouvray du Loire.
Spain's Consejo Regulador are privately based public law professional corporations that represent the economic interests of a sector. In exercising specific public faculties, they act as decentralized bodies of the Administration. This function was confirmed by the Judgment of the Supreme Court of 16th January, 2003, issued on appeal No. 1162/1997.

Part of the Second Republic's famous Wine Statute, they are a genuine creation of Spanish law, required by the legislation in force throughout the Franco regime and happily still in application during the present period of restored democracy. There are even specific references to Consejo Reguladores in stipulations intrinsic to the constitutional body of law: a mention in Article 13 of Andalusia's Statute of Autonomy is an example of this. The fact that they have endured under such different political regimes and circumstances is explained by their having served as valid, effective instruments, despite occasional specific problems. This success is due to the fact that the Consejo Regulador embodies a formula which combines the sectorial principle of self-organisation with the formality demanded by administrative function, with the additional guarantee that its public functions are subject to guidance and inspection by the Public Administration.

That said, however, it should be noted that Law 24(2003) of 10th April on Vines and Wine made the public law corporation function a voluntary one. This means that it is now up to the professional sectors themselves in each Denomination of Origin either to constitute themselves as that type of corporation or simply to become private associations.

The Consejo Regulador for Denominations Jerez-Xérès-Sherry, Manzanilla-Sanlúcar de Barrameda and Vinagre de Jerez established in 1934 was initially Consejo for the DO Jerez-Xérès-Sherry (this tripartite name for one single Denomination of Origin is explained by sherry's long international history). Although Manzanilla-Sanlúcar de Barrameda appeared as a Denomination of Origin in the first Wine Statute, the manzanilla brandy owners decided to amalgamate with the Consejo for sherry, with Manzanilla then becoming one of its wine types. Subsequently, by virtue of the Regulation of 15th December, 1956, and with a view to protecting it from possible imitations or claimants to the name from other areas, manzanilla was reinstated as a Denomination of Origin in its own right, albeit controlled and governed by the same Consejo Regulador, which then assumed the name of both designations. Later, in the mid-1990s, the vinegar designation DO Vinagre de Jerez was created, and this also became integrated into, and governed by, the same Consejo Regulador, by then the Consejo for Denominations of Origin Jerez-Xérès-Sherry, Manzanilla-Sanlúcar de Barrameda and Vinagre de Jerez.
This three-part name reflects the fact that the whole area known as the Marco de Jerez is a common production zone whose area under vine, predominantly of the Palomino variety, is currently set at around 10,500 hectares, yielding around 150,000 tons a year with which to replenish the traditional criaderas and solera system also common to the products of the three designations. What makes manzanilla a special case is the fact that, while the other types can be aged in either Jerez, El Puerto or Sanlúcar, manzanilla can only be aged in Sanlúcar.

THE CONSEJO REGULADOR’S FUNCTIONS

II. Quality Control

According to the traditional Spanish pattern, the most important function of a Consejo Regulador is controlling the quality of protected products. The Regulations of the Consejo Regulador for sherry therefore set out a series of obligatory standards governing everything to do with the production chain, starting in the vineyard and ending when the protected product reaches the point of sale. Furthermore, to guarantee both product origin and quality, the institution deploys a system of graded controls over:

Vineyards and cultivation practices

The production chain starts with the soil, the vineyard and the cultivation methods applied therein. The Marco de Jerez area currently has around 10,500 hectares of registered vineyards and around 3,000 registered growers, most of them grouped into seven cooperatives.

It is essential for growers to be registered in the vineyard register that goes by the name of Registro de Víñedos for grapes from their vineyards to have their origin certified for use in products protected by one of the three Denominaciones de Origen. This register subdivides the Marco de Jerez into two zones – Jerez Superior and the remainder. The Consejo’s Regulations deem the Jerez Superior zone to possess ideal conditions for producing quality must, the name being defined as that which is “made up of vineyards planted in albariza land in the municipalities of Jerez, El Puerto, Sanlúcar, Trebujena and those of Rota and Chipiona bordering on those of Sanlúcar which, because of the physicochemical composition of their soil, situation and climatological conditions are ideal for producing superior quality wines.” This point about quality is so important that more than 8,000 hectares currently belong to Jerez Superior.

The specified grape varieties are Palomino de Jerez, Palomino Fino and Pedro Ximénez, with Moscatel grapes also being permitted, albeit only for use in making the wine of that name. As regards cultivation practices, the Regulations specify that “they should be the traditional ones conducive to achieving the best qualities.” The fact that they stipulate that pruning must be of the traditional Jerez type known as soria y pulgar (stick and thumb) gives them a particularly idiosyncratic cast.

Furthermore, the harvest is specifically contemplated and regulated as the most important stage in this production phase, to which a series of "vintage standards"
apply. They range in scope from the chemical parameters that grapes must match before being harvested, to how they should be picked, transported and pressed, and also specify maximum production per hectare. These standards guarantee both grape and must quality and also that all the grapes and must obtained from the harvest are of certified origin. To achieve this, the Consejo supervises presses constantly during harvest time, checking the provenance of the grapes delivered to them, the volume of must produced and the quality of that must.
Apart from obligatory practices, the Consejo also fosters research conducive to obtaining top quality and prestige for the protected products, recognising that ecological practices contribute to these objectives. Significant among these is the 'dispersion', or 'sexual confusion', method of combating vineyard pests based on the use of pheromone capsules. The Consejo also backs and promotes the concept of 'integrated production', expressed as a set of obligatory, prohibited and recommended practices to ensure production of healthy grapes and high quality wine products, keeping residue levels to a minimum, protecting growers' health, sustaining the biodiversity of the ecosystem, enhancing and preserving soil balance in the long term, minimising water and soil pollution and making harvests as profitable as possible.

Protected bodegas and products

As with its vineyards, two zones within the Denomination of Origin are differentiated for the aging of wines and vinegars, with the following specifications:

The crianza zone is restricted to the towns of Jerez de la Frontera, El Puerto de Santa María and Sanlúcar de Barrameda for the DO 'Jerez-Xérès-Sherry', and to the latter town only for the DO 'Manzanilla-Sanlúcar de Barrameda'. The bodegas registered with the Maturing and Shipping Wines Register, the Registro de Bodegas de Crianza y Expedición, are in this zone: these are bodegas where wines and vinegars are aged and matured and which, by virtue of volume of stocks and special characteristics, are authorised to sell and export protected wines for human consumption directly. Also in this zone are other wineries registered with the Aging and Maturing Wines Register, the Registro de Bodegas de Crianza y Almacenado, commonly known as almacenistas, their function is to age and mature wines for subsequent sale to a shipping bodega. Only wines and vinegars made within the crianza zone have the right to use the respective Denominations of Origin.
The rest of the Marco de Jerez territory— that part not included in the crianza zone—is known officially as the zona de producción or production zone: within it are located the wineries whose function is to produce musts, wines, and vinegars which are then transferred to bodegas in the crianza zone for topping up their solera systems. These wineries, which are registered in the Production Zone Wineries Registry, the Registro de Bodegas de Zona de Producción, are also permitted to sell their wines and vinegars for direct human consumption, though in this case they are not entitled to use the Denominations of Origin but are allowed to specify the place of provenance of the product in question.

Both crianza and producción wineries are subject to periodic checks by the Consejo Regulador to ensure that registered data reflect each winery’s situation accurately. Movements of musts, wines, and vinegars among the registered bodegas are also monitored, as well as any other movement of musts, wines, vinegars, and distilled liquor taking place within the D.O.’s territory. Random samples are taken too, either directly in the bodega or from already bottled products, for daily analytical or organoleptic testing. Finally, protected products are released onto the market with marks of guarantee attached in the form of numbered stamps or back labels: the issue of these is controlled by the Consejo, and holdings of them are inventoried periodically.

b) Protecting Denominations of Origin

Another of the Consejo’s tasks is to protect its Denominations of Origin in both the national and international arenas. Remarkably, the Marco de Jerez has experienced attempts by imitators to usurp all three of its designations in the hope of capitalising on the sherry sector’s fine reputation and many years of hard work and reaping easy benefits.

As far as sherry is concerned, suffice it to say that its status as a classic wine, and the fact that it has existed for centuries (long before legal mechanisms to protect industrial
property were put in place), have contributed to its being perceived in worldwide trade terms as a wine type rather than as an outright Denomination of Origin. As a result, genuine sherry has had to coexist with other 'sheries' of spurious origin and fabrication. There have been British, Australian, South African, Californian, Canadian, Argentinian and other 'sheries', obliging the Consejo from its very inception to engage in tough legal battles and carry out major public relations campaigns to achieve recognition for the designation at international level. By today, this has famously been achieved in the most important markets, though there are still some exceptions that keep the Consejo busy in that area, as well as having to keep a permanent watching brief over attempts all over the world to register brands that incorporate the word 'sherry'.

Manzanilla, meanwhile, has had to be safeguarded against attempts by other Spanish wine growing areas to use its name, again as an indication of wine type rather than origin, despite the fact that the European Union's legal regulations make it abundantly clear that the name 'manzanilla' identifies exclusively the characteristic wines that come from Sanlúcar de Barrameda and are protected by the Consejo Regulador.

*Vinagre de Jerez* (Sherry Vinegar) has also needed, and still needs, protection against the many other wine vinegars that have tried, and continue to try, to take advantage of the genuine article's reputation.

e) Promoting the Denominations of Origin

In patrimonial terms, a Denomination of Origin is a collective property whose present value is the consequence of an historic past and whose future value depends on preserving its code of practice in the present day and maintaining the impetus of trade in its products. Within its internal functioning there is constant intertwining of the specific and the generic, namely of particular brands and the type of product to which they are applied. This is why promotional activity on the part of Denominations of Origin is always two-pronged: one prong is the promotion that each bodega owner carries out on behalf of his own brands, while the other is concerned with the common commercial activity represented by the collective property that is the Denomination of Origin. In each case there is a promotional doubling-up: direct spending on advertising on the one hand, and on the other, the promotional effect generated by various other factors which are difficult to define but extremely important: creating a perception of high quality, exercising rigorous standards in business dealings, spreading specialised information, liaising with opinion makers, and so on...

The role played by a prestigious Consejo Regulador in this second regard is unquestionably vital, and it is equally important that its controlling and monitoring role be made known and brought to the attention of the consuming public as a key element in the added value that Denomination of Origin contributes. This important aspect of promotion is something that sherry's Consejo Regulador has been working at since it was first founded, and it has succeeded in creating a clearly perceived reputation for high standards and reliability in those countries where products from the sherry region are consumed.

But the Consejo Regulador also needs to be involved in direct promotional activity through the medium of 'generic' campaigns: working in conjunction with campaigns for specific brands, these capitalise on synergistic potential and produce an end effect that is greater than the sum of its parts. In certain low-volume but strategically important markets, they can also provide visibility for protected designations that they would not enjoy were it not for generic promotion. The Consejo for sherry has been a pioneer among Spain's Consejo Reguladors in this regard: for many years now, it has been devoting a very high proportion of its budget to generic promotional campaigns aimed at the various markets where its protected products are sold. Its status as a public law corporation gives it a significant advantage here in that it renders it obligatory for the companies registered with it to contribute a quota to generic campaigns. This solves the problem of uneven contributions towards generic promotion of this type that tends to afflict other kinds of association.
In its more than seventy year history, the Congress has
forged ahead despite nation transitions, and has
steadily served with the times while keeping its learned
function of safeguarding the Dominions of Oregon
firmly in its grasp.
THE VITICULTURE OF THE SHERRY REGION

ALBERTO GARCÍA DE LUJÁN
Viticultural practice in any given region is largely responsible for the characteristics of its wines. Many of the components of wine are present in the grape, hence the importance of this first phase in the wine-making chain. The great wines of the world, which include sherry, have one thing in common: they all come from areas with a specific approach to viticulture, with very individual connotations. These vine-growing traits are passed on to wines made from those grapes, in which their influence is perceptible. Noble, historic wines eloquently express an original approach to viticulture, with a personality of its own and a firm commitment to quality.

Viticulture in Jerez dates back thousands of years, throughout which the area’s natural attributes (soil and climate) have played a leading role. Equally important has been the human factor – successive generations of wine-growers who, down the centuries, have selected and established concepts and doctrine of grape-growing that have survived to this day. Shaped, hands-on vineyard practice evolved into a viticulture defined by the renowned agronomist, Fairfax Bourbouloux, in 1867 as “one of the most precious monuments of our ancient Agriculture.” Indeed, the viticulture of Jerez, which developed through the ages, adapting to each era’s advances and technologies, is a genuine interpretation’s agricultural paradigm. It provides the fruit for making one of the most original, top-quality wines in the world. This is achieved by a combination of very specific natural factors and the human factor – people who look after the vineyards in a particular, painstaking and highly skilled way.

**The Natural Environment**

Climate and soil are the two primary factors to be considered when describing a vine-growing environment. Though the biological component of that environment, i.e. the indigenous plants and organisms that live and multiply in it, must also be taken into account.

**Climate**

The climate (temperature, sunlight, wind, rain, humidity...) has a bearing on how vines grow and contributes to defining their grape’s characteristics and what kind of wine a given vine-growing area is naturally predisposed to produce.

The climate in the sherry area is warm as a result of its low latitude. Lying at latitude 36°N, the city of Jerez has dry summers, with high temperatures that lead to equally high levels of evapotranspiration, although the proximity of the Atlantic Ocean plays a role in maintaining humidity and moderating the temperatures in the area – something that is more evident at night. Spring and summer, the seasons during which the vine’s growing cycle occurs, including the ripening of the grape, are affected by the two prevailing winds: the Levante (from the east) and the Levante (from the south-east). The former is cool and humid (humidity can be as high as ninety-five percent) while the latter is hot and dry (humidity can drop to thirty percent). The nocturnal cooling degree index is 16.4%; the Windy percentage coefficient is 2.70%.

The Bodega Barbadillo in Jerez is a great example of the importance of the climate in producing sherry.
The area enjoys 175 days of clear blue skies and from 63 to 75 days of rain. The average number of hours of effective sunlight per year is high: between 3,000 and 3,200 hours. There are occasional spring frosts, but these tend not to be a problem except in very specific cases (low-lying areas) and then only in certain years.

Further inland, away from the Atlantic in a NE direction, the differences between night and day temperatures increase progressively, an effect of continentality. As this continentality increases, it offsets the development of vines and their maturation as well as the biological environment (weeds, parasites, microorganisms).

Barring exceptional years, the area’s rainfall is adequate for proper vine development. It is also supplemented by the humidity provided by the Atlantic, although in dry years the high summer temperatures can lead to a severe lack of water in the soil, which then prevents the grape from ripening properly. In general, however, the area’s warm climate and sunlight foster the accumulation of sugar in the grapes and low acidity.
Together, these climatic factors act on the plant and are responsible for grape development and maturation features peculiar to sherry wine. It should be noted, however, that the climate is not the same throughout the region’s vineyards. There are obvious variations between the different sub-zones, altitudes and pagues that make up the sherry-growing area known as the Marca de Jerez. In particular, the influence of the Atlantic and the prevailing winds create slightly different mesoclimates which, taken together, shape the common or general climatology of the Marca de Jerez.

Soil

Together with the climate, the nature of the soil in which the vine grows and from which it absorbs its nourishment is a predominant frame in viticulture. The geology, physical properties, depth, composition, moisture content, pH, etc., of the soil determine grape characteristics to a large extent, discernibly affecting the finesse, originality and quality of the wine. All other factors being equal, wines derived from different kinds of terrain are distinguishable from each other. Very fertile soils produce vigorous, high-yielding vines, which do grape quality no favour.

Although sherry vines can be grown in different types of soil, the albariza type is the key to these wines’ special quality. The way that vines respond to this soil, in particular climatic conditions is essential to achieving the specific type of grape that will provide the attributes specific to sherry during the wine-making process.

The sherry region’s wine-growing topography typically contains of gently rolling hills of varying, 10 to 15 percent gradients, slopes on which the albariza soil is laid, formed by soft, white material (a mixture of clay, chalk and sand) that is exposed, creating Jerez’s characteristic vineyard landscape. In the lower, greyer or darker areas, albariza lies further below the surface.

Albariza soil is easy to work. Its thin, lamellar structure is very resistant to cold and allows the root system to spread well. Roots up to 12 metres (40 feet) long have been found 6 metres (20 feet) deep in albariza soils. White albariza soils date back to the Tertiary period and have high levels of calcium carbonate (up to forty percent active limonite) in their composition, together with clay and silica derived from detritus and radioactive shells present in the Oligocene Sea that once covered this area. The finest albariza soil, with the highest proportion of limonite and silica elements, produces the most select and sought-after wines in the Marca de Jerez.

Plots of land with muddy soils with a preponderance of sand and clay, and sandy soils, are less significant and are not much used today.

The Marca de Jerez is famed for its pagues, delimited areas of land (from a few hectares to over 500) with characteristics of their own that differ from those of adjoining pagues. Each pague distinguishing features are the result of its very specific climate, geographical situation, land relief, exposure, soil composition, etc. Each pague gives wines of accordingly different characteristics. This explains why certain pagues have a special reputation for the characteristics of their grapes. Famous pagues include Balbina, Macharnudo, Carrascal, Artana, Miraflores, Tizón, Araya, Barquera, Caprue, Charnrado, Morante, Las Tejuelas, El Beriote, Hino, Torre Peraí, Ecosmo, Alcalá, Pampa del Agua, Rosalito and El Marqués, to name but a few. Up to 300 pagues have been differentiated in the sherry region.

The Vine

The variety planted in the vineyards is one of the key factors in the quality and individuality of the resulting wine. Together with soil, climate and farming methods, the phus determines the characteristics of the grape.

The traditional varieties in the Jerez region belong to the Vitis vinifera species, which gives grapes of the quality needed to make sherry. The Palomino variety has always been the area’s acknowledged leader, together with others such as Pedro Ximénez, Mantua, Atalina, Calixta, Pasero and Moscatel, all of which used to be grown on their own rootstock. However, in 1894, like many other wine-growing parts of the world, the Marca de Jerez was attacked by a destructive insect called phylloxera (Daktulosphaira vitifoliae), the worst scourge in the history of viticulture, which destroyed all the sherry vineyards by attacking the roots of its vines. The only solution was to cease plant American rootstocks, with phylloxera-resistant roots, and then to graft onto them the traditional vines grown in the area (Palamino, Pedro Ximénez...). From that time on, therefore, the area’s vines have consisted of a two-leaf part (American rootstock), that passes down phylloxera-resistant roots, and an aerial part, the European scion or...
In addition to aluminous (brown) soils, types of soil present in the forest are those that allow for percolation, including clay, silt, and sand. Silt.
vine stock, thus produces fruit of the required quality, as in pre-phylloxera times. The two pears are joined at the stock union point. The rootstocks used in Jerez are, furthermore, impervious to chalk, a necessary attribute given the high percentage of it in albariza soils. The most common stocks used are 161-49, 339 cxd, 41-B, 110 R, 160 Ru, Bri. x Colombard, 13-5 EVEX, etc.

These rootstocks are almost always grafted with the white variety of Vitis vinifera, known as Palomino Fino, for centuries one of the traditional varieties and today undisputed queen of the sherry world. The way it responds to albariza soil, the climate of the region and its growers’ techniques make it particularly important in sherry production. It is known by various other names outside the area, most

The grapes in the picture are ripe, just picked by hand. The landscape is dotted with clusters of houses, beautiful mansions for the growers or attractive homes for the manor. The scene is peaceful and still.
commonly Lián. It has an open apex and large, orbicular, dark green leaves with a closed V-shaped petiolar sinus. The underside of the leaves is downy. The shoots are semi-fleshy. Grape bunches are generally long and cylindrical in shape, with a medium to high density of spherical, medium-sized berries with thin skin and a yellowish-green colour. The grapes are juicy, fragrant, have colourless juice, and are sweet and savoury. With Palomino Fino, bud-break occurs in the second half of March and ripening in early September. Yields, which are in the range of 80 hectolitres per hectare, register 12 degrees Brix and low acidity. The Palomino Fino grape is well-adapted to the area, being highly resistant to a wide array of parasites when cultivated correctly. The excellent quality of its grapes and
its responsiveness in the vineyard make it the favourite variety among wine-makers and vine-growers.

Much less important are Palomino de Jerez, Pedro Ximénez and Moscato de Chipiona, varieties which are also accepted by the Denomination of Orígenes Consejo Regulador.

CULTIVATION.

The way in which a vine is cultivated affects the yield and characteristics of the grapes it produces. Farmlands stare production; high yields do nothing to enhance fruit quality, and they castrate its individual characteristics. Independently of the influence of the soil and how fertile it is, a grower's approach and cultivation techniques can obtain moderate yields that provide the basis for high quality wines with plenty of the required character.

Viticulture in and around Jerez is one of the most finely-tuned in the world, and it has traditionally been distinguished by its commitment to quality in a very specific kind of wine, developing idiosyncratic practices that have adapted to advancing technology over time. The local growers take painstaking care of their vineyards and their approach beautifully exemplifies the symbiotic relationship between man, plant and soil.

Vine Density.

Vine density patterns stipulate the distance between one vine and the next. In modern vineyards, which cover large areas and require mechanical cultivation, 2.30 x 1.15 metre grid tends to be the norm. The gaps between the vines in a row and between rows should not be much greater, since that would decrease vigour and yield per vine, and adversely affect grape ripening and resistance to pests. A minimum number of vines per hectare is required, compatible with mechanised vineyard farming.

The traditional planting pattern, called manco real, was based on a 1.57 x 1.57 metre grid. It is still used in small vineyards with low levels of mechanisation, with excellent results.

Planting and Grafting.

Preparatory work for planting is carried out in summer, when the soil is subjected to intensive mowing and weeding (known as agramado). The phylloxera-resistant rootstock is planted in winter in the form of a rooted vine shoot. Once it has developed, the Palomino Fino varietal is grafted onto it in August or September.

The bud grafting method is used, specifically the type commonly known as T-budding (acuñado). A single Palomino bud with part of the vine shoot from which it comes is inserted in the side of the rootstock at ground level. The place where the bud is grafted is called a zapata. The scion is then bound with raffia, leaving the bud free, and the whole area is then covered with soil (a technique known as apercar) until the following winter-spring season, when it is uncovered.

The grafted bud that will grow into a vine then sprouts leaves. Plants not grafted in this way can be grafted using the epigea or pino modality at the end of that winter.

The practice of planting ready-grafted rooted vines is catching on in the area.

Back of a Palomino Fino leaf; the traditional variety that is indispensable for making sherry.
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Pruning, which is carried out each year while the vine is at rest during the winter, consists in making certain cuts in the vine shoots and woody parts of the plant, ensuring that a number of buds, shoots and branches remain with a view to giving the vine the particular shape required by regulations, and with the purpose of regulating its production.

Pruning has a major bearing on the annual and vital development of the vine, which lives for approximately thirty years in this area. What each plant produces will vary according to the number of buds left on the vine after pruning, which determines both quantity of fruit and characteristics. Pruning is therefore instrumental in determining the composition of the grape and, consequently, of wine made from it. The type of pruning applied is, then, a relevant factor in wine-growing practice.

In Jerez, the predominant method is the one locally known as rana y pulgar (stick and thumb), or jeremias: this traditional method of pruning, specifically required by the Denomination of Origin’s Regulations, has been much researched and written about. It consists of training each vine’s trunk into two branches. On each of these, on alternate years, a single ‘stick’ with eight or more buds, or knos, from which the year’s grapes develop, and a ‘thumb’, or small shoot, with only one or two buds, are left. The buds on the thumbs sprout into the following year’s stick, while this year’s stick is cut back to a thumb after having been picked. Thus each branch serves as a stick one year and a thumb the next, successively alternating between these two functions. The pruning cuts are carried out in a pre-established order, making cuts in both green and dry wood, known as carnes de verdes y de seco, to facilitate sap circulation and encourage vine development and longevity. The carnes de seco corresponds to the series of cuts made each year during pruning, while the carnes de verdes corresponds to unscarred parts.

To give the vine a better shape and avoid later cutting that might cause scarring or the formation of unnecessary wood, complementary light pruning operations, locally called carnea, are carried out in spring to eliminate unnecessary branches that might compete with the productive branches of the plant.

Modern practice in Jerez is generally for the trunk to be kept around 60 centimetres (23.5 inches) tall, to facilitate mechanization and the carrying out of everyday vineyard tasks. This also maintains bunches of grapes

Above: The traditional variety is pruned, using a stick, onto a plagium-grafted rootstock. Below: The new widespread method of pruning is the traditional ‘stick and thumb’ method. The stick is the part of the vine that will bear fruit, while the thumb contains the shoot that will bear the stick the following year.
off the ground and helps keep them healthy.

Vines, lined up in rows called riones, are today trained along espaliers made of two or more wires, to which the fruiting branches are tied and which support the vegetation. The vegetation must be well exposed to the sun to allow the leaves to absorb the necessary light for the plant to carry out the physiological processes required to produce quality grapes. There are still a few vineyards—usually small ones—where the trunk is kept lower and the vines are propped up on wooden stakes.

Condox pruning systems are more convenient for mechanization and are currently being tested.

Soil Management

The ancient practice of working the land is as traditional as pruning and harvesting. In the sherry region, vineyards have always been tended assiduously, removing all kinds of weeds that would compete with the vines. Vine-growers’ strategies are aimed at achieving two objectives in winter: helping the soil absorb and retain as much rainwater as possible; and in spring and summer, helping it retain its moisture, ensuring that the soil does not become parched in blazing summer temperatures.

To store water in winter, one of the tasks on the Althobria hillside vineyards is a procedure called socorpa or culhado, which is specific to this region. It is done after the harvest and involves building up ridges of earth between the vine rows to create a series of rectangular basins that serve to catch and store rainwater during the autumn and winter, preventing it from running off down the hill. In spring, the surplus is demolished and the topsoil is broken up and levelled out. Maintenance tasks from then on are geared to eliminating weeds, preserving the moisture of the soil and preventing evaporation, which is considerable in high summer temperatures.

In the past, when working the land was all done by hand, different jobs were known by ancient names like carreño, golfe flaron, golfe nego, blace robino, aixarande, etc. Today, there are generally far fewer manual tasks, judiciously aided by suitable herbicides and mechanization.
The ground is fertilised using organic matter and mineral supplements: here, too, the general trend today is to moderate the amount of fertiliser used.

**Protecting the Vine**

In the Mascó de Jerez, vine parasites are influenced by the warm climate, rain and humidity specific to the region. Grapes tend to reach the press in a healthy state, bearing in mind that the Palomino variety is well adapted to the area's natural conditions and the way that parasites take hold there. Additionally, as a general rule, the vine-grower applies efficient plant protection programmes to combat the area's most common parasites, such as the grape berry moth (Leptinotarsa buesana), the green moth (Spodoptera xanthi), and the citrus medfly (PMunus caudata), as well as fungal diseases such as scab (Ustrella nesia), mildew (Plasmopara viticola) and grey rot (Baeckea cinerea). Vine-growers in the sherry area are very aware of the need to apply methods in keeping with durable, sustainable and integrated environmental protection practices. They therefore try to grow vines that are not excessively vigorous and are well exposed to sun and air, using treatments in carefully controlled doses, choosing products that are not aggressive and have no undesirable side effects, applying new biological techniques (several confirmed, auxiliary organisms...), and so on. The very character of albariza soils can produce symptoms of chlorosis in all but exceptional cases, this can be avoided by using rootstocks resistant to it.

With a view to combating viral infections and obtaining guaranteed disease-free plant specimens, the Centro de Investigación y Formación Agraria de Jerez de la Frontera, the Andalusian Regional Government’s agricultural training and research centre, has developed a selection programme that supplies clones of Palomino and other Aypical varieties with genetic and health certification. This material is being increasingly used in new plantations and constitutes a vital element in modern viticulture.

**Harvesting**

In early September, vine-growers gather in the fruits of a year’s hard work. Harvesting it the joys, and most emblematic, of all vineyard tasks. When the grape reaches the right degree of ripeness, the bunches are cut off and sent to the press. Normally, harvesting is done by hand: grapes are deposited in small bobs which are then taken to the trucks or other means of transport that will take them to the press. All this is done with extreme care to ensure that the fruit, which is usually healthy, arrives at its destination in the best possible condition.

Mechanical harvesting trials have now started in the area. Grape-harvesting machinery is already used in various wine-growing regions of the world with good results. Results in Jerez have been satisfactory and in the fullness of time, once certain technological wrinkles have been ironed out, it is expected to be adopted, at least in part, by modern sherry viticulture.
THE GRAPE HARVEST
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n most important wine-

producing regions, like

the Marco de Jerez, the

grape harvest plays an important

role in balancing the

converging forces of the

vine-growing

and wine-making

sectors. Vine growers

tend to harvest as early as possible to avoid the possibility of untimely

rain spoilng the grapes or even

casing them to drop off the vine.

Wine-makers, meanwhile, try to

time the harvest to suit a series of

requirements directly related to

sherry wine. The first of these has
to do with maturing grape in a way
with enough sugar content to satisfy
the regulations applicable to liquor

wines. The second is the need to

reach a suitable level of acidity (so as
to minimise subsequent corrective
additions of tartaric acid) compatible
with a sufficiently low level of

malic acid to preclude the risk of

malolactic fermentation taking

place. The wine-maker’s last, but not
least, requirement is concerned with

grape health and the implications of

that in the process of making and

aging wine. The sherry-makers are

obviously interested in setting a date

for the grape harvest as much in

tune with these concerns as possible,
rather than with other aspects of

production.

To complicate things further, like

most hand-picked harvests, the

sherry vintage requires a large-
scale socioeconomic structure to

coordinate all the aspects involved:

harvesters, harvester-carriers, drivers,

luggage workers, and so on. This

is why it is so important, for

organisational purposes, to know

the ideal date for starting the harvest

well in advance.

GRAPe RIPENING:

Grape ripening can be briefly defined

as the series of transformations that
the berry undergoes on the vine

before fulfilling a specific function.
The phenomena associated with

the ripening of most fruits, including

grapes, are the following:

• Changes in colour, brought about by


the loss of chlorophyll, pigments

and the consequent exposure of new pigments.

• Alterations in flavour, including

changes in acidity, astringency and

sweetness.

• A change of texture, as a result of

the activity of hydrolytic enzymes

that cause the fruit to soften.

But despite being aware of all of

these aspects, in grapes, as in certain

other fruits, there is no definite

physiological state at which the

fruit can categorically be said to be

ripe. Ripeness is a random concept

dependent upon many factors which

converge at a particular time every

year and mark this period. Indeed,

the concept of ripeness varies

from year to year, since each grape

ripening cycle is different from all

its predecessors. However, except

for varietal aspects, and growing and

climatic conditions, certain basic

criteria have to be established so

the ripeness and harvest time can be

declared at the most convenient
time.
Grape ripeness can be defined in biological terms (physiological maturity) as the moment when the seeds acquire germination capacity so as to perpetuate the species, given the right moisture and temperature conditions.

In industrial terms (industrial maturity), it can be defined as the moment when the bunch has reached the ideal stage for harvesting in accordance with certain oenological specifications. These two concepts do not necessarily coincide, and in most cases, the second criterion is the true indicator of the end of the ripening process. The main physical-chemical phenomena associated with ripeness are:

1. Increase in the size and weight of the berry
2. Accumulation of hexose

Throughout the process of developing and ripening, grapes continue to increase in size and weight, albeit at an irregular rate. This growth is accentuated during the ripening period owing to the cellular expansion caused by an uninterrupted supply of water to the fruit. This is a purely physical phenomenon, largely contingent on this year’s rainfall and, above all, the supply of water available when the fruit begins to develop.

A tangible and extremely important event during the grape’s ripening period is the accumulation of hexose (sugars), fundamentally glucose and fructose. There is no definitive explanation for this phenomenon, though many experts believe that at the moment when the grape
begins to acquire colour (vendimia or harvest), and the plant's vegetative growth has stopped, the berry comes to function as a synthesizer and becomes, instead, an accumulator of all the glucidic migrations. These sugars derive mainly from reserves accumulated by the vine, from the daily photosynthesis that takes place in the leaves and from the mechanism that transforms malic acid into glucose in the grape itself. When the grape is green, its sugar content is only 1 to 1.5 percent; when it is ripe, this rises to approximately 20 percent. The maximum content of sugars coincides with the maximum weight of the berries and with the industrial maturity of the grape. At harvest time, sugar content can stop rising and can sometimes even drop slightly.

As regards the evolution of the principal sugars in the berry, it should be noted that when the grape is green, glucose is the dominant sugar (85 percent of the total reducing sugars), whereas when the berry begins to acquire colour, i.e. when the flow of sugars begins, fructose content rises in a higher proportion, so that the glucose/fructose ratio decreases rapidly throughout ripening, reaching a ratio of 0.33 by the end of this period. This means that grapes are harvested with a slight surplus of fructose.

Because of the significant increase in concentrated sugars produced during ripening in the Palomino Fino variety in the Jerez region, this variable is frequently used to determine the optimal time for starting the harvest. Although a must's sugar content is not the only determining factor...
in producing quality wines below certain minimum levels the grapes can be deemed to be unripe and therefore not suitable for vinification, especially if – as is the case of sherry – the intention is to produce high strength wines. However, researchers have been unable to establish a clear link between a grape’s sugar content and final wine quality. Weather conditions permitting, vines in Jerez reach an approximate density of 12 degrees Baumé by the end of ripening.

3. Evolution of mineral matter

It has been established that mineral cations are continually absorbed from the soil by the roots and distributed throughout the plant and fruit, with the process intensifying during ripening. In a period of about 2 months, mineral matter in the skin triples; in the stalk its level rises by 1.5 to 2.5 and in the pulp by 1.2 to 1.5. This migration slows down when the fruit is ripe.

Sulfur or partially sulfurized organic acids present in the roots – principally urates, bisulfitates, and potassium citrates found in large proportions in this organ of the plant – are also involved in these migrations.

Clastatic conditions determine the concentration of potassium in the grape. In hot and dry climates, such as Jerez’s, potassium concentrations are higher than in cool, wet climates because of water loss through transpiration.

4. Evolution of organic acids and pH

Like sugar content, acidity is an important parameter that helps define or explain the phenomona of grape ripening. Total acidity is the term used to express the sum total of all the hydrogen ions present in a fruit. Consequently, total acidity gives us an idea of the free acid content of a must. It is a proven fact, confirmed by various trials, that the acidity of grape juice, once it has reached its maximum level as the grape develops, decreases throughout the ripening process, and that this reduction is much more marked in hot climates, like that of Jerez.

5. Evolution of nitrogenous substances

Nitrogenous compounds are another of the parameters that undergo significant modifications as ripening progresses. The nitrogen content of grape flesh at that stage is estimated to be between two and five times higher than when the grape is green. However, although the total value of nitrogen increases during this period, the different forms of nitrogenous substance in the fruit develop differently over time.

As regards aminocids, it has been observed that their content increases constantly in the grape until it is nearly ripe, from which time onwards their concentration starts to decrease because of their involvement in synthesising proteins.

FACTORS THAT AFFECT THE GRAPE RIPENING

A number of factors have a bearing on the grape’s ripening and final composition:

a) Some of these are permanent: their action is constant and does not vary from one year to the next. These include the vine itself, the rootstock, the climate (in general terms) and the age of the vine.

b) Others are variable: weather conditions – temperature, hours of
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sunshine, humidity, wind, etc. — change from year to year and lend a
different character to each vintage.

c) Additionally, there are factors
modified by man depending on
cultural traditions; pruning, working
the land, fertilising, etc.

d) Finally, there are accidental
factors: cryptogamic diseases —
mildew, oidium or grey rot, for
instance — and major meteorological
occurrences, such as frosts, hail
storms, etc.

The overall effect of all these factors
determines the approach that a
region will take to vine-growing.
In the specific case of the Marco
de Jéres, the principal conditioning
factors are:

Temperature

Temperature plays an important role
in the physical-chemical development
of grape during ripening — and,
consequently, in the final composition
of the must — functioning as an
activator or inhibitor of certain
metabolic processes that are essential
for the fruit to develop and ripen well,
such as photosynthesis, transpiration,
respiration, migration phenomena
and polyphenol (anthocyan) synthesis.

In warm regions, like Jéres, the
processes involved in lowering
acidity and, particularly, reducing
respiratory phenomena, are much
more highly activated so that
ripening is accelerated and musts
are very sweet with relatively low
acidity.

Sunshine and light intensity

Light in its two variables, sunshine
and light intensity, is one of the
factors that affect the development
of the vine and the ripening and
composition of its fruit, principally
influencing the photosynthetic
process and synthesis of anthocyan
(colouring matter). As one might
expect, the rate of photosynthesis
increases logarithmically with rising
levels of light intensity, as does the
rate of transpiration (via stomatic
aperture) until saturation level is
reached. When light is less intense,
this rate diminishes; however, in
cases where light conditions are
extreme (above saturation point),
photosynthesis can be inhibited. In
the Jéres region, sunshine and light
intensity parameters are not extreme;
light incidence during the active
period is estimated at 4,455 hours,
which is more than adequate for
healthy development and ripening
of the fruit.

Moisture

Water levels in the soil, dependent
upon the rainfall pattern, geographical
situation and type of
soil involved; play a predominant role
in Vince growth and exert a decisive
influence on the characteristics of the
vine’s harvest. A surplus or a
deficit of water can each have an
adverse effect on proper ripening of
the fruit and normal development of
the plant.

The effects of droughts differ
depending on the region and how
long it lasts. In general terms,
however, if conditions of hydric
stress last throughout the period
The Mosel de Jérôme region has successfully been

covering...
between flowering and the start of ripening. Losses in yield and low sugar and acid contents tend to result. If drought occurs between veraison and maturation, however, accumulation of sugars and combustion of acids are beneficially affected. The quality wines of the Jerez region benefit from the dryness of its summers, which coincide with the ripening-harvesting period. Autumn-winter and spring rains play a decisive role in creating reserves of water that is retained in the earth by the characteristics of the area’s albariza soils.

Atmospheric moisture is another factor that affects the plant’s physiological processes: stomatic aperture, transpiration, photosynthetic activity, etc. The effects of genuine drought can often be partly compensated for by relatively high humidity. Heavy early morning dews are a characteristic of the Jerez area, and these alleviate the dryness of its summers to some degree. Also to be taken into account is the influence of the region’s prevailing winds on the relative humidity of the atmosphere. The Panierente, the westerly wind that blows in from the Atlantic Ocean, is moist, while the Levante, the south-easterly wind that blows in from Africa, is extremely hot and dry. Both affect the ripening of the fruit. Generally, the westerly winds help mitigate the lack of water that vines might suffer during the summer. Meanwhile, the easterly winds, which are very hot and blow with a vengeance during the summer, help reduce humidity levels in years of average rainfall, improving and accelerating the ripening of the grapes.

Theoretically, the best climatic conditions for proper grape ripening in the sherry region require a good relative moisture level in the soil and sunny weather, though not too hot.

The Harvest
In Jerez, grapes have traditionally been harvested by hand. This is done when the fruit has reached the right degree of ripeness for it to be transported and vinified. The method most frequently used involves cutting the stalk between the bunch and the supporting branch. This is done with the aid...
of thin-bladed pruning scissors or clasp knives with curved blades. Once cut, the bunches are placed in plastic holding bins with an average capacity of 20 to 25 kilos (44 to 55 pounds) that can be stacked without damaging the fruit.

In the last few years, mechanical grape harvesting methods have also been introduced in the area. Harvesting machines shake part or all of the vine, using an accelerating centrifugal swinging action strong enough to sever either the stalk that joins bunch to branch or the joint between grape and bunch. There are two main systems: lateral shaking, which moves the entire vine horizontally back and forth, perpendicular to the row, and vertical shaking, which generates an up and down movement under the row’s supporting wire.

All these elements use a shaking tunnel that passes over the row of vines. Once the fruit has been separated from the vine, it falls into receptacles placed at the bottom of the tunnel. The fruit is then carried forward by gravity, and then mechanically propelled, towards a sequence of elevators and conveyors which then deposit it in a holding bin.

These systems have been fully adapted to the area, where the method of choice is the one that separates the grape from the bunch. Harvest quality is still optimal, provided it does not have to travel too far to the wine press or wait too long before being crushed.
The vitification of sherry is traditionally an event of considerable social significance, both economically and culturally, because it begins with the handing over of responsibility from the growers, who have devoted care and attention to their crop, to the wine makers, whose mission is to make good wine out of it.

Vinification is the term used to describe the operations and processes involved in transforming grape juice into young wine. In the case of sherry, this young wine is called 'mostru' (must), since it has yet to acquire the organoleptic peculiarities specific to 'sherry wine', whose full attributes are acquired later, during the ageing and maturing phases. Nevertheless, this transmutation process is extremely important since it determines how the wine will turn out, what its distinguishing traits are likely to be. A series of visual and organoleptic clues will tell the wine maker what to make of the must, i.e., whether it is suitable for biological ageing, with a view to becoming a fino, manzanilla or amontillado or, alternatively, whether it should be earmarked for the physico-chemical (oxidative) ageing required to obtain an oloroso. In both cases, the main objective of vinification is to create the best possible raw material for subsequent ageing and maturing.

The vitification of sherry in its two modalities, depending on whether the end product is dry or sweet, is essentially done as for white wines (vinificación en blanco) and is distinguished by the following technical characteristics:

1. Owing to the tendency of must and wine to oxidize, the extraction phase has to be carried out with extreme care, averting the possibility of over-extracting polyphenolic matter and minimizing contact with air.

2. The relatively high (between 3.7 and 4) pH values of must, especially in years when grapes are very ripe, require correction if healthy, balanced fermented musts suitable for ageing are to be obtained.

3. During the alcoholic fermentation stage, the low temperatures needed to obtain very fruity aromas are not needed since these are less important for sherry than for other white wines.

4. Given the effect that grape health has on the process of biological ageing, the state of the grapes has to be monitored during the harvest so as to detect infections such as the Botrytis cinerea fungus, which causes grey rot.

The two basic stages in the vitification of sherry are the extraction of must and its alcoholic or vinous fermentation.
traditionally been transported in small-capacity (18-20 kilogram/40-44 pound) baskets or boxes to protect them from being damaged; one of the distinguishing traits of the Palomino Fino variety is that it has a very thin skin, which splits easily when the grapes are piled up or transported. Nowadays, however, most wineries have replaced boxes with bulk transport methods, containers or dumper trucks with a capacity of 7,000 to 15,000 kilograms (15,500 to 33,000 pounds), whose height-width ratio is very similar to that of the original boxes. The idea is to facilitate the processing of the fruit, keep the costs of operation down and prevent must browning at the bottom of the container (a phenomenon called muerto), which can trigger contamination and oxidation.

Once the grapes reach the press houses, before they are unloaded from the lorry they are weighed, usually on platform scales, to monitor the yield per hectare of each parcel; this aspect is strictly controlled by the Consejo Regulador in all Macer de Jerez wineries to guarantee the quality of the harvested origin. Under current regulations, the Consejo Regulador only passes

The traditional mode of transport has been replaced by sleek, modern-looking pneumatic systems that guarantee the quality of the resulting must.
for sherry the must resulting from vineyards with a maximum yield of 10,500 kilograms (23,000 pounds) of grapes per hectare. In addition to weighing the harvest, a representative sample of the load is taken so that certain quality parameters can be evaluated, either to satisfy Consejo Regulador requirements or for their relevance to the oenological processes. The analyses carried out provide information about the degree of ripeness (density, total acidity and pH) and health (glucoxy-acid, leucine activity, etc.) of the grape. For the wine maker, ascertaining the density of the must (measured in degrees Baumé) is essential, since it indicates the alcoholic strength that will be reached after fermentation. The Consejo Regulador requires fermented musts to have an alcoholic strength of at least 10.5 percent by volume in order to qualify for Denomination of Origin status.

When the harvested grapes are transported in bulk, they are unloaded into a reception hopper fitted with a continuous screw system that carries the grapes to the first operating unit, usually a crusher or a destemmer-crusher. When they arrive in holding
bins, they are carried on conveyor belts to the first operating unit, which is usually located immediately above the leading mouth of the press to keep co-ing and fro-ing to a minimum. The aim of crushing is to facilitate the extraction of must by pressure. In the crushing process, the skin of the grape bursts open, releasing a quantity of juice mainly derived from the fruit pulp. In the case of sherry, this operation has to be carried out with utmost care to prevent too many solids forming, and to prevent stalks and pips being broken up and some of the components in the skins — especially polyphenols — being extracted.

Detemming, or removing the grape stalks, is an optional operation that can be done partially or totally before crushing so as to prevent their being broken up and releasing their juice, which is rich in herbaceous compounds and tannins detrimental to wine quality. However, the presence of unbroken stalks can be advantageous from a technical point of view, since it facilitates the circulation of must through the solids during the pressing and draining phases, thereby enhancing extraction. Detemming is therefore included in the process if it is likely to improve the quality and performance of the extraction process.

After crushing and, when appropriate, destemming, the 'pale' of solids, is transferred together with the released must to the extraction system, where pressure is applied to release must, in the first instance, and then to push it through the pomace towards the exit point. The amount of pressure applied affects the composition of the must; different proportions of must can be obtained during the extraction process depending on the pressure applied: the must called primera jema (approximately 65 percent of the total volume of must), obtained with pressures of up to 2 kilograms (4.4 pounds) per square centimeter; the segunda jema must (approximately 23 percent of the total), obtained with a pressure of up to 4 kilograms (8.8 pounds) per square centimeter and, lastly, mozo pomace, which is produced by pressures of over 6 kilograms (13.2 pounds) per square centimeter.
The analytical characteristics of primera yeast must (high sugar and low polyphenol, iron, potassium and solid matter content) make it suitable for biological ageing, while segunda yeast musts, whose structure derives to a greater extent from solids, produce wines better suited to physico-chemical ageing.

As regards extraction methods, the wineries of the Marco de Jerez use continuous, discontinuous and mixed systems. Continuous systems consist of no more than three dejuicers or dynamic drainers connected to a continuous draining press. Discontinuous systems, meanwhile, generally use horizontal presses with perforated plates or membranes, which are also connected to a continuous draining press for pomace. Many wineries are now using combination systems whose main unit for extracting primera yeast must is a self-emptying or static draining tank (for free run) which can be connected to either a continuous or discontinuous system to extract the remaining quantities of must.

**PREPARING THE MUST**

Newly extracted must is prepared or cleaned before fermentation to prevent oxidation and bacterial contamination, and to improve the aromatic finesse of the fermented must. Firstly, the musta a piqüeta (extracted by means of a wine press) is roughly filtered through a coarse-mesh to separate the juice from larger pieces of solid matter (pips, remains of skin, etc.) that occur in musts in varying quantities depending on the extraction system used. Clear musts are collected in reception tanks where they are then subjected to a process of pH correction. Technically speaking, pH is very important in wine making, since at specific levels (between 3.3 and 3.4 pH) it protects the must against bacterial contamination during fermentation. During ripening, the pH of Palomino Fino increases significantly, and by the end of the ripening phase the musta these grapes produce have a pH of between 3.7 and 4. Correction is therefore essential to obtain healthy and balanced fermented musts fit for biological or physico-chemical
Whereas in the drier region have adapted the latest distillation technology in systems that have always been in the use of icónico.
aging. In the case of sherry, pH is corrected by the addition of tartaric acid and, occasionally, following an age-old tradition, aloe (glyptum).

Once the pH has been corrected, the must is treated with a controlled dose of sulphur dioxide that can vary from 60 to 100 milligrams per liter, depending on the condition of the harvested grapes, to prevent enzymatic darkening and bacterial contamination, and to prevent the development of yeasts that contribute little to fermentation, are of little oenological relevance and are highly sensitive to this compound. The antiseptic power of sulphur, which increases significantly with lower pH values, temporarily inhibits the development of fermenting agents, thereby delaying the onset of fermentation by approximately 24 hours; this period is used to clean the must. After cleaning, musts treated with low or moderate doses of sulphur dioxide usually have rapid bursts of fermentation owing to this sulphurous compound, which destroys some of the substances that are toxic to yeasts. Generally, this sulphurous substance is administered continuously in the form of a gas injected directly into the must's circulation pipes, thereby facilitating its homogenization.

Sulphited musts are then subjected to a process designed to separate off the solids suspended in the liquid, normally by decanting or racking (a process known in Spanish as destilación — dilution!). The aim of this operation is to eliminate most of the fine solids or ‘mud’ produced by the micronization of the solid parts during the mechanical extraction operation. In the vinification of sherry, racking is an important operation since it appreciably improves wine quality. The presence of sediment in musts generally hampers temperature control during fermentation, giving wines that lack subtlety or present antiseptic deviations (reduction stenol) and are more unstable from the point of view of oxidation owing to the higher presence of polyphenols and iron in them. The racking process gets rid of many of the indigenous yeasts present in the harvested fruit, reducing the incidence of spontaneous fermentation; it does, however, pave the way for the introduction of selected cultured yeasts into the must. The greatest disadvantage of racking is that, if overdone, it can produce wines with high levels of volatile acidity. This is because leaks contain powerful fermentation accelerators, the absence of which produces metabolic deviations in the yeasts that lead to higher synthesis of acetic acid. The racking operation, usually carried out by a natural decanting process, allowing the must to rest in stainless steel tanks for 12 to 24 hours, can be complicated by the high temperature of musts at harvest time and, just occasionally, by the presence of polysaccharides produced by the brettanomyces in grapes.

Clarified, solid-free musts are then transferred to fermentation deposits, where they are subjected to the last of the preparation operations: the addition of pie de cuba. This is the name given to a must in full fermentation that is added to clear must in a proportion that varies between 2 and 10 percent of the total volume of liquid. This produces a series of interesting effects: it speeds up the start of fermentation, thereby minimizing the chance of other opportunistic microorganisms developing, and also provides the opportunity to introduce a previously selected strain of yeast as a fermenting agent. In the sherry region, both options are used: pie de cuba with spontaneous yeasts and pie de cuba with selected yeasts that make for a more controlled fermentation and one that can be more easily replicated regardless of the vintage.

The traditional method of sherry vinification used to employ 506-liter oaks butts as fermentation vessels, which made controlled fermentation...
Clarified muste are transferred to fermentation tanks, where the complex process of yeast action and terroir impact alcohol takes place.
with specific yeasts difficult. Given the important role played by the fermenting agent in the final composition of fermented must, the sherry DO biologico have stipulated, in most cases, for selecting from among the native yeast families those strains that give the best oenological and sensory characteristics. Significant among the properties that oenologists require of yeasts are fermentative strength, high alcoholic yield, low production of volatile acidity, resistance to sulphur and high production of acetaldehyde, the latter being particularly relevant to sherry.

ALCOHOLIC FERMENTATION

Alcoholic fermentation is the complex biochemical process by means of which fermenting agents — i.e. yeasts — transform sugars into alcohol, during which large quantities of carbon dioxide are released into the atmosphere and heat is generated, increasing the temperature of the fermented must. Alcohol is not the only substance produced by fermented sugars; many other organic compounds are formed during fermentation which, though present in smaller quantities, nonetheless have an bearing on the sensory characteristics of the wine in the making. Important among these are glycerol, acetaldehyde, certain acids (lactic, succinic...), aromatic compounds, and others.

Generally speaking, the process of fermentation can be divided into two stages: a first phase known as tumultuous fermentation and a second period known as slow fermentation. The duration of tumultuous fermentation varies...
depending on the composition of the must and the temperature at which it is carried out. At this stage, the temperature has to be controlled to get the best out of the fermentation process since, in the case of sherry and given the nature of Palomino Fino grapes, obtaining fruity aromas is not as important as it generally is in white wine making. Recommended temperatures range between 23 and 25 degrees Centigrade (73 and 77 degrees Fahrenheit), within which range yeasts develop comfortably, thereby ensuring that sugars are completely transformed into alcohol.

After about six days, only small quantities of sugar that has not been transformed or metabolised remain, and the second, slow fermentation begins, transforming the remaining grams of sugar into alcohol, without the need for refrigeration. Once this second stage is complete, the must is left to settle until the yeasts and solids in suspension, mainly tartaric acid salts and insoluble proteins, fall to the bottom. This cleansing phenomenon is enhanced in newly fermented musts by the fall in temperature triggered by the arrival of the cold weather in late autumn.

Although the traditional fermentation vessel was the 500-litre oak bunt, today huge stainless steel fermentation tanks are used; these come in various sizes, the most common being 50,000 litres. The tanks are fitted with a series of accessories that facilitate monitoring the fermentation process (thermometers), sample taking equipment, exit valves for fermentation gases, etc.) and incorporate cooling systems. The inert nature of these easy-to-clean tanks promotes the transformation of must into wine without risk of infection.

Once the alcoholic fermentation process has come to an end and the wine has been left to settle, the solids made up of yeasts and other matter are removed. These are the dregs, or lees. During the decanting process, a film of yeast cells called vele de flor starts to develop, covering the surface of the must. This film is generally made up of a highly specific, spontaneous flora of yeast cells that remain active even after the fermentable sugars have been exhausted, feeding on the alcohol created by this process to stay alive.

Once the musts have clarified by spontaneous settling, they are analyzed. Depending on their traits and sensory properties, musts are classified into two large groups: those that appear suitable for the period of biological crianza or ageing that will turn them into finos or manzanillas and those that, because of their particular peonada (body), and other properties, are earmarked for the physico-chemical ageing process that will turn them into olorosos. Oenologists and cellar-masters are specific marks to identify the different types of must: una peonada (1), una y medio (1 1/2) and dos peonadas (1/2), according to style, from finest to most robust.

Fermented musts which have been racked off lees, in a slow operation called desíes, are fortified with grape alcohol to 15.5 degrees by volume in the case of wines selected for biological ageing (finos and manzanillas) and to 17 or 18 degrees in wines routed for physico-chemical ageing (olorosos). Fortification, or envejecimiento, creates a certain degree of instability; raising the alcoholic strength renders some components of the young wine insoluble, and produces precipitates. Consequently, after the fortification process, the wine is usually clarified and even deoxygenated to obtain stable wines in the best possible state to start the ageing process. Once cleaned, the fermentation must or young wine is transferred into oak casks for storage. At this preliminary stage, the young wine is known as solera when it is destined for biological ageing in the solera system, or alta when it is to undergo the physico-chemical ageing process.
Sweet sherry wines are obtained from two grape varieties from which they take their names: Pedro Ximénez and Moscatel.

Pedro Ximénez wines are made with overripe grapes of the Pedro Ximénez variety picked after they have attained a high concentration of sugar on the vine, in excess of 15 degrees Baume (around 300 grams/10.3 ounces of sugar per litre of must).

Once harvested, the grapes are spread out on paseras, sites specifically set aside for drying the fruit in the sun, a practice known as pasada. During this drying process, also known as pasificación (from the Spanish word pasa, raisin), the grapes lose a great deal of water, thereby raising their sugar content considerably (450-500 grams/16-17.5 ounces per litre of must).

In parallel to this increase in sugar, other changes take place in the chemical, physical and sensory features of the dried grape: heightened colour, density, viscosity, stickiness and the emergence of aromatic and flavours characteristic of Pedro Ximénez grapes and wines.
The practice of salvo consists in exposing the harvested bunches of grapes to the sun on mats of various shapes and materials, the most traditional being round rebozes, esparto grass mats. The grapes are carefully spread out by hand and turned over once a day to ensure that all the berries receive an equal amount of sunlight. During this operation, workers also remove unhealthy bunches—a practice known as espantado (literally, purging or sanitising). In areas relatively close to the sea, the grapes are covered at night to prevent their being damaged by the typically heavy September dews. After several days, normally 7 to 15 depending on weather conditions (temperature and relative humidity), once the grapes are judged to have reached the optimal condition, they are collected and transported to the wine press for the next stage in the process, the extraction of must.

Given that the grapes are now dehydrated, pressing is rather more difficult than for newly picked grapes. As a rule, vertical presses are used and, to help in extracting the must—which is very dense and viscous owing to the high content of sugar and other substances in it—the grapes tend to be piled up in layers separated by the rebozes on which they were sunned. The texture of the esparto grass matting facilitates the drainage of must from the presses.

Musts collected in tanks undergo a series of processes depending on their particular characteristics. Their high concentration of sugar affects spontaneous fermentation, which only gets underway slowly. Also, to stabilise fermentative microbiological activity in the musts, wine spirits are added to levels not far short of 10 degrees of alcohol. Wines thus stabilised are left to settle during the autumn and winter months; after which the new wine is racked off the lees and fortified further up to 15 to 17 degrees of alcohol. Wines are then aged, using the traditional añada and solera systems, in American oak casks.

Moscatel wines are made exclusively from grapes of the Moscatel de Alejandría variety, which are harvested when very ripe. Moscatel grapes can also be sunned to obtain moscatelle
This is done in much the same way as for Pedro Ximénez, though, mainly because Moscatel grapes are bigger, sunning dries them out less. Furthermore, since most Moscatel wines are found in sandy soil near the sea, the sunning process often takes place on paseras of sand.

MAKING COLOR WINES

The wines known in the sherry region as vinos de color are not used as sweet wines, despite their very high sugar content. Rather, small quantities of color wine are used to achieve the standard intensity of color that characterizes the different types of blended wines (coñac, medium, and so on). The first step in making color wines is to produce arrope de manzo, a dark syrup obtained by heating Palomino Fino grape must over a slow fire until it reduces to one-fifth of its volume (38 degrees Baumé) and, especially, its sugars caramelize. This process, which is still carried out in the traditional manner in metal cauldrons, requires lots of manipulation and know-how to avoid burning the syrup and spoiling its sensory properties. The resulting caramelized concentrate is the arrope.

Arrope is added to Palomino Fino must in a proportion of 1:1, creating a mixture with a density of around 20 degrees Baumé that ferments very slowly until it reaches an alcoholic strength of 8 degrees, and 12 degrees Baumé of sweetness, at which point it is separated from the lees and fortified with alcohol up to 15 to 17 degrees. The resulting color wine, called color mezclilla, is matured in American oak butts using the traditional añada, solera, and criaderas systems, acquiring the appropriate sensory characteristics for the specific type and category of wine in the process. Using this same aging process, but mixing arrope in the same proportions with young wine instead of must, a version of color wine known as color reménzano (literally, patched colour) is obtained.

Apart from its role in wine-making, arrope is also frequently used as a fruit preservative in delicious conserves known as dulces de vendimia (literally, grape-harvest sweet), a traditional dessert in the Jerez region.
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n the course of its long wine-growing history, the Jerez region has developed an enological approach that is highly sophisticated and rather different from what might be termed the determinist approach (namely, making wine so that its nature closely reflects that of the grape from which it is made). This is not to say that the quality of the wines of this region is unrelated to that of the grape, but rather that creating a good sherry also involves a series of complex processes, for the most part driven by biological phenomena, that take place gradually over years of crianza or ageing, in its bodegas. These phenomena have been responsible for influencing and determining the selection of grape varieties and the adoption of specific growing methods throughout the history of sherry.

From the start, sherry accepted the principles of what constitutes a quality wine: good wines are ones that can be long — an attribute transferred by analogy with the advantages for man of durability in foods and in foods. Consequently, ageing, maturation, and laying down have for centuries been attributes associated with quality wines. This principle still applies in the sherry world, with quality being defined not only by a wine’s intrinsic qualities but also by how long, and how intensively, it has been aged and matured.

CRIANZA

Crianza, or ageing, of wine begins while it is in storage waiting to be consumed. The wine’s seasonal productive cycle makes it necessary for wine to be stored; this used to be done in the same vessel in which it had been fermented. After the solid matter generated in the process of must’s becoming young wine has been spontaneously deposited, and once the wine has been suitably fortified and clarified, the wine clarifies naturally, taking on a clean appearance that accentuates as the storage period goes on.

Types of ageing for sherry

Two types of crianza are carried out in the Jerez region: one that consists of storing and developing wine in wooden bins, where it undergoes slow, physico-chemical development influenced by surrounding conditions, known as envejecimiento (maturing); and another known as crianza biológica (biological ageing), a process that takes place under a film of yeasts known as velo de flor, during which the wine develops in a more dynamic way, driven by what goes on within the biological layer formed on its surface by specific indigenous ambient yeasts. These different types of crianza use the albariza (vintage) and the criaderas y soleras systems respectively, this latter being more widespread in the region and characteristic of it.

Containers for ageing and maturing

The nature and capacity of the containers used in sherry-making, have evolved over the course of its long history. The earliest vessels were earthenware amphorae and jars, and these continued to be used for over two thousand years, from the Middle Ages on, when...
the significant advantages of using wooden casks for transporting sherry became apparent, these also came to be used as storage or ageing containers. Changing the nature of the receptacle was to prove a milestone in the career of the region’s wines in that it was instrumental in effecting major changes in their composition and sensory properties, effectively creating the prototype of the sherry we know today.

The wooden casks used for the crianza have varied widely in size, capacity and type depending on bodega conditions and storage space. Tenedos, toneleos, baquyes, botas gordas, botas largas, botas cortas, medias botas, cuarterones and barriles, ranging in capacity from the 900 litre tonel to the 16.66 litre one-arroba barrel, have all been used for ageing wine and their presence has configured bodega spaces. Various woods – chestnut, local oak, American oak, and so on – have likewise been used. Nowadays, although casks of various types are still in use in many bodegas, the preferred and most widely employed type is the American oak 600 litre (equivalent to 36 arrobas) butt. This type of wood is preferred to any other because of the specific contribution it makes to sherry, and it is furthermore traditional; it has been used since the first trading exchanges with the Americas, from which Spain imported wood and to which it exported wine. The storage of sherry and the containers used are matters covered by the regulations of the Denomination of Origin’s Consejo Regulador.

The typical oak butt is neither a completely air-tight nor an
inert receptacle, since the wood is permeable to oxygen and also absorbs water from the wine it contains, and then releases it into the bodega's atmosphere. This transpiration causes the volume of wine in the butt to drop, the rate of loss increasing the drier the bodega atmosphere becomes. This evaporation effect is known as _servia_ and accounts for losses of 3 percent to 5 percent per year of the total wine stored. However, as the loss is essentially accounted for by water in the wine, this means that its other components are continually being concentrated. After long years of _servia_, this is discernible in the increased alcoholic strength of wines aged without the protection afforded by a film of _flor_. This concentrating effect is not the only modification that will take place in the wine; it will also be enriched by subtle, specific contributions from the wood of the butt, which will have been thoroughly wine-seasoned before being put into service as an ageing receptacle. Meanwhile, the wine will have been developing gradually in this special environment by virtue either of the gradual but continuous imperas provided by the dose of oxygen that the wood allows to penetrate into its interior, or, in a different — more dynamic and solucantial — way, of biological ageing beneath a film of _flor_.

**BIOLOGICAL AGING UNDER A FILM OF _FLOR_**

Biological ageing under a film of _flor_ yeast is one of the most fascinating processes in enology. Its emergence in the wineries of the Jerez region more than two centuries ago was responsible for the creation of genuinely iconic wines — the range of _manzanillas_, _finos_ and _amontillados_ — and also enriched the other-sherry types to a greater or lesser degree.

This extraordinary process occurs in wines being aged in butts within which, under specific conditions, their surface becomes covered by a film-like culture of yeast indigenous to the area. The _velo de flor_ thus formed protects and transforms the wine during its years of _crianza_. This type of ageing is referred to as "biological" because the layer of _flor_ that governs it is a living substance.

**Film-forming yeasts**

The climate and soils of the Jerez area have served man well as trusty allies, working in conjunction with his techniques to produce wines that not only can be kept without spoiling but actually improve with age. Alcohol — the principal component that allows wine to be kept — derives from the sugars in must. Our wine-making ancestors relied upon grapes having reached the right degree of ripeness, sunning them after harvesting, and using arrope syrups as their main resources for achieving the necessary sugar content in their musts. Over the millennia, the high sugar content of these musts before fermentation served as an evolutionary trigger for native yeast flora, with the most fermentation-efficient and alcohol-tolerant ones self-selecting (nowadays, as for the last two centuries, toppling-up or fortifying with wine spirit is what gives the wines their high alcoholic contents). From among the species selected and evolved during this process the film-forming yeasts emerged — micro-organisms which, once sugar has been consumed by fermentation, and despite high alcohol levels in the wine, have the capacity to adjust to another metabolic phase and capitalise on that alcohol.
For this phenomenon to occur, the wine must match certain parameters:

- It must not contain an appreciable residue of sugars, since the sugar content inhibits the yeasts' respiratory metabolism.
- Its alcoholic content must not exceed 16 percent by volume.
- Climatic conditions where the velo de flor forms must be very moderate, as close to 78-80 degrees Centigrade (170-180 degrees Fahrenheit) as possible.
- The surface of the wine must be in contact with the interior atmosphere of the butt (in other words, butts or other vessels must not be completely full) so as to create a surface that will become covered by yeasts during the
film-forming phase and will have access to enough oxygen to allow them to breathe. On this point, it should be noted that the empty space left in a butt used for aging under film usually accounts for between 1/6th and 1/8th of the butt's contents.

Four species of film-forming yeast have been isolated. Although not recognized as such under the criteria currently applied by taxonomic manuals, these continue to be known in the sherry region as Saccharomyces beticus, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Saccharomyces montanus and Saccharomyces ribisi.

Saccharomyces beticus is the species of film-forming yeast that occurs most abundantly in biologically aged wines in the sherry region, being found in 75 percent of cases. Of the film-forming species, this is the one that most quickly transcribes its fermentative metabolism phase, during which it stays submerged (at the end of the wine's fermentation process). These yeasts, or vela de flor, phage during which it covers the wine's surface. As a result, this yeast species is found in practically all the first biological aging tiers or 'velas' of a solera system (explained below).

As it progresses to the older tiers of crianzas (nurseves), other species such as Saccharomyces montanus appear, becoming more abundant in the older soleras, although Saccharomyces beticus is present in all the scales in some systems.

The population distribution of the different yeasts, or the proportion in which they occur, in the various tiers of the solera system depends on a large degree on biologia conditions and on what operations are carried out during the biological aging process. Each species of film-forming yeast behaves in a slightly different way from the others and imparts its wine with sensory and analytical nuances that are discernible on the palate. These differences account for a large degree of the subtle sensory variations that occur within fino or manzanilla wines of the same type but from different biología. They are even observable between different butts of the same solera system in a biodega. The oenologist's awareness of these idiosyncrasies enables him to direct the biological aging process towards a type of wine with specific sensory nuances.

Wine aged under film or flor

The technological process of biological aging gives wine a very specific character, modifying it considerably while this is taking shape. No other oenological process changes the way that wine develops during aging as profoundly as does biological aging. The process stamps sherry with its specific character, and is a decisive factor in its method of production itself as it governs many of the techniques applied.

The effects on wine of biological aging under a film of flor are many and complex. For one thing, despite the fact that the wooden butts are neither completely full nor firmly bunged, as is usual in the wine aging process, the amount of oxygen inside the butt is very small. This is due to the fact that the yeasts in the film of flor consume what oxygen there is through respiration, and also prevent any more from getting in and combining with the wine. The yeasts require so much oxygen to breathe during this phase that the wine remains pale for many years of biological aging. This effect is responsible for the pale yellow colour that is a classic characteristic of wine aged in this way.

Many other profound changes also take place in wine aged under a film of flor. The yeasts' metabolism is very dynamic during this phase, as in all cases of biological activity working on the inert. Because the ethanol in the wine is the main source of the carbon that the yeast breathes during the film-forming phase, the content of this component diminishes, despite the effect of alcoholic concentration caused by transpiration through the wood and corresponding water loss. This consumption causes the alcoholic strength to decrease in the course of the crianza process, making it necessary to replace the consumed alcohol to prevent its dropping drastically. When that does occur in a particular butt, it is described in biodega jargon as a bota deramada – a butt that has 'fainted'.

The yeasts also consume glycerine, to the extent that only a minimal amount remains by the end of the crianza process. This has a notable effect on the flavour of the wine, for it accentuates its dryness, already considerable since it contains no sugars. Glycerine has a masked sweetening effect, and its elimination from wine as a result of biological aging underlines its dry quality to an extraordinary degree. This explains why no other type of
wine in the world is as dry as wines aged biologically under velo de flor. This extreme dryness highlights the wine's saline quality and balances up the sensation of acidity in the mouth which is never pronounced in sherry because of the low acidity of the Palomino Fino grape and because of the biological ageing process itself, which consumes volatile acidity practically to the point of disappearance, leaving fine, elegant bitter notes that strengthen and prolong the flavour of the wine.

The flor yeasts metabolise many other components of the wine, transforming its bodily extract into ethereal aromas. This endows the wine with a lively freshness in the mouth while also restructuring a powerful, penetrating aroma with a singular personality in which yeasty notes mingle with other, more complex ones derived from aldehydes, acetal and other compounds formed by the yeast and released by the wood, suggestive of almondly fruits. The flor yeasts' effect on the wine is not limited to metabolic activity but is also a product of these yeast cells which, exhausted by such a richly productive existence on the surface, die and fall away from the living layer and drop to the bottom of the bot. There, they dissolve slowly and their content – vitamins, amino acids, proteins, enzymes, and so on – is reintegrated into the wine. All this enriches it not only in sensory terms but also by increasing the health-enhancing properties of the wine when consumed in moderation.

Biological ageing under a film of flor both produces a unique and unparalleled wine and endows it...
with properties that are good for us. During the film-forming phase, the yeasts affect the wine in such a way that it is slowly metabolised by the consumer, as if equipping it not only to cheer up the moderate drinker but to deliver a dose of health-giving components at the same time. Of all the wines in existence, sherry can lay claim to the greatest biological input and character on the grounds of its intense, prolonged relationship with living organisms during the process of biological ageing under velo de flor.

Aging conditions in the bodegas. For biological ageing to run its course, climatic conditions have to be right. The film yeasts, already seriously challenged by the wine’s alcoholic strength, need a very mild temperature – around 18 degrees Centigrade (64.4 degrees Fahrenheit) – to grow. It is also important for the atmosphere in the bodega to be moist, since this prevents water evaporating from the wine: if excessive evaporation occurs, and if the biological ageing process is not particularly intense, it can result in the alcoholic strength of the wine rising to levels not tolerated by the velo de flor. Sherry ageing bodegas therefore have to function as ecosystems which sustain the microclimate necessary for this biological phenomenon to occur. Their architecture, dealt with elsewhere in this book, serves as yet another weapon in the wine-maker’s armoury to achieve the optimal environment for biological ageing all year round.

Spraying the biological hard-packed earth floors with water during the summer or driest part of the year not only helps keep their atmosphere moist but also keeps the temperature down as the water evaporates. Their windows are hung with blinds and orientated in such a way as to prevent the Andalucian midday light getting in and heating up the atmosphere. The cool, shaded sanctuary effect that this creates lends a special tone and sense of occasion to man’s dealings with sherry. The whole concept of biological ageing requires the wine-maker to approach it not in the usual role of the custodian of wine in storage but rather that of the micro-farmer responsible for the health and well-being of the velo de flor culture, since that is what protects and develops the wine.
so that it attains its full aromatic potential.

Aging methods

In the Jerez region, the aging method consists of two phases: the first is the ataúd (vintage) phase, the method used in wine-making in general and also known in this area as the ‘static phase’; and a second one specific to this Denomination of Origin, known as the criaderas and solera system, or ‘dynamic phase’. During the ataúd phase, the wine acquires the characteristics necessary for its type to be defined and then moves on to the appropriate solera. How long this phase lasts depends on the category and type of wine: it is shorter for wines destined for soleras in which biological aging takes place.

The solera, or criaderas y solera, system constitutes the distinctive aging stage for sherry. Each solera is made up of various ‘scales’ or tiers, each composed of a particular number of butts. The tier that contains the oldest wine is at floor level (the term ‘solera’ derives from the Spanish word for floor – suelo). The tiers layered on top of this, containing progressively younger wine the further away from the floor they are, are called criaderas (transeries) and numbered according to their closeness in age to the solera tier (the closest being the 1st criaderas, the next one, the 2nd criaderas, and so on).

Each type and class of wine has its own solera system. The solera proper (in the sense of the oldest scale) supplies wine ready for drinking. Periodically, a specific proportion of the wine in each of the butts making up the solera system is extracted, creating a partial void in it. This operation is known as saca (taking out). The void created in the solera (floor-level) scale is topped up with wine taken from the next oldest scale, namely the saca from the 1st criaderas. The space thus created in the 1st criaderas is topped up with saca wine from the 2nd criaderas, and so on up to the youngest scale, which is then topped up with wine obtained from the ataúd system. The operation of topping up, or refreshing, the space created in a scale is known as sinero (sprinkling), and the whole process of effecting the sacas and recintos in a solera is called correr escalas (running the scales). Many vintages are involved in a solera system, so that its contents are a complex mixture.
These movements of wine within the solera are known as “trazadores,” and the bodega staff who specialise in the tasks involved are called “trazadores.” They have to work with extreme care using special equipment and painstaking, traditional methods. Their skill resides in managing to homogenise all the wine contained in a barrel, using the system of the solera without disturbing the thin film of flor covering the surface of the biologically ageing wine or stirring up the sediment, or fine lees that accumulate gradually at the bottom of the butt over the years. How often these operations take place and what proportion of wine is extracted are rigidly dictated by the wine’s characteristics, since these factors influence the duration of the ageing process. The average ageing period in the solera system assigned to a wine is calculated by dividing the total volume of wine
contained in the system by the volume of wine extracted from the solera annually. The total crianza time is calculated by adding the time spent in the girafe to the average time spent in the solera system.

The sherry system imparts a very special dynamic on the ageing process, and influences the nature of the wine in a singular way. It maintains the characteristics of the wine in the solera while eliminating the variations that occur between one vintage and another.

Furthermore, the solera system provides significant benefits for biological ageing under solera de flor since, during this type of ageing, wines are subjected to continuous, intense metabolic action from the film-forming yeast. Maintaining this culture requires essential micro-nutrients, and these are provided by adding small quantities of wines from young albariño in the course of successive ‘refreshments’. Small quantities of young wines reach the oldest tanks. This tops up the contents with the compounds necessary to support vigorous biological ageing under a film of flor yeast which might decline but for this nutritional input.

The continuous transferring of wines in the solera system also has the effect of dissolving a certain amount of oxygen in it, thereby stimulating regeneration and growth in the film of flor which will have deteriorated slightly in the process. This input of oxygen is rapidly consumed by the yeast’s breathing, however, and the wine remains protected beneath the inert atmosphere that the solera de flor provides for it. In solera wines aged non-biologically, in simply aged, the oxygen introduced during bottling operations accelerates the oxidative processes of wine maturation.

By its very nature, sherry requires long periods of ageing. To produce the types of wine for which the Jerez region is known today, the quantity of wines in storage, or being aged in oak hogs, is over three times the quantity of wine issued by a bodega in a year.

Ageing and sherry types

A film of flor develops spontaneously once the sugars in the must have completely fermented. Having ascertained the characteristics of a young wine on the evidence of its sensory attributes, the wine-maker decides which type of ageing - biological or physico-chemical - it is suitable for. Biological ageing under a film of flor yeast will give wines of the manzanilla or fino type, depending on where in the Marco de Jerez area the ageing process takes place. Wine aged without the biological activity provided by film-forming yeast will develop physico-chemically and give wines of the oloroso type. The oenologist decides which of these ageing methods to apply on the basis of the new wine’s alcoholic strength; it needs to be 15.5 percent by volume, just below the maximum at which the yeasts can form a film, for manzanillas and fiños, and over 17 percent by volume, which is above the yeasts’ tolerance level and will therefore prevent the flor from forming, for olorosos. An understanding of each of these ageing processes explains the marked differences between the various wine types: manzanillas and fiños are protected by the flor, and their body or extract, is constrained by it, so that they are light, ethereal, pale wines; olorosos, on the other hand, are fuller-bodied wines, made from and more richly coloured as a result of the oxidative process and the concentration caused by water evaporation.

This sherry type known as montilla do has a foot in either camp. This wine starts off developing like a fino and is then given a slight secondary fortification up to 17 percent alcohol by volume, after which it is aged like an oloroso, giving this singular type as the end result. Because of their sugar content, sweet wines - moscatels and Pedro Ximénez - cannot be aged biologically and they mature physico-chemically. Each type has distinctive nuances, and blends between them make the range of sherry wines still wider.
TYPES OF
SHERRY WINE

JUAN GÓMEZ BENÍTEZ
Variations in the ways that wines are produced, aged and matured in the Jerez region – examined in earlier chapters of this book – account for the fact that it produces wines of very diverse characteristics.

The location of the pago where the grapes are grown and vineyard cultivation practices affect a wine’s body and structure; and, to a certain extent, determine the type of aging or crianza – the phase during which wine acquires its finest features – to which it will be subjected. Similarly, certain harvesting practices, such as over-harvesting or sunning, increase the grapes’ sugar content, making them suitable for natural sweet wines. The type of criatura selected – biological (leaves a film of flor), oxidized (without this film of yeasts) or a combination of the two (with a phase of one being followed by a phase of the other) – marks the nature and character of a wine in a definitive way. Finally, consuaje, known in the sherry region as cocazo, enables winemakers to create an immense range of intermediate styles by blending different base wines.

The wide and varied range of Jerez wines could be seen as a faithful reflection of the long history and friendly, welcoming character of the Andalusian people, who pride themselves on pleasing and adapting to their customers and visitors. Hence the frequent claim that there is a sherry to suit every taste and every occasion. This fact unquestionably gives Jerez wines an important competitive advantage over other denominations of origin whose products are based on one single, or just a few, wine types.

However, this enormous diversity also means that uninitiated consumers are confronted with a wide range of wine types with very different characteristics – not only the basic types but ‘in-between’ ones, too – making it difficult for them to choose and for producers to provide adequate customer guidance.
THE RANGE OF SHERRY WINES

Sherry wines have sensory characteristics whose variations and nuances are rarely matched elsewhere in the wine world. They range in colour from the palest, clearest greenish yellow of the biologically aged wines to the darker, more opaque enobogony of the natural sweet wines, with various shades of gold, amber and chestnut brown in between. Aromatically, they range from the ethereal, penetrating bouquet of the biologically matured wines to the powerful dried and glace fruit aromas of the aq maior sweet wines; then there is the nutty, balsamic, dark roast aroma of the wines aged physico-chemically, without flor. On the palate, they range from bone dry (the biologically matured wines) to extremely sweet (the natural sweet wines).

Often, character differences between the various sherry types are not cut-and-dried: amontillados, olorosos and palos cortados, for example, represent a gradual variation of specific features so that one type leads on from another without a clear division. In fact, sherries can be depicted schematically by a saw-axis diagram, as on page 184, on the basis of degree of sweetness and colour. At one end of the scale are the very pale, dry types, such as fino and manzanilla; and at the other, the very dark, sweet types, such as Pedro Ximénez and Moscatel, with the intermediate medium, cream and pale cream types in between. Within the area representing dry wines one finds the palest of these.
the fino and manzanilla, and the darkest, such as the oloroso and palo cortado, with the intermediate amontillado in between. Each of these wine types would occupy a different-sized area of the diagram because of variability as to colour and sugar content, and some areas might even overlap.

**REGULATION**

This section looks at some of the basic characteristics of the different types of sherry wine covered by current regulations, with a view to explaining their nature and the way that they are produced. European, Spanish, and Andalusian regulations on this issue are extensive and complex, and it is beyond the remit of this book to go into them in detail. What follows is a summary of the most relevant provisions.

Among them those relating to the 1999 EC Council definitions of *Vino Generoso* and *Vino Generoso de Lisboa* for dry and non-dry types of sherry respectively.

Under European Community (EC) legislation, all sweet, liqueur, and fortified wines are grouped into the ‘liqueur wine’ category. Liqueur wines produced in a regulated area, denominations of origin are called *Vinos de Lisboa de Calidad Producidas en Regiones Determinadas* (VLCPRD) or Quality Liqueur Wines Produced in Specific Regions. This denomination encompasses the *Vino Generoso*, *Vino Generoso de Lisboa* and *Vino Dulce Natural* categories into which the wines of Jerez fall. The VLCPRD category also embraces some of the legendary wines of the international wine world – *Oporto* wines from Portugal, Sauternes and *Muscat* from France, Tokaj from Hungary, and so on. Other Spanish wines in this category include those of Andalusian denominations of origin *Málaga* and *Montilla-Moriles*.

Briefly described, *vino de licor* (liqueur wines) are characterised by an alcoholic strength of between 15 and 22 percent by volume and by the possible presence of residual sugars. Their alcoholic strength derives in part from fortification of the base wine, and the residual sugars from the use of incompletely fermented wines or from other grape-derived products, such as concentrated grape must.

*Vino generoso* (dry liqueur wines) are characterised by the presence of a film of yeast cells on their surface (velo de flor) for a variable period of time during the wine-making and ageing processes. All dry wines produced in the Jerez region, including *fino*, amontillado, oloroso and *palo cortado*, as well as manzanilla, fall within this category. *Vinos dulces naturales* (natural sweet wines) are obtained by enriching their original sugar content by over-ripening or sunning the grapes used, and subsequently partially fermenting and fortifying the wines. Pedro Ximénez and *Moscato* wines fall within this category. Lastly, *vino generoso de licor* (non-dry liqueur wines) are made from *generoso* (dry) wine to which natural sweet wine or concentrated grape must has been added. Dry, medium, cream and *pale cream* sheries fall within this category.
The current regulations for the Denomination of Origin Jerez-Nrzeros-Sherry and Manzanilla-Sanlucar de Barrameda date from 1977, though they have been modified several times since then. They are presently being revised and updated to comply with Spanish Law 24/2003 of the Vines and Wines decree, making it more than likely that detailed regulations will soon be issued which might modify some of the characteristics of the wines described here. The brief descriptions of sherry wines featured in the current regulations are as follows:

Vino Generoso: A dry quality liqueur wine produced in a specified region and aged during all or part of its crianza period under flor, a biological process involving the spontaneous development of a film of typical yeasts over the surface of the wine after total alcoholic fermentation of the must, which endows the product with specific analytical and organoleptic characteristics, with a minimum acquired alcoholic strength by volume of at least 15 per cent, a maximum acquired alcoholic strength of no more than 22 per cent and a sugar content of less than 5 grams per litre.

Manzanilla: A straw to gold coloured wine, with a distinctive pungent aromatic light on the palate, dry and with little acidity, fortified to an acquired alcoholic strength of between 15 and 19 per cent. This wine’s special characteristics derive from its singular aging process under a film of flor in the microclimate of the bodegas located in Sanlucar de Barrameda. Depending on the aging and maturation the wine undergoes, it becomes one of the specialities traditionally known as manzanilla fina, manzanilla pasada and manzanilla olorosa.

Oloroso: A dry wine, under to mahogany in colour, with a very distinct wanut bouquet, full bodied, with an acquired alcoholic strength of 17 to 22 per cent. After an initial phase under flor, it goes on to a phase of oxidative aging.

Amontillado: An amber coloured wine with delicately pungent hazelnut aromas, smooth and full in the mouth, and with an acquired alcoholic strength of 16 to 22 per cent. Its particular aging process involves an initial phase under flor, equivalent in time to that of a fino, followed by a period of physico-chemical (oxidative) aging.

Palo cortado: A wine whose organoleptic characteristics are a combination of the previous two, with the aroma of an amontillado and palo and coherent similarities in those of an oloroso, and with an acquired alcoholic strength between 17 and 22 per cent. It is aged in two phases: the first biological, under a film of flor, and the second oxidative.

Vino Generoso de Lícor: A wine obtained from a wine generous or from a wine suitable to become

---

1. Acquired alcoholic strength (by volume) is the weight of alcohol of pure alcohol contained in 100 volumes of the product, measured, determined as a proportion of 20 degrees Goseguer, i.e. the ethanol weight of a wine. Potential alcoholic strength (by volume) is the weight of alcohol of pure alcohol that can be obtained by the usual fermentation of the sugar contained in 100 volumes of the product, measured, determined as a proportion of 20 degrees Goseguer, i.e. the maximum alcoholic strength that could be obtained if the sugar present in a wine was fermented.

2. Total alcoholic strength (by volume) is the sum of the acquired and potential alcoholic strength.
**Vinos Dulces Naturales**: Natural sweet wines are made from over-ripened or sunburned grapes, whose fermentation is halted before completion by the addition of alcohol. When the grapes used are Pedro Ximénez or Moscato, the resulting wines are known by the varietal name, i.e. Pedro Ximénez and Moscatel, respectively.

**How Sherry Wines Are Made**: A Brief Account

Having taken a look at the regulation and some of the basic characteristics of sherry wines, this section deals briefly with the processes involved in producing sherry, as schematically depicted in the diagram on page 192. These are separated into those involved in making vinos generosos (fino, manzanilla, amontillado, oloroso and palo cortado), which make up the dry wine column on the left of the diagram; natural sweet wines (Pedro Ximénez and Moscato), represented in the sweet wine column on the right; and vinos generosos de licor (medium, cream and pale cream) occupying the centre of the diagram. These last are linked with the wines in the left and right hand columns to represent the fact that they are obtained from blends of these.

Dry (georgoso) wines are always obtained from Palomino grapes. In the sherry region, the young wine produced after they have been pressed and fermented continues to be referred to as mosto (must). After preliminary selection, this is racked off the lees and fortified to an alcoholic strength of 15-15.5 or 17-18 per cent by volume, producing a wine known as...
Fino and manzanillas are characterised by their biological development under velo de flor during the time they remain in the bodega. Oloroso and Palo Cortado types undergo oxidative development during the greater part of their ageing process, though this is usually preceded by a phase of biological ageing of variable duration. Amontillados share some of the characteristics of both these types, since they enjoy the benefits of biological ageing for a period similar to that undergone by floras, in the process acquiring marked organoleptic characteristics that survive a subsequent period of physico-chemical (oxidative) ageing. This begins with fortification by the addition of alcohol, raising its alcoholic strength to over 16 per cent by volume and thereby inhibiting the development of the flor yeasts. In amontillado wines, oxidative ageing,
sometimes occurs spontaneously when the period of biological ageing has been so prolonged that all the nutrients in the wine that the yeast cells need to survive are exhausted. In such cases, traditional ageing sets in without the need for fortification, and the wines thus obtained are called amontillados finos.

Sweet wines are made from grapes that have been over-ripened and sunned, which increases their sugar content considerably. These ‘raisined’ grapes are processed in special presses and produce an extremely sweet must which, once fermentation has begun, is fortified and aged physico-chemically. The varieties of grape most widely used for wines of this type are Pedro Ximénez and Moscatel, in which case the wines are known by those varietal names.

The blended wine category of vinos generosos de lezir is made up of mediums, cream and pale cream wines. Medium sherries are made by blending vinos generosos (mostly amontillados) and natural sweet wines up to a maximum concentration of sugars of 115 grams per litre. Creams are a blend of dry wines (mostly olorosos) and natural sweet wines with sugar content between 115 and 140 grams per litre. Pale creams are obtained by blending dry wines (finos or manzanillas) and natural sweet wines with no more than 115 grams of sugar per litre. In cases when it is preferred that the blended sherry should not acquire the dark colour or marked aroma contributed by sweet wine, this can be totally or partially substituted by concentrated must.

SENSORY CHARACTERISTICS OF SHERRY WINES

Sherry wines provide one of the clearest examples in world-wide oenology of tertiary aromas, the term applied to the aromas engendered during the ageing or maturation phases. This is the reason for their very idiosyncratic and characteristic aroma, flavour and colour, which are significantly different from those of table wines. Table wines exhibit primary aromas (derived from the grape) and secondary ones (derived from fermentation) far more obviously. These aromas are easier to appreciate and describe because they are closer to our everyday experience: floral or fruity aromas are a good example. In combination with the fact that they are much more widely consumed, this accounts for the emergence of a universally recognised and deployed tasting vocabulary applicable to table wines. Because the organoleptic properties of sherry are so singular, this vocabulary has not been directly applicable to them, nor has a sherry-specific vocabulary been developed that is used outside the sherry region. This explains why most descriptions of sherry wines are rather brief and lacking in detail.

This section describes the sensory characteristics of sherry wines using terms similar to those applied to table wines. Given the impossibility of describing the nose or palate of a wine at all accurately, the descriptions that follow are inevitably subjective and may differ from those of other wine tasters.
Dry wines (Vinos Generosos)

Fino: Greenish or golden yellow in colour, pale, bright and translucent, with an ethereal bouquet suggestive of nuts (particularly almonds), fresh bread dough and wild herbs. Dry and delicate on the palate, with mild acidity creating a pleasant sensation of freshness, and a long, bitter aftertaste.

Manzanilla: Similar to fino in character, this comes in different styles, such as manzanilla fina, pasada and oloroso. Manzanilla fina is more lightly and delicately structured, paler in colour and has a bouquet in which certain primary aromas, such as mature fruits and wild flowers, are discernible. Manzanilla pasada is fuller bodied, tends to be more golden in colour, and has a pronounced ethereal aroma with a hint of the sea about it, a slightly salty tang on the palate, and a characteristic distinctly bitter aftertaste. Manzanilla olorosa’s characteristics are midway between those of manzanilla fina and manzanilla pasada.

Oloroso: Amber or mahogany in colour, this has a strong nutty (chestnut, walnut) bouquet with toasted, vegetable, balsamic notes evocative of noble wood, Virginia tobacco and dry fallen leaves, and spicy, animal notes suggestive of truffles and leather. It is full of flavour and very structured in the mouth, the noble wood notes creating an elegant dry finish.

Amontillado: A unique wine that combines the characteristics of a fino or manzanilla with those of an oloroso. Amontillados range in colour from tofopaz to amber, and have subtle, delicate aromas whose ethereal essence is softened by notes of nuts (toasted almonds) and plants (aromatic herbs and dark tobacco). It starts pleasantly in the mouth, with nicely balanced acidity, developing into something more complex and evocative, with marked retentive contributions adding sophistication to the palate.

Palo cortado: A highly complex wine that combines the aromatic delicacy of an amontillado with the viscous palate of an oloroso. Chestnut to mahogany in colour, its wide-ranging bouquet harmonises notes characteristic of an amontillado and an oloroso with others specific to this wine, including citrus notes reminiscent of bitter orange and lactic ones suggestive of fermented butter. Its deep, ample palate gives smooth, delicate expression to all its aromatic notes, with a delicious, very long finish.
Natural sweet wines

Pedro Ximénez: This dark, ebony coloured wine, with its pronounced tartrate, looks sticky and dense. It has very rich, scented bouquet in which sweet dried fruit notes (raisins, figs and dates) predominate, accompanied by aromas of honey, grape syrup, jam and candied fruits, with toasted (coffee, dark chocolate and cocoa) and liqueur-like notes accentuating as it gets older. Velvety and sticky on the palate, with enough acidity to mitigate its alcoholic glow, it has a very long finish that encourages the drinker to take another sip.

Moscate: Chestnut or mahogany in colour with pronounced tannins, and a bouquet in which characteristic varietal notes stand out, accompanied by floral (jasmine, orange blossom and honeysuckle) and citrus (lemon and grapefruit) aromas and sweet notes similar to those of Pedro Ximénez. It has a restrainedly sweet palate, with predominant varietal and floral notes, and a dryish, bitter finish.

Blended wines (Vinos Generosos de Línea)

Medium: Amber to dark chestnut in colour, with a luscious bouquet incorporating amontillado-like notes and slightly sweet dessert notes (quince jelly, baked apple). It starts slightly dry in the mouth, gradually becoming sweeter and finishing with a smooth, vapiduous aftertaste.

Cream: Chestnut to dark mahogany in colour, with an oloroso-based bouquet that releases sweet notes suggestive of dried fruits and toasted ones of nougat and caramel. It starts richly – though not overly – sweet in the mouth, developing deliciously and elegantly towards a long, mild finish.

Pale cream: Though similar in colour and aroma to a fino or manzanilla, this type is denser in appearance. Its delicately sweet taste makes it pleasant to the palate and reduces the bitter aftertaste that is a feature of those wines.

Analytical Characteristics

The only parameters relating to the composition of sherry wines specified in the DO Regulations apply to alcoholic strength and sugar content. Other basic parameters, such as total acidity and volatile acidity, are governed only by general regulations: this means that they can vary enormously, depending on such factors as the duration of the ageing or maturation process and the composition of the blend used in their elaboration.

The data regarding analytical characteristics of the different types of sherry wine presented in the table below are therefore only strictly applicable as regards alcoholic strength and sugar content: all other parameters are given merely as guidelines. These parameters can vary considerably in wines of Certified Age (VOS and VOIS) as a result of their prolonged ageing, so they are not applicable to wines in this category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wine</th>
<th>Alcoholic Strength (% vol)</th>
<th>Sugar (g/l)</th>
<th>Colour (1) (Ref 7290)</th>
<th>pH (1)</th>
<th>Total Acidity (1) (g/l acetic acid)</th>
<th>Volatile acidity (1) (g/l)</th>
<th>Glycerine (1) (g/l)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fino</td>
<td>15-18</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>&lt;0.250</td>
<td>3.0-3.5</td>
<td>3.0-5.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.4</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manzanilla</td>
<td>15-19</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>&lt;0.250</td>
<td>3.0-3.5</td>
<td>3.0-5.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.4</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amontillado</td>
<td>16-22</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>0.250-0.400</td>
<td>3.0-3.5</td>
<td>4.0-6.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.8</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oloroso</td>
<td>17-22</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>&lt;0.800</td>
<td>3.0-3.5</td>
<td>4.0-6.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.8</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palo Corto</td>
<td>17-22</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>&lt;0.800</td>
<td>3.0-3.5</td>
<td>4.0-6.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.8</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>15-22</td>
<td>5-45</td>
<td>&lt;0.250</td>
<td>3.1-3.6</td>
<td>3.0-5.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.4</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pale Cream</td>
<td>15-22</td>
<td>45-115</td>
<td>&lt;0.250</td>
<td>3.1-3.6</td>
<td>3.0-5.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.4</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>15-22</td>
<td>45-115</td>
<td>&lt;0.800</td>
<td>3.1-3.6</td>
<td>3.0-5.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.8</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cream</td>
<td>15.5-22</td>
<td>115-140</td>
<td>&lt;0.800</td>
<td>3.2-3.7</td>
<td>3.0-5.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.8</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedro Ximénez</td>
<td>15-22</td>
<td>180-500(1)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4.0-5.0</td>
<td>3.0-5.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.8</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moscatel</td>
<td>15-22</td>
<td>180-500(1)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4.0-5.0</td>
<td>3.0-5.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.8</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Visual colour
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just as in spring, the streets of old Seville are
flooding with the scent of azahar, the blossom of the bitter orange
trees that line the city’s avenues and plazas. Similarly, in late spring and
early summer the streets and squares of
Sanlúcar de Barrameda are redolent of the distinctive smell of another kind
of fruit that comes wafting out of the
windows of the town’s centuries-old bodegas. At that time of year, when
milder temperatures prevail, the film
of yeast cells and microorganisms,
known as flor, that covers the surface
of the wine maturing inside the butts
reaches the peak of its vegetative
phase. This is the source of the
explosion of scent summed up by
locals in the phrase “Sanlúcar inside
a manzanilla” (Sanlúcar smells of
manzanilla).

This is perhaps the only wine in the
world with a denomination of origin
of its own, associated with a specific,
well-defined geographical region,
whose name is not the same as that
of the locality where it is produced. It
is equally unique in that it does not
have its own production area, sharing
vineyards and Consejo Regulador
with its sister Denomination of Origin, Jerez. In the case of
manzanilla, the link between wine
and location is forged by specific
conditions governing the ageing
process subsequent to vinification.

Before going any further, a look at
how manzanilla is defined in the
Denomination of Origin’s Regulations
might be useful. A ‘generous’ noise, pale straw or light gold in colour, with
a distinct sharp bouquet, light on
the palate, dry and with low acidity,
fortified to an alcoholic strength of
between 15 and 19 per cent by volume.
The special characteristics of this wine
devolve from a particular ageing process,
under a film of flor yeast, and the
interactions of the flor with the
wine, located in the town of Sanlúcar de Barrameda.

So manzanilla comes exclusively from
Sanlúcar, where special meteorological
conditions allow it to be aged under
the extraordinary layer of living
organisms known in Spanish as flor.
It is probably the most exclusive wine
in the world, deriving its character
more from the place where it is aged
than from the region where it is
produced.

It is generally acknowledged that
wines were already being produced in
Sanlúcar, as in the rest of the Marco
de Jerez, several centuries before
the birth of Christ, and that all the
ancient Mediterranean cultures
traded in them. The exact date when
the British started shipping sherry
and manzanilla from this region,
however, is not recorded, though it is
known that by the end of the fifteenth
century there was a sizable colony
of British merchants in Sanlúcar,
engaged in shipping wine from its
port to Great Britain.

As the seat of the Dukedom of
Medina Sidonia – the dukes having
established their residence there –
and later as capital of the province,
Sanlúcar de Barrameda had always
held a certain commercial sway over
the neighbouring towns and villages.
This was due to the fact of having
a port which, from the time of the
Discovery of America in the late

Manzanilla is made exclusively in Sanlúcar de
Barrameda, which is why it has its own Denomination
of Origin.
fifteenth century onwards, played an important role in trade with the colonies. Columbus himself set sail from Sanlúcar on his third colonising trip to the Americas, as did Magellan at the start of the epic voyage that culminated, after his death, in the completion by his second in command, Juan Sebastián Elcano, of the first circumnavigation of the globe. The continuous presence of foreign merchants in Sanlúcar is still eloquently attested to by the existence of the Iglesia de San Jorge (St. George’s church), an Anglican place of worship for many years.

The first written reference to jamón serrano appears in 1887, on the occasion of the publication of a book entitled Memorias sobre el cultivo de la vid en Sanlúcar de Barrameda y Xerez de la Frontera (Madrid, Espuela Villalpando), whose author, Professor of Agriculture and Rural Economy Enseñar Bautista, writes: "... from white grapes such as the Lisete, treated in good condition and greatly enriched, white wines without the slightest colour can be obtained, reliably distinguished by their aroma of jamón...". He goes on to declare that "... Muy pequeñas razones han sido las que han hecho que el arte de preparar y vendre jamón serrano se mantenga por tan sólo seis siglos..."
people of Cadiz like so much..." and that "... Manzanilla wines must be very light, white, without the slightest colour, transparent, crystalline, highly aromatic, smooth, soft on the palate; they should not be too strong but should warm the stomach...".

Slightly later in the nineteenth century, British traveller and writer Richard Ford (1796-1858) – who travelled around Spain on horseback between 1830 and 1833 and is best known for his works about this country – again mentions manzanilla in both his works, *The Handbook for Travellers in Spain* (1845) and *Gatherings from Spain* (1846):

"... Manzanilla wine is excellent and cheap; its name alludes to its slight, peculiar savour of camomile, which is the real etymology of the name... The wine has a delicate pale straw colour and is
extremely wholesome; it strengthens the stomach without being or intoxicating like sherry... Andalucian are Manzanilla estancias. Its low alcoholic content enables them to drink more of it than of the stronger sherries, while its dry flavour acts as a tonic during periods of relaxing heat... Drink it, ye dyspeptics...

... Hence the natives of Jerez infinitely prefer a light wine called Manzanilla, which is made near San Leocar, and is at once much weaker and cheaper than sherry ...

From these references one can safely deduce that the name of the wine derives from the analogy between its flavour and that of camomile, a plant locally known as manzanilla, used for making a soothing aromatic tea.

However, there is a lack of precise information regarding the transition from those early wines made a thousand and more years ago using various grape varieties and the wine that we know today as manzanilla. Occasional light is thrown on this mystery by isolated facts, such as the introduction by the Moors of the technique of fortifying wines with alcohol to settle them and guarantee their stability during transport, and the spontaneous emergence of the criaderas and solera system, used for maturing manzanilla, from the custom of mixing the wines of one vintage with those that had remained unsold from the previous year.

It used to be said of the nineteenth century and early twentieth century Jerez that in the early morning hours the whole town smelt of manzanilla: this was the time of day when wine from Sanlúcar was delivered to the local taverns and grocer's shops. Wine loaded onto boats in Sanlúcar was transported along the River Guadalquivir on the evening tide. On arrival at the port of Seville, the large barrels known as cucuyes would be loaded onto carts drawn by horses or mules for distribution around the city.

But the saying about Seville also reflects one of manzanilla's most salient characteristics: its penetrating aroma, which makes its presence felt in any environment within seconds of having been poured. Along with its pronounced flowery aroma, another trait that differentiates manzanilla from any other wine is its fragrance: its bouquet is at once fresh and natural in its evanescence. Another noteworthy distinguishing feature among those mentioned in the bibliographical references is its low acidity: indeed, manzanilla is perhaps the least acidic wine on the market. This is due to the insolation provided by the sol de flor, which not only forms a natural barrier between wine and air in a natural way, but also absorbs and consumes any vestiges of oxygen dissolved in the liquid.

Three major factors influence Sanlúcar's special climate: in addition to the very way the town is structured on two terraces at different heights – one at sea level (the Barrio Bajo, or low quarter) and the other a few metres higher (the Barrio Alto, or high quarter). The three geographical features are the River Guadalquivir, whose wide mouth marks the natural boundary to the north of Sanlúcar; the Atlantic Ocean into which the
river flows, bordering the town to the west, and the Marisma, the extensive stretch of wetland on the former delta that is completely flat. They three can be credited with generating milder temperatures and higher relative humidity than those prevailing in the rest of the sherry producing region. This humidity is carried by the breeze off the sea, the westly wind that is detained when it strikes the barrier of the Barrio Alto, depositing its moist air over the built-up area of Sanlúcar. The combination of all these circumstances fosters the growth of the flor yeast that is peculiar to Sanlúcar, an association of bacteria and fungi that lives on the surface of the wine in the casks where it is stored, catalysing the processes involved in ageing. Ordinarily in Sanlúcar, the film of flor grows more profusely than in the rest of the Jerez-Xérès-Sherry ageing area and lasts throughout the year. It seems that the moister, milder climate encourages the microorganisms to develop more intensely and with greater stability throughout the annual cycle, including periods of extreme temperatures. This association of microorganisms feeds on nutrients present in the wine and metabolically produces organic compounds that endow it with its special organoleptic and chemical characteristics. Flor spots occur naturally in the environment, so there is no need to implant them, stored wines being contaminated by them naturally and spontaneously.

It is a recognised biological principle that a specific geographical location determines a particular microclimate, giving rise to a high degree of specialization among the living organisms found there to the extent of inducing subspecies, breeds or varieties exclusive to that place. This seems to be the case in Sanlúcar, with its special climate and its unique flor. As well as transforming the last residues of sugar from the fruit into alcohol, flor encourages the transition of acetic acid into acetaldehyde, reducing the wine’s volatile acidity and sugar content. This contributes to manzanilla’s markedly dry character and low or nonexistent level of acidity.

Sanlúcar’s flor makes it necessary for the wine in its solera systems to be transferred more frequently, so they need to have more scales or classes, as criaderas (nursery) are known in Sanlúcar. Because of this, the criaderas process for certain well-known manzanilla brands involves the wine going through as many as 14 to 16 different scales. The result is a light, smooth quaffable wine, whose nose should reveal the effects of the sea breeze in the form of iodine aromas characteristic of seaweed, and a palate that combines a salty tang with bitterness to stimulate the taste buds along the sides of the tongue. These are the same scents and tastes that one gets from strolling along Sanlúcar beach at dawn, or sipping a few drops of sea water.

Manzanilla’s smooth character persists in all the wines which enhance Sanlúcar’s bridge are slowly inclined toward the sea so that they get the full benefit of the air because that help maintain the right temperature and humidity levels.
from it, including certain types of sherry such as amontillado or Palo Cortado. races of the fragrance of the manzanilla from which they derive seem to survive in them.

The names of Sanlúcar and manzanilla are indissolubly linked. The town's other claims to fame are its langostinos (king prawns) and its horse races on the beach. It is a well-known fact that vast quantities of manzanilla are drunk both during and after these races, and it is generally acknowledged that nothing goes better with a glass of Sanlúcar's own special wine than king prawns from the sandbanks of the River Guadalquivir. Consumed on the beach at sunset while the races are on, this supreme wine/food match reaches the height of perfection.

For all these reasons and more, manzanilla stands out among all the wines produced in the Jerez region to the extent that it has its own denomination of origin - the Denomination of Origin Manzanilla Sanlúcar de Barrameda - another example of a DO in which the wine and the place where it ages and matures are linked.

Manzanilla is so unique and distinctive that it is served in a special glass, known as a caña. As Antonio Larraz declared in the nineteenth century: "A wine that has its own glass cannot be vulgar." The caña is a cylindrical glass for which there is also a special tray, known as a cañero, consisting of two tiers with holes into which the glasses fit. This was designed with horsemen in mind, to provide a carrier that would be more stable than an ordinary tray to serve
tinned during fairs and processions. There is also a special manzanilla-specific version of the veronca, the cellar instrument consisting of a small metal cup at the end of a long glass fibre handle used for extracting samples of wine from casks for tasting. The version used in the manzanilla bodegas is called a caña, like the glass, and is made of carved red or bamboo.

Sailing downstream along the River Guadalquivir, the first thing one sees on approaching the town of Sanlúcar are its white houses standing out against the hills of Miraflores, while to the east, the rice fields extend from the banks of the river to the hills of Martín Miguel and Mahina. To the right lies the Doñana Reserve, with its reed beds, pine forests and sand dunes. The municipality of Sanlúcar encompasses an extension of wetland, part of the Guadalquivir estuary and a succession of gentle undulations that form a natural boundary to the east and south.
Although manzanilla can be made from grapes grown in the vineyards located anywhere within the DO's area of production, it was on these hills bordering and overlooking the estuary that the vineyards that traditionally supplied the Sanlúcar bodegas were located. Geologically, this terrain was originally sea bed - the bottom of a coastal lake that in the course of time became cut off from the sea by a chain of sand dunes. It later gradually filled up with sedimentary deposits from the river, thus forming the estuary.

It is generally accepted that the best manzanillas come from must produced in the vineyards closest to the sea and those located on the watershed that slopes towards it. The Miraflores vineyard, situated on the south-eastern edge of town and overlooking the estuary, is one of the most highly regarded pagos for producing manzanilla. That area's pure white alluvial soils form rolling hills with fine views over the river and its mouth. Owing to their situation and proximity to the sea, Miraflores views begin each day steeped in dew, which contributes to the maturation of the soil.

Other pagos in Sanlúcar traditionally given over to the production of the local wine are Mahina and Martín Miguel, Cabrales, Gorila, Remarcazañas, La Callejuela, Charruado, Atalaya and Amargüillo, among others. All occupy high ground looking down over the river mouth, and therefore enjoy the benefits of natural watering in the form of dew on summer nights. Some of them are in places so remote that even in the twenty first century strings of donkeys have to be used to transport the grapes they produce. There are also certain pagos - Balbaina being one of them - which, though not part of the municipality of Sanlúcar, lie close to its borders and at the same height above sea
level as the other manzanilla pagos, overlooking the coastline, and have a fine reputation for manzanilla production.

A certain number of small press houses still survive in the Sanlúcar area, both in the countryside and in town, owned by wholesalers, where they make what they need to replenish their cellars. Large commercial firms and cooperatives have their own presses in the vineyards or on the outskirts of town.

As described earlier, the ageing and manuration phase is the true cornerstone of manzanilla making. This is the longest and most complicated phase of all, and has to take place in a particular setting: the bodega or winery. There is evidence from the Middle Ages of bodegas being built contiguous with houses in Sanlúcar; however, the big manzanilla bodegas we know today date from the nineteenth century, when Spain’s trade relations with the New World made it necessary for large wine warehouses to be built. The increase in exports at that time saw the emergence of the ‘cathedral’ bodegas described as early as 1807 by Esteban Bautelou.

The environmental conditions necessary for the growth of the vela de flor film needed to produce manzanilla require the bodega to be oriented towards the sea, with a north-south longitudinal axis whenever possible so as to benefit fully from the sea breezes that help keep humidity consistently high and the temperature between 10 and 25 degrees Centigrade. The hot, dry easterly wind, known as the brisa, that blows in from North Africa and the Lower Mediterranean is held to be harmful to wine.

As in the rest of the Guada de Jerez, the best container in which to age manzanilla is an American oak butt, the older and more used the better. In Sanlúcar, many butts in current use are over a hundred years old, having stayed in place since the bodegas were founded. Interestingly, the winery’s roof timbers provide a haven for some wildlife species, attracted by their isolation and quiet: they are inhabited by colonies of bats and swifts which, in their turn, are preyed upon by the many barn owls still to be found in the built-up area of Sanlúcar.

Current statistics show that manzanilla is the type of sherry most consumed in Spain today. The situation is different abroad: manzanilla has always been the great unknown in the traditional markets, which have invariably inclined more towards sweet or slightly sweet styles of sherry. Even so, manzanilla is the fourth biggest seller of all the wines from the sherry region. Its popularity in the domestic market derives, in part, from the fact that it is an especially light wine, in keeping with today’s prevailing tastes.

Advances in vitification techniques over the last two decades, together with new filtering and stabilising procedures, have contributed to ensuring the quality of manzanilla after bottling. Nowadays, there is no difference between a bottle uncorked in Oslo and another opened in Sanlúcar’s Plaza del Cabildo. Moreover, the current level of alcohol in wine – 15 percent by volume – finally accepted by the fiscal authorities of the different importing countries has not only enhanced its reception among consumers because of the duty reduction that this has entailed, but has also meant that it can be drunk at the same alcoholic strength as when in its natural state inside the brisa butt.

Manzanilla has finally come into its own, and is being presented to consumers as a modern, intellectually stimulating wine. Owing to its production and ageing methods, it is also perceived as organic. A
manzanilla bodega could be said to function as a great natural reserve made up of other, smaller reserves represented by the butts. The film of flor that develops spontaneously over the surface of the liquid inside the butts triggers a series of biochemical reactions that allow the wine to develop naturally.

The manzanilla consumed in Spain today is largely associated with long-established traditional customs, such as Andalucía’s fairs and processions. In a region with so much constant contact, manzanilla is presented as the ideal wine to drink with seafood and the enormous range of tapas for which the Andalusians are so justly famous. As a result, current promotion is focusing on presenting manzanilla as a table wine, changing the outdated perception of this region’s wines – generally associated with dark, sweet, more alcoholic types – for one of a light, pungent white table wine with just enough body to match the strong flavours of the food we eat.

This perhaps explains the trend towards a change in product image and presentation in a bid to give it a new look that better reflects these qualities, using slender bottles that are lighter in colour and bear labels that provide the necessary information more straightforwardly. These tools are being used to spread the message that manzanilla is a light, dry white wine which should be served cold and drunk with food. It holds its own splendidly when presented alongside top flight white table wines.

In his book A caballo entre dos

ullchain, Fernando Salterer writes that “since the last century [manzanilla] has occupied a place among the ‘griersono’ wines of Lower Andalusia equal to that of Benojíals among the wines of France.” However, until recently it has remained largely unknown outside Spain. The lack of adequate promotion on the part of its producers, and a dearth of information about how and when to drink it, would seem to account for this.

Manzanilla is the driest, most delicate and exclusive of all the fortified wines, and also has two exceptional additional characteristics: its fragrance and its profuse bouquet. Moreover, it is a highly ecological wine, produced by natural methods in which a singular natural process is a key feature: the grouping of natural microorganisms that make up a film of flor. Given these attributes, it seems reasonable to anticipate a bright future for it. To that end, consumers must be educated about how and when manzanilla is drunk in its home patch. Apparently insignificant information, such as the need to serve it cold and in the right glass, needs to be made known. This will neither be easy nor cheap, but it is the only way.

Manzanilla will probably never become a wine for the masses, but it will certainly find a place in the cellars of discerning drinkers. In Spain it will continue to be the wine of choice for certain celebrations, whilst abroad, suitably promoted brands will enjoy the allure of singularity, exclusivity and quality that distinguishes manzanilla.
SPECIAL WINES
WINES WITH AGE
CERTIFICATION

CÉSAR SALDAÑA SÁNCHEZ
Nearly every bodega in the Marco de Jerez has a special, secret place set apart from all the rest. In some cases these are simply designated corners of the great cathedral-like buildings, tucked away among the tiers of butts; in others, they are separate rooms in their own right, generally quite small, and with lowish coffered ceilings covered in the sort of patina only acquired over many, many years. Not everyone is allowed into these places; those that are find themselves plunged into an atmosphere of seclusion and mystery. Not for nothing are they known as las sacristías – the Sacristies.

Crepuscular light, silence and distinctive aromas of old wood, earth floor and mouldering stone reinforce the visitor’s impression of being somewhere extraordinary, where something equally extraordinary is going on – something that under normal circumstances, living life at the frantic pace we do, escapes our awareness. Yet in the stillness and intense silence of the Sacristies’ secluded atmosphere, it is absolutely palpable: we are witnessing the passage of time and its miraculous transforming effect on wine as it develops and matures. These are magical places, and their name is cleverly encapsulated in the name by which they are traditionally known in Jerez.

Here in the Sacristies, year after year, prudent custodians (cellar masters) have been storing away treasures in the form of their bodegas’ best products, creating in the process soleras that by today are part of the worldwide oenological heritage. In some cases, they date back in origin to when the bodega was founded – generally the nineteenth century, but some even as far back as the eighteenth. So how does a wine qualify for inclusion in this sort of elite selection?

The criaderas system – the slow process of aging wine by mixing the past with the present, carried out in the vast cathedral-like bodegas – imposes a particular pace on their solera-wine. Only criaderas (tasters) have the authority to interrupt their hallowed tranquility, slidding their navajas (long-handled cups) into each butt to check whether the wine is ready to move on to the next criadera (nursery). This continuous monitoring often identifies batches with characteristics special enough to merit inclusion in the criaderas dedicated to aging extra special wines.

Not all wines, then, are privileged to form part of those soleras; and not does everyone get the chance to raise them. For centuries, sacristía wine was reserved for the bodega-owner and his family, close friends and perhaps the occasional dignitary and prestigious visitor.

Fortunately for wine-lovers, the centuries-old soleras in the Marco de Jerez’s wineries are nowadays no longer absolutely beyond the reach of the rest of us. Nearly all the Denominación de Origen’s firms carry out periodic sacas (drawings-off of wine) from their most prized soleras and market them under names that in some cases qualify as legendary.
This new positioning of 'vinos de sacristía' is something in which the Consejo Regulador's backing has played a decisive role. In recent years, it has established a series of special categories in which interested bodegas can register wines as long as they satisfy certain conditions and undergo the tests required by the institution.

**Wines of Certified Age**

More and more bodegas are selling wine of exceptional age and quality. The quantities involved are, by definition, relatively small: only by keeping sales of wines engaged in the ageing process at a minimum can the very old average age (sometimes well over 30 years) of these wines be maintained and guaranteed.

In 2000, the Denomination of Origin Consejo Regulador created the category of Sherry Wines of Certified Age to provide an official certification attesting to their outstanding age and quality. The category embraces two sub-divisions: wines over 20 years old, known as V.O.S., and wines over 30 years old, known as V.O.R.S.

**Certified Acesa**

One of sherry's key identifying factors is the cristadura and aldea method of crination. This wonderful, unbearable, dynamic ageing procedure works on the principle of systematically mixing young wines in with wines from older vintages. Throughout the sequence of cristadura, or ageing stages, a slow, progressive mixing process is effected. As a result, the aper (the wine drawn off) from the aldea butts is the end product of a...
fractional blending sequence of each and every one of the vintages represented in the sherry. It is tantamount to a bodega's complete history embodied in its own wines.

Perfect though this system is conceptually, it does have the disadvantage of making it impossible to put an exact age to a sherry, other than in terms of average or select years of age.

The age certification system developed by the Consejo Regulador is therefore based on ascertaining the average age of the wine in the solera—the last, floor-level tier of the ageing system—and, by implication, the average age of the wine being extracted. It should be noted that the Consejo's certification is granted not to specific commercial brands or types of wine from a particular bodega, but rather to each different lot of these wines (or, in c澧sar's language, to each individual solera) that the bodega issues.

The Tasting Committee and analytical parameters

To obtain this certificate of quality and age, bodegas have to submit a specific request to the Consejo Regulador specifying the type and quantity of wine that they want certified. The Consejo's inspectors then take a series of samples of the wine in question, after which the entire case is immersed by sealing the deposit in which it is being kept.

The samples are first judged by an independent Tasting Committee. This is made up of specialists of recognised integrity and expertise who have no connection of any sort with the wineries of the Marco de Jerez. As well as members of the Consejo Regulador itself, Committee members include academics and other experts considered genuinely authoritative sherry tasters.

The Tasting Committee analyses the wines from each solera with two aims in view—not just to verify a specific average age, but also to ascertain that they live up to the exceptional quality standards expected of wines with such special characteristics.

The Committee's assessments are carried out with the full technical backing of Jerez's Viticultural and Oenological Station, one of the best-equipped laboratories in Spain, which analyses, among other things, parameters specifically related to the age of submitted samples such as Carbon 14, outer content, ash and dry extract.

Even so, however satisfactory analytical results may be, the Consejo will only certify a wine unless it also satisfies the tasting team's demanding qualitative standards.

Quota system

Selling wines of Certified Age also affects each bodega's sales quota.

One of the Jerez-Xeres-Sherry Denomination of Origin equality-guaranteeing procedures is that each bodega is only permitted to sell a certain quota as percentage of its stored wine per campaign. This system enables the Consejo Regulador to guarantee the minimum age of sheries. As a general rule, the quota system demands that for each litre of a given wine that a DO bodega sells, it must have three litres of it stored in its criaderas bodegas. This guarantees that the wine sold is at least three years old.

In the case of Wines of Certified Age therefore, the quota take-up of these lots of wine is, by definition, proportional to the age guaranteed by the Consejo. In other words, for each litre of over 20 years old wine that a bodega sells, it must have at least 30 litres in its corresponding criadera system. By the same token, for a wine certified as being over 30 years old, the bodega must have at least 30 litres in its criadera process for each litre of the wine it sells.

Terminology and special realts

The regulations governing Wines of Certified Age also cover the application of specific terminology. Accordingly, wines over 20 years old use the initials V.O.S. standing for the Latin phrase Vino Oregano Solera (Wine Selected as Optimum and, most conveniently, for Very Old Sherry — the English term so often used on labelling for wines of this type.)
The equivalent for wines over 30 years old is V.O.R.S., standing for Vino de la 
Regulación de los Vinos de la Región de Sanlúcar de Barrameda (Wine 
Selected as Optimal and Exceptional), which again works nicely for Very Old 
Rare Sherry.

There is a certain symbolism in the 
Consejo Regulador’s reverence to the 
language in which the wines of Jerez 
were first described and praised in the 
pre-Christian era.

Both the initials V.O.S. and V.O.R.S. 
and the Latin description for which 
they stand appear on the special seal 
with which the Consejo Regulador 
distinguishes certified wines and 
which is required to be incorporated 
into their labelling.

Types of sherry with Certified Age 

- The Consejo Regulador issues 
certification only to wines of supreme 
quality that have been aged for very 
long periods of time. To satisfy 
Certified Age requirements, they must 
also be of one of the following types: 
amontillado, oloroso, palo cortado or 
Pérez Ximénez.

There is the slight proviso that the very 
old generoso wines are occasionally 
slightly ‘enhanced’ by their parents 
bodegas with small quantities of sweet 
wine. The aim in some cases is to take 
the edge off the astrinxency that wines 
acquire during such long periods of 
aging, and in others simply to give 
them a decidedly sweet taste. In any 
case, the sweet wine — generally of 
the Pérez Ximénez variety — must 
never be added in such quantity as 
significantly to conceal or diminish 
the character of the original dry 
wine, be it oloroso, amontillado or 
palo cortado, in the judgment of the 
Tasting Committee.

The wines in question represent a small 
but significant percentage of the wide 
range of sherry wines. Nevertheless, 
by virtue of their exclusive, minority
nature they serve as standard bearers for the quintessential artfulness, quality, selectivity and respect for time that sherry wines encapsulate.

**WINES WITH INDICATION OF AGE**

The slow rotation system means that, as well as sherry wines of Certified Age over 20 years old (V.O.S.) and over 30 years old (V.O.R.S.), bodegas usually have holdings of wines which, while not as old as these, are still of an average age well beyond that required by the Regulations. As it did for Wines of Certified Age, the Consejo Regulador has introduced a procedure that recognises this state of affairs, creating a specific category designated **Vinos de Jerez con Indicación de Edad** — Sherries with Indication of Age, with two different age levels — 12 years and 15 years — being distinguished within it.

Unlike 20 and 30-year old wines, the certification issued by the Consejo Regulador applies to the soleras associated with the brand in question rather than exclusively to the **solera** submitted for qualification. To obtain it, bodegas must submit the appropriate application accompanied by a detailed declaration of the stocks of wine that constitute the solera system associated with the type of wine and brand that is to be said 'with indication of age'. This declaration is made initially at the time of applying for the qualification, and has to be renewed annually, at the start of each campaign.

The initial declaration to the Consejo Regulador must also be accompanied by samples of the wines intended for sale, which are put before the Consejo’s Tasting Committee for an opinion. As in the case of Wines of Certified Age, a detailed declaration of the stocks of wine that constitute the solera system associated with the type of wine and brand that is to be said ‘with indication of age’.
Age (V.O.S. or V.O.R.S.), the Consejo's assessment is complemented by laboratory analyses to check a series of parameters directly related to the wine's age. If approved, the samples are deposited with the Consejo as references. Before any sales of these wines are drawn off for sale, Consejo officials take samples which are then checked against the corresponding reference samples.

Both at the time of the original application and in the subsequent declarations that have to be made at the start of each campaign, the Consejo checks the bodegas' current holdings of wine related to the type or brand in question, which must be clearly identified in the bodegas.

As for Wines of Certified Age, maintaining the required average age is guaranteed not only by approving samples and periodic monitoring of the different sacas, but also by the sales quota mechanism. For 12-year old wines, this equates to one-twelfth of the stocks held related to the type of wine or brand in question and, similarly, for 15-year old ones, to one-fifteenth of the related stocks. Once the relevant quota has been used up, no more Wines with an Indication of Age can be issued during the same campaign.

Another stipulation for Wines with Indication of Age is that the 12 and 15 year certification can only be specified in relation to wines of the amontillado, palo cortado, oloroso and Pedro Ximénez types.

The result of judgment is the basic criterion in deciding for how long a wine should be aged.
Although the dynamic criaderas and solera system is unquestionably one of the most genuine and exceptional facets of sherry-making, bodegas owners sometimes select certain lots for static ageing, thereby constituting "sherry" vintages. Various criteria are involved in selecting the wines that will form an "adnado", but it would be true to say that they are all concerned with quality factors. In many cases, these factors are extremely subjective, and are not necessarily consistent from one sherry house to another, but they are clearly recognisable to the bodeguero.

Since the "adnado" or static ageing method does not generate the same nutritional input as the dynamic solera system, it cannot sustain the process of biological ageing under a film of flor, or at least for no longer than a few years. To quote Julian Jeffs: "Sherry takes as long as a person to reach full maturity." Whether this assertion is valid or not—and "maturity" is a notoriously vague concept— it is a fact that sherry bodegas that produce "adnado" sheries generally wait at least twenty to thirty years before bottling it. This means that vintages used by the Denomination of Origin's bodegas can only belong to the oloroso, palo cortado and amontillado types.

As explained in another chapter of this book, microclimatic conditions in the sherry bodegas are such that they do not prevent liquid being lost through evaporation, which accounts for losses of between 3 and 4 percent of the total volume stored in the butts. Most of this corresponds to water contained in the wines, so its evaporation causes aromas and flavours to concentrate significantly. The gradual reduction in volume also makes it necessary to release wines of the same vintage in fewer butts or even in smaller capacity containers.

In qualitative terms, the importance of vintage sheries in the Denomination as a whole is currently no more than a total quantity held in stock and issued for sale are both tiny. However, this in no way detracts from the importance of vintage sherry as another representative of the wine with a thousand faces; it has considerable potential as a contributor to developing the most exclusive and prestigious segment of the sherry market.

THE FUTURE

The years since the introduction of the special Wines of Certified Age and Wines with Indication of Age categories have produced positive results for the Denomination of Origin. Establishing a series of grades, or quality levels, associated with how old wines are has unquestionably provided consumers with a very useful gauge. This is especially true in the case of a wine such as sherry, which is not usually vintage-referenced.

But age is not the only—not always the most valid—indicator of quality in wine, including sherry. It is particularly evident in biologically aged wines: there is an age limit beyond which the nutrients become so depleted that the flor disappears and this extraordinary type of ageing process ceases. In short, it makes no sense to talk of 15 or 30 year old finos or manzanillas.

Nevertheless, there are certainly wines of both these types that can lay claim to high quality, as a result of having been produced, developed and aged in a highly specialized way, that justify the creation of a superior category for finos and manzanillas, too. Recognising this gap, the professional organisations represented on the Consejo Regulador are currently looking into creating Fino Superior and Manzanilla Superior categories and including them in future Denomination of Origin Regulations.

Clearly, this certification will need to take elements of undisputed qualitative importance—such as vineyard of provenance, vinification methods, and the nature and intensity of the ageing process—into account. However, the differentiating parameters that qualify a fino or a manzanilla for inclusion in this superior category will also need to satisfy the condition of being objectively definable so that the Consejo Regulador's certification can be categorically upheld.
THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF SHERRY

FERNANDO LÓPEZ ROMASANTA
Mankind has always left his mark on his surroundings, and continues to do so. We have applied our intelligence to attempting to master Nature so that we can shape our environment, protect our interests and create the tools we need. This is the case with sherry – an example of symbiosis between man and his habitat to produce desired results that dates back at least as far as the period when Jerez was a Phoenician colony known as Xera. To achieve mastery over the land, crop-growing and wine-making, man has had to select the most appropriate grape vines and build the most suitable vineyard dwellings, wineries and containers; he has put names to everything involved in the process, evolved specific methods of working and devised the best ways of performing the operations intrinsic to the development of sherry.

Over the last fifty years, advances in the technology applied to vine-growing and wine-making in the Jerez region have wrought changes in operations and processes firmly established over centuries, but these have affected how they are carried out far more than the essential nature of the operations themselves.

What follows is a survey of the activities that people have carried out in the Jerez area with a view to creating the best possible product, and that have given the local viticulture and viniculture their distinctive character. Five areas in which this distinctiveness is particularly notable are considered – the vineyard, cooperage, bodega operations, tools and vocabulary – all with reference to the classical tradition of essentially manual work.

THE VINEYARD

The vineyard could be said to be the source from which sherry wine flows. Vineyard cultivation gave rise to agricultural tasks that are specific to this area, and to a way of life dependent upon the environment and closely attuned to it so that it could be capitalized on to provide some of the immediate necessities of life.

Unlike: other wine-growing regions of Spain, the vineyards of Jerez have always been inhabited. Many people, even several generations of the same families, have been born and lived their lives permanently in the vineyards; a custom which produced an idiosyncratic type of dwelling known as the casa de viña, consisting of casa de labrar. These are typically situated on top of the hills that characterize Jerez's vineyard landscape and, whenever possible, are orientated counterclockwise to the prevailing west and east winds, with a south-facing entranceway, usually with a bench where the workers can take a rest. The atrium-like entranceway leads into the casa del capataz (foreman's house) and the casa de la gente (vineyard workers' quarters) which contains the fogón (hearth where communal cooking is done). The esplatería, a little room set aside as the capataz's office, is located within the house itself. The casa de lagares (wine-press house), store-rooms and stables are sometimes part of the same building, or otherwise stand adjacent.
In some vineyards, the press house and the workers’ quarters are one and the same thing; the press house can also serve as a warehouse except at harvest-time. When machinery to help with harvesting was introduced, this was also stored in the press house. Some vineyards have recently built small cellars for storing must during fermentation, though these are the exception rather than the rule.

Oast houses used to be inhabited by one family or, very occasionally, two. The same person carried out the functions of foreman and head of household. He was entrusted by the vineyard owner with managing the farming of the vineyard, accommodating and supervising the vineyard workers and other employees, keeping the farm in good order and maintaining all the equipment and buildings.

Because of their isolated position in the countryside, the oastman’s occupants and equipment had to be protected. One protective device was the conning tower - a sort of loophole window with angled sides just big enough to take the barrel of a shotgun, positioned alongside the oastman’s door at just the right height to blast everything within range. Another, for crop protection, was the biet stove (a large stove), raising a roof a few paces and strategically positioned, in which the oastman (vineyard watchman) could lie in wait and keep an eye on the crop. There was also a ground-level version of the biet stove, known as a bieto a bieto to the harvester, and all the workers worked silently, lest in the image of a large family of occupiers and responsibilities, none of them highly specialized.
The foreman's house was usually composed of four rooms – a kitchen, with a wood or coal-burning stove, a living room and two bedrooms – which were adequate for all the necessities of life in the countryside. Clothes washing was done outside the house, in an earthenware bowl using a wooden scrubbing board. The water supply was essentially derived from rain water collected as it fell from the roof and directed into an underground *aljibe* (cistern), generally situated beneath the *aljibe* (the open space immediately surrounding the *cacerío*). Lighting devices gradually improved over the years, starting with *pernilabares* (olive oil lamps) and graduating later to *quintais* or *revenhos* (paraffin lanterns); later still came carbide, then paraffin and finally burning gas lighting.

The foreman was entitled to keep a kitchen garden, fruit trees and farmyard animals. As a rule, he was usually also provided with a bear of bullock (buse, male or dam-bull) for his own use and that of the custom (procureur and carrier of provisions for the *cacerío*).

The social life of the *cacería* inhabitants was limited to paying calls amongst themselves, visits from the vineyard owners, and outings to the nearest villages if the need arose or on feast days. Peddlars, tinsmiths and knife-grinders would also make the occasional appearance as, sometimes, would people of no fixed abode who lived by going from vineyard to vineyard. The centre served as a go-between linking the vineyards with the centres of population; it was his job to perform errands for the foreman and the worker responsible for organizing communal food rations, and to deal with correspondence and other essentials.

Life for the householders and vineyard workers was very tough, however much in harmony with the natural environment. By today, the vineyards of the sherry region have lost much of their population: present-day foremen, heads of household or guards who still occupy *cacería* perform those functions for several vineyards owned by one company or large estate at a time. Most families still living in the vineyards – where conditions are happily very different from those described above – are generally *mayores*, owners of small-scale exploitations.

As well as those people who lived actually in the vineyards, there were also *mendiants* – workers who specialised in tending vines – who had their homes in the region's towns and villages. This type of work was traditionally highly thought of, to such an extent that on returning to the village after work, the *capitán de la cuevillera* (head of a team of nine to eleven workers) would smear the knees of his trousers with mud – weather permitting – to draw attention...
to his social position. Thus were well-to-do people, who the Vizcayn said Esteban would hire in nearby villages to carry out seasonal jobs. They walked to work — a round trip of some 14 kilometeres / 8.7 miles — using off a cockcrow from the clock of the miller’s office at the edge of town, the starting point for the working day, and returning as the sun set. Workers who lived further away generally slept in the casa de la grana of the estancia for the duration of the job for which they had been hired.

The pattern of life was similar for both groups in that they formed into parties known as mohos for the two communal meals of the day. Each moho was made up of ten to twelve men, one of whom would be elected marengo de mesa. He was responsible for organizing the mendoza’s meals, usually coming to an arrangement with the women of the house so that she did the cooking and instructing the estancero as to what foodstuffs, including bread, to buy and bring back from the nearby towns. The moro (cereal), also known as the pene, consisted of two mohos or earthenware in the form of ajo de la siete (literally, “Vinegar garlic”) was eaten at ten in the morning and the main meal of the day, usually a chick-pea stew, at two in the afternoon. When the weather was very hot, there would be gazpacho (cold soup) with or without estancia chunk of bread dipped into the soup and then dressed with olive oil. Cabbages and pimientos en escabeche (an economical fish dish, typical of the region) made the occasional appearance.

The cost of the workers’ food was deducted from their pay. The morning and evening meal were not communal, each worker having to find for himself. What they usually ate for breakfast and dinner was sausages or harrings with toasted bread and black coffee, or a version of a loaf of bread filled with oil or dripping, all of which each man had to bring from home. Each moho ate from a single earthenware dish according to the spoonful and step back system.
closely enforced to prevent the nimble
beaters from taking unfair advantage.

Workers who slept in the case de la grave
did so on camp beds composed of planks
resting on two iron feet and spread with
a pallance or rush mat. When the press
house was doubled as workers’ quarters, they
slept on each man on the wine press
top. Contiguous to the case de la grave,
or separated from it by a door, a stove
or beam, was the fogótes, a fireplace
with a broad, open flue, some or brick
flue, and sometimes a bench, within
which all the workers could sit around
the fire to get warm, dry off when it had
been raining, dry their clothes and cook
their food.

Growers who returned home to sleep
carried with them only the tools
called for by the particular task in hand.
These were their own property, and
they themselves were responsible for
maintaining; and, where appropriate,
sharpening them. The most common
tools were called and still are: the tulloa
(small mattock), the azada (hoe), the
astole (shovel), the vino de poder (shoveling
shovels) and the vino de segar (graffing knife).
In addition to these, everyone carried a chal-kafe and spoon
for eating. Workers who slept in the case
de la grave carried their belongings and
food in an alfajor (tomaschi) or a pastor (bedroll).

The various tasks involved in vineyard
work also gave rise to garments suitable
for them, notably the viruela (canvas
over-skirts, open behind, rather like
chaps), centraum (breeches or capriola
protectors, made of canvas), the faja
(sash) and the pelota (coat). When
sleeping out in the open, a thin blanket
or coverlet known as a colgajo was
used.

Although vineyard workers nowadays
still wear some of these garments and
own and maintain their own tools,
the fact is that the vineyard way of life
described above, which remained largely
unchanged until the 1950s, is hardly
recognizable today. However, thejob of
viticulturist has always been an honourable
and respected one; the professional
viticulturists, called in Jerez and Sanlúcar
were highly prestigious bodies because
their members were trained to such high standards. It is still
specialized work, and skills are passed
on from father to son or inherited from the
grandman while working as a member of a cuadrilla.

**BODEGA OPERATIONS**

The operations carried out in sherry
boycotting equal the quintessence of
careers of experience, and as such also possess features which
are absolutely genuine and unlike those of
other winegrowing regions. That
said, however, winey operators that
were once completely manual and the
preserve of specialized craftsmen have
inevitably been changed by increasing
mechanization.

Up until the mid-1960s, the vintage
(in the case of visitation processes)
took place generally in the vineyards,
where the grapes were pressed either
by treading or by machine. The
mats from different pressers were blended

together to give the most uniform
must, one that was representative of
the vineyard. The blends involved required
the arrumadores (bodega workers),
to be highly skilled at working with
baskets and dealing with fermenting
musts and distributing and blending
them proportionately. The baskets of
must
would be transported immediately

to the bodega by cart or lowy for
fermentation.

On arrival at the bodega, the baskets
from the vineyard would be built

together in cucharones (pyramids of
baskets of different heights), piernas or andinas
(rows of stacked baskets). A first,
bottom, tier of baskets would be placed
on pales de excelente (wooden beams)

which themselves rested on ropelones
(sleepers) placed exactly under the
centre of each butt. The baskets were
wedged to ensure that they were
stable. A second tier was built on
top of the first, each of its baskets
being positioned between two in the
first tier, all this being accomplished
by moving full baskets manually,
without spillage. For higher – third
and fourth – storage tiers, empty
baskets would first be put in place
and then filled with must decorated by
hand. The must would then remain
in storage until fermentation was
complete, when it would be classified
and racked off the lees.

Classifying fermented musts was a task

generally performed by the bodegones,
or, in his absence, the cañador (taster),
accompanied by a vencedor who
used his vencedor (long-handled cup)
to extract and pour into glasses wine
from each butt requiring classification.
A taster who also served as vencedor
was known as the cañador de vencedor.

This operation is still performed in
the same way, but it now tends to be
the oenologist who does it, with
the assistance of the vencedor. The
taster gives his opinion on the basis of
the aroma and appearance of the must
in the glasses provided by the
vencedor, tasting it only very rarely,
and marking the head of the butt with his opinion
on its contents.
Another operation vital to sherry-making consists in taking sear (drawing-off) of wine from the butts located in a specific criaderas (nursery) and replacing it with nueva (refreshment) of wine from the criaderas above. Of all the tools used for transferring wine, the most original are the corno and the remador. In essence, the corno is a wedge-shaped funnel designed to fit in between the stacked butts and whose spout goes in through the bung-hole and engages with the previously inserted remador. This latter is a curved tube some 90 cm / 35 inches long with a closed bottom end and open, collared tip by which it can be hung from the bung-hole of the butt. Its lower third is perforated with small holes through which wine seeps slowly; when dealing with fines, this prevents the layer of flor that covers the whole surface of the wine from being broken by a direct jet. The remador is always used for nueva and nueva effected in fino solera; for other types of wine, its use varies from bodega to bodega.

In addition to operations directly involved with wine, there are other equally important ones concerned with constructing wine storage or aging systems and repairing butts. All these are manual tasks requiring strength and a good eye, and produce end results that are aesthetically very satisfying.

One can only imagine the effort required to move full butts that weigh around 720 kilograms / 1,584 pounds, and the ingenuity involved in making the task as quickly and easily achieved as possible – particularly bearing in mind that the only available equipment in the past consisted of cuatroillas (wooden levers), palas de madera (a pair of square-sectioned poles deployed as a ramp) and viraderos (expert ropes).

When you go into a bodega, the first thing you notice is the smell; the next is how perfectly the butts are positioned – all arranged with millimetric precision and apparently without the slightest difficulty. Nothing could be further
from the truth: when constructing a solera, the bodega foreman — unaided by tape-measure, ruler, plumb line or any sort of mechanical device — has to gauge how many butts can be accommodated, whether the ground is compact enough to bear their weight, select the palos de madera and espesuchos (wooden chocks for keeping the butts firmly in place), organise the butts so that their different dimensions are accommodated (they look identical but are not), and choose the team of workmen to build the structure. There is more to it than just putting the solera (floor-level) and criaderas (nursery) tiers of butts in place: the sets of butts that constitute the piernas and andunas (levels that constitute the aisles within the bodega) have to be made absolutely firm with comunes and bouscans (oak blocks and wedges), with all butts perfectly positioned between their supports and wedged in place, all in perfect alignment and with their bung-holes in the right position, before the next tier is added, and so on up to the third or fourth tier. If the bodega is a regular shape, the gaps between the butts in all the piernas and andunas must be perfectly aligned. All in all, there is significant aesthetic content to the work of the foreman and his arramadores as well as its unquestionable practical aspects.

No less aesthetically pleasing and complex, and calling for considerable skill, is the operation of extracting one butt from an anduna for repair without having to dismantle the whole structure. The gaps between butts are capitalised on to do this. Supposing that the butt to be extracted is in the third tier, the operation starts in the fourth tier: the two butts resting on, and to the right and left of the one to be removed, are swivelled using levers and wedged in place with wooden chocks. With the fourth-tier butts fixed in their new position, and now forming a budge that creates enough space for it to be manoeuvred, the bunt in the third tier can be removed. Nowadays, there is machinery for performing this sort of operation, with full or empty butts, much more conveniently. Even so, traditional working methods still have to be restored to quite often.

The arramadores are still the core workforce in the sherry bodega as they always have been, and theirs continues to be a much-valued occupation. Broadly speaking, there are only two job categories in a bodega: arramadero (general bodega worker) and somonero de vino (cooper). As a general rule, employees with special duties, such as the encargado de cuadriadds (leader of a team of burt arramadores), the manipador de botes (whose job it was to mark the base of each butt destined for export with information about its contents), the seusvaridor (welder of the inoxios for pasting purposes), capitanes (bodega foreman) and curador (taster) were selected from among the arramadores. Of all these métiers, only that of manipador de botes has been lost: this is because exports of sherry in butts have now practically died out. The seusvaridor job, meanwhile, has acquired new prominence.

The seusvaridor, whose job consists essentially in extracting a seuvario-full of wine from each burt and pouring it into a glass so that the taster can classify it and ascertain its quality, has nowadays become something of a promotional figure for sherry and its attendant traditions as all kinds of public and private events, in addition to continuing to play his part in bodega operations. The classic image of the seusvaridor, wielding his seuvario with inimitable skill, is an elegant one, but the action also serves a practical purpose: as it travels through the air and strikes the glass of the tasting vessel, the wine is aerated and all its aromas are released. The seuvario takes its name from the term seuvarcia (agreement) — a reference to the fact that samples were being tasted before deals were struck — and a depiction of one has been found on a painted crater (vessel for mixing and serving wine and water) dating from 490 BC. It consists basically of a cup whose diameter allows it to fit through the bung-hole of a butt, attached to a long, flexible handle so that it can be eased between butts to reach the desired target. In the old days, seuvaria (which held between 50 and 60 cubic centimetres / 3 and 3.6 cubic inches) were made of silver or silver plated metal, but today they are made of stainless steel.

1 DOPERECE

Constructing cisterns out of wood for multifarious uses dates back to the most distant past: this is attested to by references in the works of such historic figures as Herodotus (900-880 BC), Homer (900 BC) and Charlemagne (742-814). The first mentions of wooden butts in the Jerez region occur in the fifteenth century. Historically, they were not just used for holding wine, but also for many other transport and provisioning purposes. Barrels were the most versatile receptacles, both on land and at sea: they were used for holding liquids and solids, including gun-powder, and indeed are still widely used despite the availability
of so many modern-day materials for making containers of all shapes and sizes.

Various types of wood have been used for barrel-making, depending on the receptacle’s intended purpose, but only mahogany, chestnut, cherry and oak have been used for wine. Of these, the best results in ageing and maturing wines have generally been observed with oak, and this remains the case. Oak is a unique wood, and although its characteristic attributes are durability and strength, it is also elastic and malleable and can be cut and worked with ease.

The wine makers of the sherry region have always preferred American oak (Quercus alba) for their wines because of the lower levels of tannins and other compounds it contains—a characteristic capitalised on for the oenological concept of sherry. Casks are generally known in the sherry region as botas (buts), and these most commonly used in the region in the past or present, in the bodega or for transport, include the following:

- The bota grande (large butt): the cask most widely used for ageing, maturing and storing wines. Average dimensions: height 136 cm / 53.5 inches, girth 102 cm / 40.2 inches, capacity 680 litres / 158 gallons.
- The bota de exportación, mukumar or exportación (shipping butt): formerly the type most widely used for export, though since the decline in exports of bulk sherry this is no longer the case. Average dimensions: height 130 cm / 51.2 inches, girth 95 cm / 37.4 inches, capacity 500 litres / 132 gallons.
- The bota de recepción (receiving butt): the measure in which buying and selling has always been conducted. Average dimensions: height 128 cm / 50.4 inches, girth 90 cm / 35.4 inches, capacity 516 litres / 136 gallons.
- The bota bodega (bodega butt): the type used for operations inside the bodega. Average dimensions: height 135 cm / 53.2 inches, girth 95 cm / 37.4 inches. Capacity 566 litres / 150 gallons.
- The media bota (half butt): Average dimensions: height 100 cm / 39.4 inches, girth 74 cm / 29.1 inches, capacity 250 litres / 66 gallons

Other casks, some of which are still in use, include the 700 litre / 185 gallon hogshead, the 125 litre / 33 gallon madera de bota and the 62.5 litre / 16.5 gallon ottone.

All these types of cask are constructed in the same way, regardless of capacity. Since cask-making has always been, and sometimes still is, practically a manual craft, it is appropriate to record here the most important operations carried out by the various cooperage workers when making butts. The tasks involved in manual cask-making relate to its three phases: preparing the wood, raising the cask and finishing. Preparing the wood starts with its reception at the cooper’s yard in...
batches of 1,200 staves, each batch being known as a mulet de dantia. The first operation is to grade the wood according to what type of cask it is most suitable for, cut it to the right length, then leave it to dry for a while. The second operation consists of splitting the staves, unless they have arrived flat, for rough staves are approximately triangular in section; splitting is essential to create impermeability since the stave is structured longitudinally along the pithe radius. This operation is carried out by the dozador (rack cooper), or sometimes the avellador or excalentador (sawyer). Next comes the process of apareado (trimming and shaping), carried out by the dozador. This involves making the staves the right thickness, smoothing them off, trimming the edges of the outside surface to give them external curvature, hollowing the inside surface to produce the same curve, churning (sapping, the stave towards both ends to give the cask its shape) and smoothing and bevelling the edges so that the staves will fit tightly together. The prepared staves are then stacked up for further drying. The dozador de faisía (headpiece cleaver) prepares two headpieces for each cask.

When the staves are ready for use, the cooper, assisted by one or more apprentices, raises the cask. He starts off by selecting the appropriate number of staves, then places them inside the (provisional) head-hoop until the circle is complete. The (also provisional) budge-hoop is then placed over the centre of the staves so that they are now joined in the upper part by the head-hoop and held together by the budge-hoop, while the lower ends of the staves splay out into a truncated cone shape. Five truss hoops are now placed on the upper half of the cask, and the two provisional ones are removed. The cask is then moved to the astilbón (driving-lath) for knocking into shape; heat is provided by burning wood offits and shavings in a small brazier put inside the cask, and the wood is dampened periodically to prevent warping. The staves are bent into position and a shaping hoop is hammered into position so that it bows them, gradually shaping the open end of the cask towards. The five truss hoops for this end of the cask are then put on and driven home, and the shaping hoop is removed. It is then 'boxed' (checked for shape, with uneven staves being corrected by beating with a mallet from the inside), and removed from the astilbón to cool before being finished.

The finishing process begins with 'hooping' the cask, namely removing the truss hoops and fitting the definitive ones, and the outside joints are shaven. The next operation is known as armazón (tryppling); the inside edges of the staves are bevelled and the stave-ends are levelled; the inside surface of the staves is then smoothed, and the jale (crese or groove) into which the head will fit is cut. The stave-ends are made completely smooth, and the cask
is ready for the heels to be fitted. It is then laid on its side and the bunghole and foliato (opening in the head or from) are made, after which it is filled with water so that it can be checked for leakage. All the operations described are performed manually by the cooper with the help of an apprentice or apprentices.

The cooper’s craft – using the term to embrace all its specialisations (enolador or exolador, dolador and enaguero) – has a very long history in this area. Apart from its toughness, it calls for certain personal talents and skills which were traditionally handed down within the family; the relationship that has existed between some cooperages and specific families of coopers (known as hijos de la cuchilla – sons of the blade) would seem to support this assertion.

Some of the tools used in this craft are completely original and exclusive to it: they include the galafita de paus (hooked implement for securing head-pieces while they are being put in place), the enolador (iron bar with double hook at one end and wedge at the other) and the jabaleros (cranes).

VOCABULARY

Man begins to be master of his subject when he has succeeded in putting a name to all its various parts and elements. Many years of wine-growing tradition have generated a vocabulary specific to sherry, the working of the land and other vineyard operations, its bodegas and cooperage. It is not, however, completely uniform throughout the Denomination of Origin area – slight variants may occur from one place to another. The vocabulary has emerged on the basis of commonly used terms, with modifications of them resulting from at least three causes: shift of meaning, metaphor and memoria. Differences also result from local pronunciations and enunciation differences between one person and another, so that it can be difficult to identify accurately the word that one is attempting to record.

Many terms are clearly derived from words of castilian origin: this is hardly surprising given how close the bodegas and coopers’ yards were to sea ports, shipyards and arsenals, and the wine trade’s connection with containers for transport. There must have been constant interchange between the trades and crafts on land and sea, with vocabulary – with and without modifications – being absorbed in the process.

The vocabulary in use is very extensive but under threat from technical advances, with words falling into disuse as the tools or operations which generated them in the first place disappear. As is always the case, some will be consigned to oblivion while others will survive the onslaught of technology and fashion intact. Part of the lexicon may even be reinforced in its daily use, and these we inevitably be new additions and specific applications of existing words.

The glossary gives the meanings of the words used in this chapter, plus a few others in everyday use by arrumadores, torneros and enagueros as they go about their work.
THE ARCHITECTURE OF SHERRY WINES

MARÍA JOSÉ TRAVEDRA SORIANO
The architecture of the bodegas within the area covered by DO Jerez-Xérès-Sherry and Manzanilla-Sanlúcar de Barrameda, and the way that they fit into their urban setting and the wider landscape, constitute a unique heritage that is an essential part of the culture surrounding sherry and manzanilla.

That this architecture actually contributes to the art of sherry wine vinification and ageing is a generally acknowledged fact. Not only does it fulfill the technical and functional brief of accommodating all the trade-specific tools, equipment and infrastructure, but it also enhances the creation of a biodiverse habitat whose constant temperature and humidity levels foster the development of the delicate film of flor yeast inside the bodegas during the ageing process. The bodega serves the function of translating natural external factors that are subject to changing weather conditions into the consistent microclimate of the space occupied by the bodegas of wine.

VINIFICATION WINERIES

Unlike other vitivinicultural regions, where the vinification and ageing wineries stand alongside each other in the vineyard itself, sherry wine making requires two distinct architectural units: one a wine-making facility for producing the base wine, located in the vineyard out in the countryside, and the other an ageing bodega, situated in town, that provides the hydrothermal conditions that the wine needs for this process.

The vinification wineries generally stand on slopes, most of them in the Guadalequivir Valley, and deal with taking delivery of the grapes, pressing them and fermenting the must. Nowadays, the big sherry companies are investing in building new vinification facilities, designed to incorporate the latest oenological technology and seeking to reconcile innovation, technology and production.

Until quite recently, however, vinification was carried out in what are known locally as soleras — small, isolated buildings dating from the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries, whose design reflected the traditional vinification process inherited from the Romans and the three-part spatial division typical of the Mediterranean: the vineyard, the wine-press and the amphora warehouse, all situated close to major rivers and roads.

These ancient press-houses, most of which are still in use today, stand out from the otherwise uniform flames of Jerez's vine-covered landscape because they are surrounded by little oasis-like gardens with fruit and palm trees, and have a tower emphasizing the vertical note. Part of the building housing the bodega is given over to living quarters, usually big enough for one family. The building's two different functional areas are organized around an almijar, a rectangular walled courtyard usually facing south or south-east, where grapes are taken in and 'sunned' (sun-dried) and which is also the way in to the living-quarters.

The almijar therefore provides access
to the water-cistern and the bridge
as well as to the stables, sitting room, kitchen and chapel.

In the past, the grapes were delivered through an outside window, known as a piquerna, which gave directly into the lagar, a square, slightly tilted trough where the grapes were muddled. For pressing, they were heaped up with their skins inside a cylinder wound from plaited esparto grass, and pieces of wood were placed on top. The whole thing was then positioned under a thick elm beam running the length of the building. The thicker end of this beam was transversely by a horizontal iron bar called the lobo, or wheel, whose ends were set between two posts or meizas, which supported a thick wall that counterbalanced the beam's gear force, and that was designed to resist its pull. The counterweight was located in the tallest section of the entire building, extending up into a tower topped by a Serlian (triple-arched) arcade outlined in bricks. One end of the beam was raised over the press's screw, and the other was lowered until the counterweight was left hanging. The fermentation cellar was located in the next bay alongside the press, set lower down than the lagar, where the clay tinas, or vats, were filled by gravity with the recently-pressed must.

Whether produced in an old press-house or a modern vinification facility, fermented must is transported to the big maturing bodegas located in Sanlúcar de Barrameda, Jerez de la Frontera, Spain, where it is aged for varying lengths of time. This description appears in detail in the book entitled "Sommaire de l'Agrippins" by the French writer, Louis de Bailleul, published in 1810, pages 50-52.
In Frontera and El Puerto de Santa María, they develop the extraordinary organoleptic characteristics typical of sherry wines.

AGING BODEGAS: SINGULAR BUILDINGS, KNOWN WORLD-WIDE

A study of the history of bodega buildings reveals that their typology is influenced by geographical location and local culture. Each period of culture develops a specific model or type characteristic of that time and place, underscoring the need for distinct regional and local cultural and architectural decisions.

In the case of DO Cava, the architecture is unique to the region, a typology that has little contact with the outside world and that can be seen as being exclusive to Andalusia in its purest form. This typology is unique in the world and is marked by the influence of the local climate and the natural conditions, with its architectural forms and materials adapted to the environment. These emblematic buildings have considerable social impact and are perceived as "classics" — as universally recognised images with their own identity that is distinct and recognisable. Not for nothing do companies capitalise on the architecture of their bodegas as international symbols to transmit a message about the wines they produce.

But architectural typology is never simple; it reflects a whole set of functional and climatic factors and indigenous socio-cultural traditions that make their mark on the way that buildings are designed. The logic behind all architectural design decisions is driven by experience and extensive research. In wine-related architecture, this produces original models that respect tradition and the need to provide hygothermal conditions conducive to the 'well-being' of the specific wines of each denomination of origin and region.

In the case of DO Montilla-Moriles, the bodega typology — i.e. its architectural forms and building materials — has always been adapted to the local climate. The exceptional climatic conditions of the Sierra de Frontera, Sierra de Cazorla de Barrameda, and El Puerto de Santa María have shaped their architecture in a way that is unique in the world and that transmits the favourable aspects of the mild, humid climate to the habitat inside the oak barrel. Meanwhile, the constructional elements provide protection for the wine in the making against forces that might affect its vinification and development adversely.

THE LAYOUT OF THE GRIANZA BODEGAS

The bodegas where sherry wines are aged are typically located in the heart of Sanlúcar de Barrameda, El Puerto de Santa María and Jerez de la Frontera, where the big sherry houses have grouped their various buildings into walled enclosures that are almost little towns within those towns.

Visitors are invariably astonished when they pass through the gates into these bodega complexes. Time stands still and the distinction between public and private blurs the buildings for aging and shipping wines, and movements among them, are articulated by a labyrinthine network of streets and squares lined with orange trees and rose bushes. These complexes create a unique experience, seemingly to encapsulate another dimension of space and time.

But protecting bodegas within walled precincts is far from being exclusive to Andalusia; it is a practice common to other and other cultures. Clear precedents for enclosed winery production units are found in Tel el-Amarna in Egypt, the Phoenician bodegas-fortresses of the Bermejilla in Alicante, the monastic wine-presses of Cistercian abbeys, Renaissance bodegas and some New World bodegas. An outstanding Gothic example, dating from the Phoenician period, is the walled precinct excavated at the Castillo de Doña Blanca site.

As one strolls around the streets of the Christian bodegas, it is interesting to note that their layout has evolved gradually as buildings have been added, thereby creating architectural ambition and complexity.
echning the traditional Andalusian urban pattern of narrow winding streets. Shaded by vine arbours, these streets serve not only to articulate the space, but are also walkways that accommodate and channel the flow of visitors, places where one can take shelter from the sun or rain, and conduits for the gentle breezes blowing in off the Atlantic. By functionally integrating the working areas of the bodegas with restaurants, shops and leisure areas, these pedestrian walkways serve as recreational-educational spaces for the culture that surrounds them. There is an added dimension to the wineries’ role these days in the form of tourism, so that they are now cultural complexes as well as sources of wine and have to be organised accordingly.

**BIOCLIMATIC AND SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE**

The form of an architectural design reflects its function. The physical elements of the environment, such as its natural morphology, setting and the effects of its topography (orientation, urban structure, lie of the land, vegetation, level of noise and vibration, pollution) and the climate (microclimate, sunshine, prevailing winds, ventilation, light), all have a direct bearing on the choice of location, orientation and ideal shape for a bodega, and of materials that provide protection from the sun and transmit the beneficial features of climate outside into the winery building.

This section aims to examine the
The underlying principles governing the architectural resources - basically, evaporation, radiation and the use of underground spaces - deployed when creating an ideal habitat in which sherry and manzanilla wines can be aged in a natural way.

Climograph of architectural conditions for sherry cask

Just as the environmental dynamic of changes in the weather fosters the development of the grape on the vine, the habitat that sherry wines require during their long periods of ageing calls for hydrothermal conditions to be as stable as possible. The climograph depicting conditions for well-being during the ageing period that appears on page 254 shows that the ideal architectural spaces are those that gradually enhance the wines' sensory characteristics.

Sherry wines are grown between latitudes 36° 54' and 36° 20'N and longitudes 6° 20' and 6° 09'W, where the hydrothermal values required for the maturation of fino and manzanilla wines create true microclimates. These are achieved naturally without the aid of any sort of mechanical air conditioning, simply by clever architecture that keeps harmful external agents out while allowing beneficial climatic effects in, and maintains the hydrothermal levels needed for fino yeasts to grow.

Architectural design therefore dictates a building's orientation, shape and the choice of materials that respond...
appropriately to environmental conditions outside the bodega.

In a bodega, both the orientation of the ground plan and the structural characteristics of the façade and roof behave as filters that slough off those elements of the weather that are harmful to the ageing wine and allow in the beneficial ones. Fluctuations in temperature inside the building are prevented by the wall’s thermal inertia and permeability to moisture, so that day and night hypothermic conditions are kept constant. In addition to all of these climatic considerations, the euthermic process generated while the film of yeasts is forming inside the butts releases a certain amount of heat, which also has an effect, albeit slight, on the temperature in the bodega.

The graph on the left presents a “comfort” diagram for the maturation of wine in a bodega located in Sanlúcar de Barrameda, where manzanilla is aged all year round. The mean temperature (18 degrees Centigrade / 64 degrees Fahrenheit) and average external humidity (74.25 percent) coincide with the ideal values for ageing manzanilla inside a bodega (18-22 degrees Centigrade / 64-72 degrees Fahrenheit, 70-75 percent relative humidity).

As the graph shows, December and January are the only months whose temperatures do not match the required “wine wellbeing” threshold; this bicusp is solved by the façade’s being heated up by the sun. During the period when nights are colder (the temperature never falls below 0 degrees Centigrade / 32 degrees Fahrenheit), the walls’ thermal inertia transmits accumulated heat into the interior of the bodega, thereby maintaining the temperature levels needed for the wine to develop under a film of fine. In July and August, overheating of the façade only affects the interior of the bodega at the end of the day owing to the thickness of the outer walls; this effect is counteracted by sprinkling the bodega’s compressed alfalfa (earth) floor with water. The oxygen conditions thus created in the winery space are transmitted through the fine pores of the wood to the empty space inside the butts (the wine occupies only five-sixths of its capacity) and enable the sensitive flora to develop.
The enormous volume of air inside a bridge and for well-managed ventilation is possible to maintain the temperature and ensure airflow required by fire.
Ground plan orientation

Bodegas are built in strategic places where the gentle southerly and westerly winds blowing in from the Atlantic can circulate easily. These breezes, locally called viento de mar, are laden with the moisture needed for the development of flor.

This is why the positioning of the bodega's rectangular plan relates to the prevailing winds rather than to the geometry of a site, as a rule, the building's longer axis runs north-east-south-west so that moisture can get into the interior of the bodegas unimpeded. The second side of this coin is that the building blocks out the harmful southerly winds from the east and north-east; these strong, dry winds blow in from the Gulf of Cadiz and the Sahara. The way that the bodega is oriented also minimises the effects on its walls of the hours of stronger sunshine.

Air volume and ventilation

In 1936, the Centro de Investigaciones Vinícolas (the Wine Research Centre) conducted an interesting series of experiments designed to study the behaviour of pure culture yeast in semi-industrial conditions and compare it with spontaneous strains in the best bodegas in the region. From these studies it was deduced that aerobiosis is proportional to the ease with which the confined atmosphere is renewed. The study evaluated the percentage of substances that evaporated during the process of aging in soleras, and showed that ethyl alcohol diminishes during the course of maturation as a result of evaporation, and above all, oxidative reaction.

The interior space of a bodega consists of a large volume of air whose function it is to provide flor yeast with the oxygen it needs to develop inside a butt. Additionally, this huge space acts as an insulating chamber that regulates temperature and humidity. Its height is conducive to induced ventilation—a stack effect caused by the difference in temperature when the wind is not blowing from the Atlantic. The heat tends to rise and accumulate in the bodega's upper spaces; by means of vents placed high up in the east and west walls, a dynamic vertical and horizontal draught is created that pushes the accumulated hot air out.

On average, the estimated volume of air inside an ageing bodega is 8.8-9.8 cubic metres/310-346 cubic feet per butt. Given that a sherry butt contains 490.7 litres of wine, this means that 0.018-0.020 cubic metres/6.35-7.8 cubic feet of air are needed per litre of wine to meet the hygrothermal conditions required for it to age well.

Engineers, technicuins and architects who have turned their attentions to the wines of Jerez have triggered major oenological advances. In 1963, Spanish engineer José Antonio Torrejón designed a ventilation system for the Tio Pepe bodega that controlled the entry of the breezes off the Atlantic by means of a continuous horizontal lattice along the top of the whole length of the façade and an air chamber in the enclosure wall. A few years later, in 1967, Spanish
architect Miguel Eisa designed Ganteve’s San Patricio bodega, creating an innovative structural system that simulated the self-ventilating effect of the curved, tile roof (known in English as ‘Spanish tile’) used in the ‘wine cathedrals’ of old. The flat roof made of hollow post-tensioned concrete beams called beton (literally bones) allows air to circulate freely.

Temperature and humidity

The temperature inside an ageing bodega should be within the range of 18-22 degrees Celsius and humidity 70-75 percent. The complete absence of underground cellars in the region is explained by the fact that the ideal temperature and humidity conditions for ageing wine in the sherry region match the mean annual conditions outside, namely 18 degrees Celsius and 74.25 percent relative humidity.

As discussed, the great height of these lofty bodegas allows temperature and moisture conditions to be kept stable throughout the year. Variations in the level of relative humidity in the air are produced by the physical phenomenon of evaporation, which requires the presence of transferred or absorbed heat.

Facade and wall behaviour

External walls both separate and connect an unstable outside climate and a stable indoor habitat. Temperature transmission occurs via three phenomena: conduction, convection and radiation.

The façade walls of crianza bodegas are generally built of sandstone or rough brick with a sand-lime mortar aggregate. Occasionally, though much less frequently, they are stone-built.

Bodega walls are usually single-skin and at least 60 centimetres thick, so that the wall mass, which is thermally very inert, compensates for the absence of any specific thermal insulation. At the same time, because they are made of very porous materials, these walls contain numerous interlinked
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microchambers of air formed by a host of natural capillary ducts. This network of ducts draws water up by capillary action and directs it to where it can evaporate, generally the hottest part of the wall, thereby creating a cooling flow through the part where the temperature is highest.

In summer, the south façade of a bodega is shielded from the sun by screens of vegetation in the form of trees or pergolas in the streets that run alongside it. These serve as natural sunshades, absorbing the sun’s radiation and providing perforated canopies that let through the gentle breezes that make their way into the bodega and keep hypometric conditions at the proper levels. In winter, when the leaves of these deciduous canopies fall and leave the walls exposed, the big expanses of whitewashed façade attract the sun’s rays, storing the heat and transmitting it to the bodega’s interior during the night.

As a general rule, the interior face of these walls is clad in plaster, a building material that acts as a moisture regulator which can readily dissipate humidity up to 100 per cent, and can absorb up to 40 percent, leaving the surface completely dry. Even so, because the relative humidity inside a bodega is higher than 70 percent, and owing to the thermal bridge effect, condensation forms on the cold surface of the wall and inhibits the appearance of mould and damp patches.

Structure and construction

A bodega’s structural design is always based on its functional aspects, such as the distance between rows of pillars and the loads that the structure has to support. The aisles tend to run parallel to the longitudinal axis of the nave, and a system of porciones runs perpendicular to the dominant direction of the building.

The distance between the rows of pillars is usually around 5 metres. The width of the working aisles between the rows of bunts is described in bodega language as "vuelta y frente", meaning that a bunt can be rolled along while still leaving room for another to be placed parallel to the axis of the aisle — a very precise measurement that takes the bunt as its basic module.

The windows are generally set high in the upper third of the walls. They are small, rectangular or square in shape, and arranged in symmetrical, repeated rhythms. The arches that support the roof structure are designed to let the breezes in and allow the air that comes in perpendicular to the nave’s longitudinal axis to circulate. Windows in the pediment and triangular areas of the gabled façades are sometimes replaced by little circular ones, or occult.

The La Palma bodega, built in 1810 by Bodegas Osborne — a slender, cathedral-like building with pointed arches — is a fine example of this type of architecture. Equally notable is La Arboledilla, owned by Bodegas Barbadillo, whose six naves are configured by pilasters of rough brick supporting rounded arches, and whose roof beams are made of Flanders or Riga pine.

One of Jerez’s most famous buildings is González-Byass’ La Roteonda, better known as La Concha (The Shell) because of its arched segment structure. Dating from 1870, this is one of the first examples in Spain.
of building with riveted metal pillars and trusses. These are placed perimetricaly so that there is no need for central supports, thereby freeing up the space inside so that huts can be manoeuvred more easily.

Occasionally, the typical square or rectangular ground-plan on a single level and the slender pillars structuring a "vine cathedral" can be suggestive of a Muslim mosque: both are open-plan spaces that make rhythmic use of a double system of arches or Cartesian porticos and gable roofed naves.

In 1971, civil engineer J. Soto produced a design for Domecq based on the image of a mosque. "La Mezquita" has a rectangular ground-plan with a double system of parallel and perpendicular arcades, with horseshoe arches below and rounded ones above, constructed using three orders of single hollow brick and a version of the Arabic roll modillion in the geometric shapes linking the pillars to the horseshoe arches.

Light
The basement floor is covered with alfalfa earth that, depending on the season, can be sprinkled with water to regulate the temperature and humidity inside the building. Alfalfa is a very porous material that, when saturated, lowers the temperature and keeps it cool by gradually releasing water into the atmosphere.

The height at which the windows are placed, and the esparto-grass blinds with which they are covered during the day, create a diffuse, diagonal light that remains consistent despite the changing position of the sun in relation to the walls of the building. In addition to controlling the quality of light, the blinds and lattices sometimes placed in the vent openings filter the air, preventing dust or undesirable insects from getting in.
The uniformly subdued light inside the bodega also serves as a temperature regulating instrument, and is essential to preventing any disturbance in the buns.

Roofing
The roof is one of the most important elements in the design of a crianza bodega, since the amount of sunlight that strikes the roof and façades must be kept to a minimum. The gable roofs of the "wine cathedrals" produce their own shade; sun exposure is minimized by the microshade shell by the ridge tiles over the regalas ones, and subtle draughts of air are created among the tiles of the roof.

All these technical facets exemplify the ways in which a bodega represents what might be called "bioclimatic architecture for wine", within whose spaces its organoleptic characteristics are shaped over time.

Today, the new variable represented by tourism needs to be taken into account when designing circulation routes within a bodega. Bodega buildings are increasingly functioning as museum spaces that exhibit the culture attached to their product as well as standing iconically for their company and for quality, tradition and innovation. Their role in shaping the way that sherry is perceived is an important aspect of their function.
THE ART OF DRINKING,
THE ART OF LIVING

CARLOS DELGADO GONZÁLEZ
Wine is one of the primal and eternal forces of the world and of life”, declares Spanish philosopher José Ortega y Gasset. For King Solomon, famously wise, “Wine hath the faculty of uplifting the mind”, while Louis Pasteur considered it the healthiest and most hygienic of drinks. In short, wine has always been central and essential to the art of living. In Mediterranean cultures, wine has historically been a major source of enjoyment and one of the finer pleasures. Seneca, the great moralist from Clitius, recognised that ‘wine washes away troubles’; Apicius, the first writer of gastronomic treatises in Antiquity, taught the art of drinking large quantities of wine without dulling the senses; the Greek heroes praised by Homer attained the highest level of refinement in the art of living with a drink made from wine, honey and grated goat’s cheese.

For as long as anyone can remember, we Spaniards have used wine to mark important and festive occasions, for the most part pairing it with food, an inseparable part of the enjoyment. For us, knowing how to drink is part and parcel of knowing how to live, no matter what some may say to the contrary. This harmonious relationship is expressed in the build-up to any gastronomic treat, when toma vino takes the shape of the aperitif, that first drink that leads into a meal. This is a crucial moment, when the true art of living is put to the test. Choosing the right drink to start with is essential to the enjoyment of the event to come. Picture the scenario: you are in a restaurant – that surge of the proceedings while you wait for your fellow-diners to turn up, or while you are all choosing what you are going to eat and then sitting back waiting for the first course to arrive, calls for a drink. Choosing this well involves the art of tomar fino, of tomar fino. It needs to be a drink that prepares the stomach without generating heat or filling it up with liquid or gas; it should be mildly titillating; it should quench thirst during the hotter months without having to ingest too much liquid; it should be subtle in flavour, not too fruity or too sweet on the palate, and preferably with a slightly bitter aftertaste. It takes a more mérail like a fino sherry or a manzanilla to meet all these requirements. Both these wines have the effect of a morning shower, waking up the senses and preparing them for business. Owing to the singular properties by which it is made, with “biological ageing” as a key feature, and the resultant smoothness and immensely elegant, complex aromas, there is a freshness and sharpness to fino that boosts the spirit and improves mood, both mentally and physically. Its character and pedigree give it a natural superiority over other drinks of varying degrees of sophistication that fit in the glass or overflow with fazen. There is nothing to beat its combination with pata negra ibérico ham, nuts, or mouth-watering olives as an appetite stimulator. In fresh, smooth flavour it is non-overpowering on the palate and does not obstruct the enjoyment of other wines as the meal progresses. Savouring a fino or a manzanilla as a preambule to the meal is more than just a pleasure for the senses: it really is an example of the art of living. It primes one’s sense for further enjoyment to come.

Sherry is associated with tapas (traditional Spanish appetizers) and the art of living, but the fact that it has enormous gastronomic potential is also gradually being recognised.
And thus launched, one can continue
the meal with certain other members
of the noble family of ‘vinos generosos’
from Jerez. The fuller bodied
amontillados and olorosos are not just
for drinking alone, or over leisurely
conversation with close friends, but are
also a marvellous accompaniment to
many dishes, from consommés and cold
soups to fish and seafood, also revealing
a surprisingly exciting compatibility
with strong-flavoured meats, such as ox
tail and young wild boar. The weight of
these wines, their aromatic complexity
and dry, smooth palate mean that they
can hold their own alongside most
foods. This includes the whole range
of cheeses, with which they combine
beautifully, their generous nature
adapting readily to lactic flavours.
Rounding off a meal could not be
sweeter: this is when Pedro Ximénez, a
rich quinine of nectar, honey and dried fruits comes into its own.

It has taken evidence from medical, nutritional and other physical and mental health experts for the life-enhancing benefits of wine to be acknowledged at long last. This is something that sherry lovers have known about since time immemorial, and that the repertoire of Spanish proverbs encapsulates with the usual wit, as in: "Drinking within reason prolongs life's season." Drunk in moderation, wine is an inexhaustible source of satisfaction and health. Nobel Peace winner Alexander Fleming, a committed fino enthusiast, jokingly compared it to his providential discovery, penicillin. Today, the art of living healthily and the art of drinking good sherry go hand in hand.

This is so because, owing to its nature and composition, sherry in all its manifestations is a natural drink in which making only nature is involved, albeit under the supervision of an expert biogeographer. Unlike other types of wine, it contains only the slightest traces of sulphurous anhydride, one of the preservatives most used in alcoholic drinks. In the process of their idiosyncratic "biological" ageing,
under a film of yeast and bacteats (velo de flote), fino, manzanilla and amontillado acquire unique healthful properties. For instance, the chemical composition and balance of elements in fino, particularly as regards vitamins and amino acids, are similar to those of the human body. And its moderate alcoholic content—around 15 percent—accentuates the beneficial properties associated with ethanol. Remember, because of its antiseptic properties wine was the first water purifier, and much valued both as a safeguard of health and as a restorative in the wake of many illnesses.

But sherry’s primary claim to fame is that, drunk in moderate quantities, it is conducive to wellbeing; it is invigorating, calming, relaxes one after a day’s work; it oils the wheels of conversation and humour; it helps combat stress. And that’s not all: current research into ethyl alcohol is discovering that it may act on blood plauders, inhibiting the formation of blood clots and, consequently, keeping cardiovascular diseases, angina pectoris and heart attacks at bay. Scientists are so interested in the beneficial effects of wine that attempts are now being made to develop anti-carcinogenic and antiviral medicines based on grape extracts. As Hippocrates stated, “Wine is an admirably suitable thing for man, both to sickness and in heath, if it is consumed at the proper time and in a moderate amount, according to each person’s constitution.”

If we were more aware of the symbolism embodied in the act of drinking a glass of sherry—or chill it as appropriate—we would take more care about how we serve it, the ritual attached to such a noble drink, so as to reveal more of its wealth of cultural associations; and we would make sure that the act of having a drink has an element of fun attached, without which there can be no real pleasure, essential to the art of living.

The ancients understood this perfectly: Moreau—who called men “wine-drinkers”—describes in *The Odyssey* how, to fete Telemachus, “a crater of sweet wine that had been in deposit for eleven years was mixed.” During that period, wines were very pure and highly alcoholic, and had to be watered down for drinking. This was a process, and a ritual, that called for experienced handling and hearty skilful the person entrusted...
with mixing the wine with water in correct proportions was known by the Romans as magister bibendi and was the key figure at any banquet worthy of the name. The art of living came into play in cleverly getting the balance between wine and water just right. Significantly, Zeus's borrowed and most trusted servant was Ganymede, the beautiful Trojan boy who became cup bearer to the gods.

Not far from nothing did the poet proclaim that wine "makes great the celebration, awakens tenderness, favors amorous airs, triggers passions and secures easy sleep."

Taking the comparison only so far, at a time when watering the wine is something we associate only with niggardly or incompetent landlords, the modern-day equivalent of the role of the skilled magister bibendi is played by the sommelier in a restaurant and the host who invites people to his home. It is now no longer a question of toning down what must have been the rather coarse alcoholic kick of a wine as in the heroic days of old, but rather of serving it at the right temperature, in the right glass, at the right time. This is particularly true for wines of outstanding elegance: delicate bouquet, smooth palate and just the right amount of alcohol, such as Jere's generous wines. Temperature, for instance, plays a vital role if we are to enjoy their full splendor. Since they are very dry wines with plenty of alcohol, they need to be served at a temperature of 7-10 degrees Centigrade (44-50 degrees Fahrenheit). If the temperature is any higher, the alcohol and certain secondary aromas are accentuated; any lower, and we
start to lose fine aromas, first those derived from biological aging, and then those from the soleras and criaderas – those characteristic fruity and nutty notes of fruits and dried fruits. To drink them at the wrong temperature is to deprive everyone of the great personality that is precisely what makes them unique.

A dry sherry wine served at the right temperature, on the other hand, is incomparable; all its sensorial facets are in perfect harmony and balance, so that one enjoys drinking it calmly and with a certain element of ritual appropriate to one of the few Spanish wines of Olympian status today.

The glass in which it is served is as important as the temperature. Happily, there is a generally recognised standard glass for serving sherry, and it is rare to see it served in anything other than the popular catavino. That said, however, it is not enough for the glass to be that unmistakable shape, tapering in gently towards the top: it must also be made of good quality glass that is not too thick and is absolutely transparent and colourless. And it is also important that the wine be properly served. Sherry wines have a deep, complex and subtle aromatic range, generated over years of silent ageing, and this bouquet merits being appreciated in all its splendour: it is important not to fill the glass beyond a third of its capacity, leaving the rest free so that the aromas can accumulate there. This is the only way to appreciate the full olfactory and gustatory magic of this marvellous wine which has earned itself membership of the exclusive club of great wines of the world.
The first thing to bear in mind is the simple fact that sherry is a wine. As such, it is a natural product that develops over time and should be drunk within a reasonable time of being bottled. That said, how long that time is varies depending on the type of sherry. In general, "dark" wines, i.e., those that have undergone mostly oxidative processes during their maturation in the bodega, will keep their organoleptic characteristics and remain in perfect condition for drinking longer. Finos and manzanillas, on the other hand, need to be considerably " fresher", since some of the subtler, more delicate aspects of their extraordinary organoleptic nuances gradually disappear over time.

Today, advances in bottling techniques have extended the "life span" over which sherries' original characteristics remain intact. Even so, a bottle of fino or manzanilla should be drunk no later than 18 months after bottling, and even then provided it has been stored in suitable conditions. The other types of grossos wines, such as amontillados and olorosos, retain their original characteristics for longer. This is especially true of wines which have undergone prolonged ageing; they can be stored for several years.

However, for this type of wine, which is sometimes bottled without any kind of special treatment, and for sweet sherries, being stored in the bottle for a long time can sometimes cause a certain "dustiness" or clouding, which in no way affects the aroma or flavour of the wine.

In any case, to store them properly, unopened bottles of sherry need a dark, quiet place with no temperature fluctuations or vibrations. Unlike other wines, sherry bottles should be stored upright; this reduces the area of wine surface exposed to oxidation.

Wine obviously loses its original characteristics, or "freshness", more quickly once the bottle has been opened and the wine has come into contact with the oxygen in the air. It is therefore important, particularly in the case of a fino or a manzanilla, to drink it within a few days of opening the bottle -- a week at most, provided it has been kept tightly closed in the refrigerator. Once again, the "dark" types can be kept for longer in an opened bottle, since these wines have undergone considerable oxidation during the ageing process.
As well as the outstanding role that sherry can play as a cooking ingredient (as featured in the following chapter), there has been a boom in the last few years in ‘matching’ sherries with dishes from various cuisines from all over the world. Although fino and manzanilla are aperitif wines par excellence, their possibilities extend well beyond this limited role. The following suggestions are just that: there are no restrictions on imaginative combinations of sherry and food.

Fino and manzanilla, always served well-chilled, are the quintessential aperitif wines; their delicate, dry, pungent flavour cleans the palate and stimulates the senses before a meal. But they are also particularly good with tapas, seafood, white fish and soft cheeses and they even go well with such notoriously difficult things as artichokes and asparagus.

Amontillado is an ideal wine with soups and consommés, white meat, oily fish and semi-cured cheeses. Medium, served slightly chilled, is the perfect accompaniment for paté and quiche. Naturally, it is also an excellent aperitif wine for people who do not like their wine too dry.

Oloroso is the right wine for game and red meat, as well as for very mature cheeses. Pale cream, served slightly cold, is excellent with white griss and fresh fruit. Cream is the best sherry type for pastries and ice-creams, as well as for certain fresh fruit desserts, such as melon.

Pedro Ximénez, because of its rounded, vigorous, balanced character, is the only wine that can be served successfully with chocolate-based desserts. And ice-creams acquire a whole new dimension with a glass of Pedro Ximénez on the side. It is also excellent with blue cheese.

Enjoying sherry at the table means placing it on a par with other wines that one would never think of drinking without food. That being the case, do not hesitate to use the same glasses you would normally use for table wine. While the traditional carafon will never be unseated, all one needs to enjoy sherry at the table is a goblet of fine, completely colourless, glass or crystal, with a large tulip-shaped bowl in which the wine can “breathe” and show off all its qualities to best advantage, and a stem sufficiently long so that the glass can be held without touching the bowl.
or many cooks, no matter where they come from, discovering sherry and how it can be used in cooking comes as a revelation. It is one of those magic moments when a whole panorama of possibilities — aromas, textures, flavours... — suddenly opens up before one. Sherry, in its many varieties, contributes that extra zing, character and edge that can turn a perfectly respectable dish into a gastronomic achievement.

So it can be an important discovery for chefs — unless, of course, they are from the Jerez region, in which case they know all about it already. In our area of Lower Andalusia, every kitchen has a bottle (or more) of sherry alongside the salt, olive oil and sherry vinegar. All our restaurants use sherry as an ingredient in their cooking, and even after various different elements have been alchemically transformed into a dish, it makes its presence felt in the subtlest of aromas.

No-one has explored the potential of sherry in cooking as thoroughly as Lalo Grosso de Macpherson. The following pages feature recipes taken from her book Cocinando con Jerez (Cooking with Sherry) — just a few examples of what can be done gastronomically with this incomparably versatile wine.
PATRICIA'S GREEN SALAD

Ingredients
4 ripe avocados
1.5 kg broccoli
2 leeks
200 gr button mushrooms
290 gr crutons cured ham
1 cup olive oil
1 glass fino sherry
3 cloves garlic
Salt and freshly ground black pepper

Method
Cook the broccoli in boiling salted water, without a lid, until just tender (test it with a fork). Remove from the heat and drain.

Cook the button mushrooms and leeks until tender in the same way; drain and set aside.

Peel and slice the avocados and sprinkle with lemon juice to prevent discoloration, then set aside (this ingredient’s added last).

Cut the croutons into small dice.

Chop the garlic finely.

Heat the olive oil in a pan, add the diced ham and cook for a while. Coarsely chop the cooked vegetables into bite-sized pieces and add to the pan.

Add the chopped garlic, season with salt and pepper, then pour the fino sherry and allow to cook gently for a few minutes.

Serve just warm in an earthenware dish, holding in the avocados just before serving.

RICE SALAD WITH SHERRY

Ingredients
2 cups long grain rice
2 large onions
2 large golden delicious apples
1 small jar stonewall green olives
1 small jar black olives
100 gr shelled raw almonds
100 gr fresh mushrooms
80 gr seedless raisins
1 glass fino sherry
1 cup olive oil
Salt and freshly ground black pepper

Method
Boil the rice until al dente, drain in a sieve and rinse, under the cold tap, then set aside.

Peel the onions and chop finely.

Peel the apples and dice finely.

Peel the mushrooms and dice finely.

Wash the raisins thoroughly under the tap and leave to drain.

Heat the oil gently in a large pan and add the onions, cooking them slowly over a low heat and stirring frequently so that they soften without browning. This should take about 5 minutes.

Add the diced apples and cook for 3 minutes longer.

Now add the olives and almonds (keeping back a few of both for garnish), mushrooms, raisins and fino sherry, and season lightly with salt and pepper. Allow the mixture to cook over a low heat for 10 to 15 minutes, stirring occasionally. Remove from the heat and set aside.

Place the cooked rice in a large bowl and gradually add the sauce to it, folding it in thoroughly with a wooden spoon. Transfer to a serving dish and decorate the top with black olives and almonds.

JAN CARLOS' GLORIOUS CREAM SOUP

Ingredients
1 1/2 kg rich consommé
2 x 90gr tins truffles
80 gr plain flour
1 large glass ololoso sherry
300 gr single cream
80 gr Gruyère cheese, grated
100 gr butter
Salt and white pepper

Method
Make a rich consommé.

Melt the butter in a pan and add the flour, stirring constantly with a wooden spoon or whisk.

Season with salt and pepper, then, still stirring constantly, begin adding the hot consommé little by little, the juice from the truffles and the grated cheese. Allow to cook over a low heat for 30 minutes.

Add the ololoso sherry and the cream and cook for 10 minutes more.

Check the seasoning and adjust the salt, wine and pepper if necessary, then pass the soup through a sieve before serving.

This cream soup should be slightly thick but very smooth and light, and taste distinctly of ololoso.

Serve in a soup cup garnished with truffles and a little very finely chopped parsley (from the consommé).

Dedicated to
H M King Juan Carlos of Spain,
with the greatest respect,
adoration and affection.
Lahin.
EL CONDE STYLE CREAM OF CLAM SOUP

Ingredients

- 1.5 kg clams (or 500g striped venus)
- 2 carrots
- 2 leeks
- 1 onion
- 2 floury potatoes
- 2 egg yolks
- 2 large glasses fino sherry
- 1.5 l water
- 100 gr butter
- 300 gr single cream
- Salt and freshly ground black pepper

Method

Wash the clams well in several changes of water and boil in a pan containing half a litre of water and the sherry.

When cooked, drain the liquid off the clams, strain it through a muslin cloth to remove any sand, and reserve. Set the clams aside.

Dice the vegetables, into a mirepoix, rime under the tap and drain well.

Melt 70 gr of butter in a deep pan and cook the vegetables in it for about 5 minutes or until golden, stirring constantly. Season with salt and pepper.

Add the strained clam liquor and the rest of the clipped water.

Cover, and leave to cook for 20 minutes over a low heat.

Meanwhile, remove the clams from their shells.

Whiz the soup in the blender, then sieve it to obtain an even consistency like thin cream.

Check the seasoning, and adjust the sherry, salt and pepper if necessary.

Mix the two egg yolks into the single cream and stir into the soup, allowing it to cook for a few minutes by keeping it below the boil.

Share out the clams among the soup cups.

Serve with soup, and serve either hot or cold, to suit the occasion.
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CALMIGUE'S

Ingredients
1 kg tuna
0.5 kg cured ham, cut into strips
0.5 kg salt pork, cut into strips
2 eggs
2 tablespoons fresh bread crumbs
1 glass fino sherry
100 gr store-cured olives
0.5 l mayonnaise
Salt and pepper
Home-made vegetable stock
1 glass white wine

Method
If using fresh tuna, poach it for 10 minutes in water seasoned with salt and pepper, then drain well. (You can use the same quantity of canned tuna, again desiring well.)

Pour the fish through the mincer and place it in a shallow bowl.

Pour in the sherry and beer in the eggs; add salt and pepper and half the olives, and work everything together thoroughly to give a compact mixture.

Spread out a cloth, place about a third of the mixture in the middle of it and spread it out into a rectangle.

Cross-cuts strips of ham and salt pork on top and dot some olives over it, then spread another layer of the mixture on top and repeat the operation twice or three times until all the ingredients are used up.

Roll up the cloth and secure the ends.

Add a glass of wine to the vegetable stock, bring to the boil, then gently pour the milk in it for 1 hour. Allow to cool, then drain well.

Compares the milk by placing a 3 kg weight on top of it for 6 to 8 hours in the fridge. Serve in slices, garnished with strips of red pepper, lettuce and sliced tomato.

CREAMED MUSSELS

Ingredients
1 kg mussels
3 shallots
2 cloves garlic
1 teaspoon plain flour
2 teaspoons butter
1 glass amontillado sherry
1 small cup single cream
Salt and pepper

Method
Scrape and wash the mussels. Peel the shallots and place in a saucepan with the well-sieved mussels, salt and pepper and a cup of water.

Place on the heat, and when the liquid is about to boil, add the amontillado. Cook for 5 minutes, shaking the pan vigorously.

When the mussels open, remove them from the pan and set aside (any unopened ones should be discarded, since this is a sign that they are bad and should not be eaten).

Make sauce mousseline by working the flour into the butter and add this bit by bit to the pan. Stir and allow to cook for a few minutes, then add the cream and check the seasoning.

Having removed their upper shells, place the mussels in a serving dish, sieve the sauce and pour it over them.

Serve hot.
**SEA BREAM WITH AMONTILLADO**

**Ingredients**
1 sea bream weighing around 1.5 kg
1 kg onions
50 gr plain flour
1 bottle amontillado sherry
1 cup single cream
100 gr butter
Stock
Salt and pepper

**Method**
Clean, gut and rinse the fish, leaving the head on, and dry it thoroughly.
Peel the onions and cut into strips.
Place the sliced onions in an ovenproof tin or dish and put the fish on top, seasoning it with salt and pepper, inside and out.
Dot half the butter over the top, and pour over a generous amount of amontillado.
Add a cup of water, then cook in a pre-heated hot oven for at least 20 to 25 minutes.
Remove the fish, place on a serving dish and allow to cool slightly, then remove the skin before it gets cold.
Pass the onions and cooking juices through a fine sieve, pressing well.
Use the remaining butter and the flour to make a roux, then gradually stir in the hot, strained fish liquor.
Cook gently over a low heat for about 20 minutes, then add the cream and check the seasoning, adjusting salt, wine and pepper if necessary.
The sauce should be thin in consistency, with rich fish and wine flavours.
Optionally, you can add a small teaspoon of mustard at this point, taking care not to mix it in well.
Pour some of the sauce over the fish and the rest into a jug for serving at the table.
This dish may be served hot or cold. Endive salad and steamed new potatoes go well with it.
OXTAIL AND MUSIAN.style

Ingredients
- 2 oxtails
- 100 g cured ham
- 0.5 kg onions
- 3 carrots
- 4 cloves garlic
- Flour
- 2 glasses fino sherry
- 1 cup olive oil
- Salt and pepper
-

Method
Cut up the oxtails (or get your butcher to do it) and wash them thoroughly. Cut the onions and carrots and cut into strips and rounds respectively. Place the oxtails in a deep pan, cover with cold water, and add half the carrots, onions, and herbs. Bring to the boil, then skim the surface, cover the pan and allow to cook over a low heat for 4 to 5 hours until the meat is tender. In a frying pan, gently fry the finely chopped garlic, the skinned ham, the remaining onions and a bay leaf. Sprinkle 2 to 3 tablespoons of flour over the contents of the frying pan and mix in. When it turns to a golden brown, add a large cupful of the oxtail cooking liquor. Place the oxtails in a deep pan and cover them with this mixture. Check for seasoning, adding more salt, wine, and herbs if necessary, and allow to cook gently in this sauce over a low heat for an hour. Optionally, you can add more wine to the recipe, or make it with oloroso sherry. You can also add hot paprika (Spanish pimiento), though I personally would not advise it. Serve the oxtail in its sauce in a ceramicware dish, with fried or sautéed potatoes on the side.

ROAST BEEF WITH SHERRY

Ingredients
- 3 lb fore-rib of beef
- 5 cloves garlic, peeled
- 1 glass brandy de Jerez
- 1 glass oloroso sherry
- Olive oil
- Salt and pepper

Method
Clean, trim, and cross the meat. Rub it thoroughly with garlic, season with salt and pepper, and add the garlic cloves. Heat a cupful of oil in a large frying pan or roasting tin on top of the stove, then brown the meat well on all sides until it has formed a crust to keep in its juices, colour and other qualities. Pour the brandy de Jerez over the meat, then sprinkle with the sherry and place the pan in a pre-heated oven. Roast for 15 minutes per kg, turning the meat over halfway through. Baste frequently during cooking, being careful not to let the meat dry out, burn, or overcook. Beef cooked in this way should still be bright pink inside, but if you prefer it rarer or well done, adjust the timing accordingly. Allow the joint to stand after removing from the oven. Serve it warm, carving into slices at the last minute so that it remains juicy. Fresh vegetables tossed in a little butter are a good accompaniment.

MATT'S MARINATED CORNISH GAME HEN

Ingredients (serves 4)
- 6 cornish game hens or poussins
- 6 cloves garlic
- 8 carrots
- 5 onions
- 1 large glass fino sherry
- 1 large glass sherry vinegar
- 1 large cup olive oil
- Bay leaf
- Salt

Method
Wash, prepare, and truss the birds, then brown them all over in hot oil in a large pan or on top of the stove. Peel the vegetables; slice the onions and cut the carrots into rounds. Peel and chop the garlic. Cook them all for a few minutes in a little oil in a frying pan, taking care not to let them brown, then add them to the birds, along with the wine, vinegar, and oil. Season with salt, pepper, and bay leaf. Cover the pan and cook over a gentle heat until the meat is tender. My advice is to use small birds or to cut up larger ones (in which case use slightly more wine, vinegar and oil). This is a dish that is better eaten the following day.
Ingredients:
- 2 partridge
- 1 tin truffles (95 gr)
- 1 bottle oloroso sherry
- 200 gr butter
- Mint, parsley, chervil and thyme
- Salt

Method:
- Poach the truffles in a pan with a glass of oloroso. Prepare the partridge, stuffing them with the truffles and butter, and seasoning inside and out. Sew them up so that they keep their shape.
- Place them in a container that can be sealed hermetically, then pour the rest of the oloroso over them and sprinkle the chopped herbs so that the birds are thoroughly covered. Put on the lid and allow to marinate in the fridge for 5 days.
- Remove the birds from the marinade, drain them and pat dry with a cloth.
- Brown them in butter in a frying pan over a high heat.
- When nicely brown, season with salt, place in a casserole and add the marinade, including herbs, and cook gently on top of the stove until the birds are tender.
SHERRY:
THE UNIVERSAL WINE

JUAN LUIS BRETON ABRISQUETA
The final chapter of The Big Book of Sherry Wines considers some aspects of the universal nature of the wines of Jerez—the most international of all Spanish wines and those with a longer-established presence in more foreign markets than any other. It looks, too, at how they are perceived by consumers and what the future holds for them in that regard, and at the complex problem of the illicit use of the term “sherry.”

As the preceding chapters of this book reveal, the whole sherry story from vine to bottle is a fascinating one, quite apart from its fine intrinsic qualities. It is interesting to note here, therefore, how strong an impact it has on consumers worldwide when it is presented to them in this way, highlighting not only the superb quality for which it is famous, but also how many different types there are—a feature genuinely exclusive to the wines of DO Jerez and Manzanilla-Sanlúcar de Barrameda—compared with the other world famous wines.

As we all know, quality is one of the essential and satisfying characteristics of the “natural foodstuff” we know as wine. This is particularly true of wines with indications identifying their geographical origin, whether they be Vinos de Calidad Productores en Regiones Determinadas (VCPRD)—Quality Wines Produced in Specific Regions within the European Union—or wines designated by the name of a region, valley, etc., in other producing countries such as Australia, Chile, the United States and South Africa. This noble quality is one of the main reasons why wine has enjoyed such prominence in the history and culture of different civilizations since earliest Antiquity, and why it continues to do so today. In terms of quality, one of the amazing properties of sherry wines is the unequalled complexity of the vast repertoire of organoleptic sensations provided by sherry in its countless guises: fino, manzanilla, amontillado, crema, medium, oloroso, pale cream, Palo Cortado, Pedro Ximénez, etc.

Incomparable quality and enjoyment have been a constant feature of the wines of Jerez from Roman times to this day, even in the most exquisite reaches of the wine world—a universe that is both limited and comprehensive. Limited in the sense that the high quality wines available on the market tend not to be mass-produced: this is reflected in their price, which in turn has resulted in wine being consumed selectively down the ages. But comprehensive, too, in that all wine-drinking countries—and there are many—have a well-defined nucleus of specialised professionals and wine lovers (“connoisseurs” in international jargon) who promote and demand these sophisticated, quality wines. In the first years of the twenty-first century, for example, nearly 70% of the volume of the world’s wine imports was shared among Germany, Belgium, Denmark, France, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Sweden, Canada, the United States, Japan and Switzerland. All these countries, and many others, are sherry importers, and it is an interesting fact that, in each case, most of them restrict their consumption to just a few specific types: medium and fino in Germany, fino and medium in Belgium; cream, medium, fino and....
amontillado in Denmark; medium and fino in The Netherlands; cream, pale cream, amontillado and fino in Great Britain; cream, amontillado, fino and medium in the United States, and so on.

Along with the wines of Burgundy, Champagne and Oporto, Jerez wines have been present for centuries in nearly all countries where a certain amount of wine is drunk. They are internationally known as "sherry"; this is an English transliteration of the Arabic شرية, or شيره, and not, as some claim, a version of the word Jerez, which did not appear as such until the latter part of the nineteenth century and was therefore preceded by the English term by several hundred years. It is unquestionably the most quintessential of all Spanish products, and the one with the highest profile in export markets. Up until the 1980s, it was the standard-bearer for all Spanish exports, and remained the top exported wine in terms of volume until 1997. The ubiquity of sherry (and of the famous European wines mentioned earlier) was consolidated in the second half of the nineteenth century by advances in international trade and also, in part, by diligence and clever management on the part of British merchants. The downside of this was that it led to the appearance of imitation, not emulation, products: imitations that could be produced and sold more cheaply than the original. The unfair competition this represented was made even worse by the illegal appropriation of the identity – the very name – of the genuine product.

It was in the latter half of the nineteenth century that imitations of the wines not only of Jerez, but also of Burgundy, Champagne and Oporto, started to appear in countries such as Australia, Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom and South Africa. Furthermore, imitations of sherry were produced in Cyprus and
Ireland, and of "jerez" as such in Mexico, Russia and other countries. These spirits, beverages, almost always dark-coloured and sweet-tasting, were designated with the appropriate de-locating qualifier – Australian sherry, British sherry, Californian sherry, Canadian sherry, Cyprus sherry, Irish sherry and South African sherry – and sold, for the most part, almost exclusively in their country of manufacture.

The case of "British sherry" in the United Kingdom is especially sad, Britain having been the first country to consume "sherry" back in Shakespearean times and largely responsible for spreading the habit to other parts of the world. Despite this fact, and despite unanimous and enduring respect for the quality of genuine sherry on the part of British traders and consumers, it was not until January 1996 – ten years after Spain joined the EC – that "British sherry", "Irish sherry" and "Cyprus sherry" imitations were legally banned in Ireland and the United Kingdom by virtue of the terms established in the bilateral agreement between the United Kingdom and the Kingdom of Spain on 19th October 1992. Consequently, the problem no longer exists in the United Kingdom, though it continues to be a critical issue in Australia, Canada, the United States and South Africa.

The fact is that, of all the imitation-associated problems that sherry has faced in the course of its history, the "British sherry" issue has unquestionably been the most significant one for Jerez because of its adverse repercussions on several fronts. As early as 31st July, 1967, the matter was the subject of a ruling by Judge Grace of the Chancery Division of the High Court in London; this stated that although "sherry" is a name specific to wines from the region of Jerez, in Spain, and not a generic name, for historical reasons...

2. Council Regulation (EEC) No. 381/95 of 18th December 1995 as amended by L.141/5 of 1st January 1996, to the provisional regime established by Article 120 of the Treaty concerning the accession of the Kingdom of Spain and Portugal to the European Communities, authorizing the use of the geographical denominations "British sherry", "Irish sherry" and "Cyprus sherry" in the territory of the United Kingdom and Ireland until 31st December 1995.

3. Decision by Justice Grace (1967) in the case brought by Vine Prodcon Ltd. and others v. Macintosh & Co and others (see also 2005, 677) who had requested British consumers to stop the illegal use of the name "sherry" in the presentation and promotion of their drinks.
"sherry" was exacerbated by important negative fiscal discrimination, of a technical nature, which was only adjusted to relative normality on 31st December 1995. In other markets such as Australia, South Africa, the United States and Canada, the fact that a product called "British sherry"

had existed peacefully in the United Kingdom from the mid-nineteenth century on must have been influential in their developing the concept of their own imitations of internationally famous European wines, especially sherry and their philosophy nowadays on the significance of geographical indications as brands, contrary to that of Europe based on the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property of 1883. The whole question of imitations as a global problem that it is up to the European Union to solve on behalf of the wine-producing Member States affected by it through bilateral agreements, primarily with Australia, Canada, the United States and South Africa - taking account of provisions made by the Geneva-based World Trade Organisation (WTO) with regard to Intellectual Property in the field of Geographic Indications. It is also one of the issues of relevance vis-à-vis potential new markets.

Experts have always been the driving force behind the biolog sector of the sherry region, which has adapted itself to the demands of external markets down the ages: thousands of terracotta amphorae were shipped to Rome, filled with good wine from Jerez, a prime example of trade in an expensive and prestigious product, and which was even then part of the Roman diet, two doubts a foretaste of the famous Mediterranean diet; from the early Middle Ages on, thousands and thousands of kilometres of select sherry were dispatched in ask casks to England, the countries of northern Europe and the American territories, and later, to Canada and the United States: the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, English merchants were supplied with Jerez wines for re-export to other parts of the world, thereby opening up new markets for sherry; and in the last forty years of the twentieth century, exporting bodegas started to supply the bottled product directly to buyers/distributors/retailers in the main export markets, with little additional intervention between the bottle-issuing bodega and its product’s final destination: the consumer.

Adaptability to changing circumstances in world markets is an inherent concern of the sherry sector’s exporting firms, adept at cutting-edge techniques in many areas relevant to keeping their exports lively and competitive and their product prestigiously placed and presented. Information
technology has been in use by sherry houses from first generation computers on; other events in the business communication field that almost qualify as historic landmarks include the adoption of telefax, fax, for communicating with international clientele the moment these channels became available, and the internet was similarly embraced as soon as it became commercially relevant.

Another area of direct action over the last forty years has been the promotion of sherry abroad. The main objective has been to raise awareness of the product among professionals in the specialist media, food and
wine experts, buyers for big stores, and in some cases specific consumer segments. As well as investing heavily in advertising in different markets (in addition to the United Kingdom and the United States) to promote worldwide famous Sherry brands, primarily of fino and sweet flavors, the export sector, via professional institutions in the sherry region and the Consejo Regulador, has been helping to finance and coordinate major advertising campaigns to promote the product in Germany, Belgium, Denmark, France, The Netherlands, Ireland and
Italy since 1976, and more recently in China, the United States, Japan, Sweden and other markets.

Generic marketing campaigns, undertaken by the industry as a whole, are backed by the services of the Andalusian Regional Government, the EU Commission and, particularly, the Madrid-based Spanish Institute for Foreign Trade (ICEX); they also receive operational support from associations of importers in certain countries. Planned from three to five years in advance, these promotional campaigns aim to give equal prominence to the main types of sherry. They encompass initiatives that are sometimes informal and educational, aimed at opinion leaders, consumer motivations and professionals in the field, and sometimes involve advertising and point-of-sale promotions, aimed at consumers, depending on the state and potential of the target market at that particular time. They are all backed up by top-flight public relations support in the country in question and a programme of visits to the Jerez region. There, the visitor and practicalities of life in the sherry bodegas, the intrinsic appeal of the region, its gastronomy and so on, inevitably create an unforgettable positive impression on visitors — regardless of whether they are wine professionals or from the media — and this is reflected in glowing reports in the press, radio and television. All this benefits not only the sherry trade but also the way that the Jerez region, Andalusia and Spain as a whole are perceived.

Because these promotional activities take place in such diverse settings from one country to another, their intrinsic message or advertising slogan cannot always be the same. The initial "Real Sherry comes only from Spain" slogan used for the British and continental markets from the 1960s until 1986 became "Sherry time is any time" for use in Germany from 1985 on, and "Sherry, par excellence" for the Dutch market from 2000. One of the most pioneering and mould-breaking was "Sherry, the good taste of Spain," the slogan that did so well for the British market from 1981 to 1983 at a time when Spanish wine was often described as "pomik" and the whole notion of Spanish good taste universally acknowledged today, seemed unthinkable.

Of course, the ultimate target of all these efforts is the consumer. Every product needs a consumer, or it is not a product. In other words, every product on offer has to satisfy the wishes, the demand of the consumer, and this has to be identified in areas where there is a certain level of buying power, because it is there where product consumption can be developed. Identifying potential consumers and giving them what they ask for is something that the Jerez region has been doing since time immemorial. The classic profile of the typical sherry consumer, in Spain and abroad, is that of a socially established person with a wide range of interest and aperitifs in the early evening or at the table. The social status and age group that this suggests make it generally advisable to focus promotional activity so that the message directly or indirectly reaches a male or female consumer in the 25-65 age range who likes modern cuisine in which wine is a basic element. These traits coincide largely with those of the typical consumer of the other famous wines, who tends to include sherry in his range of tastes and makes up a specific segment of the demand for select products in countries all over the world where sherry has a presence.

All in all, great strides have been made in conquer ing export markets. There is no denying that a great deal has been achieved, but there is still a long way to go. It is important that the sherry sector should be able to tackle this challenge unscathed by unforeseen obstacles to future world markets. These include, first, the other European Union Member States, sherry's principal destination, which must be managed; next, the many third countries where a food and wine culture is already in place at some level, and where there are sherry enthusiasts and occasional drinkers whose consumption must be increased; finally, the rest of the world, where China, India and Japan are important targets because of their enormous consumer potential, and where some exporting firms are already making progress in the essential job of implanting "sherry wines" as a concept in the mind of the consumer.

The sherry trade abroad has a double remit for the future. On the one hand, it must maintain its position in key markets such as Germany, The Netherlands and the United Kingdom, and improve its ranking in the interesting European Union Member States and other countries that have already adopted, as it were, European

---

3. EU Council recommendation on Common strategy in order to adapt to the new globally competitive environment, March 2006, page 6. 4. The EU's General Environmental Review (1998) refers to the Commission's plans to establish a common strategy for the wine sector, which is due to be adopted in the near future; it includes measures that are disproportionately competitive for the wine industry within the European Union, with equally important expressions in other countries.
food and wine culture, and except for some Spanish-speaking countries, know the product as "sherry". Great advances have already been made there, and it would seem advisable to have the traditional evolved perceptions in place; sherry and its famous brands, as well as "house" brands. On the other hand, it needs to focus future export marketing activity on countries newly emergent on the international wine scene, with non-European gastronomic cultures of their own, and where grape wine is seen as an exotic product that an elite few are just starting to drink; these qualify as "new" markets for sherry and many other products. In theory, at least, this future approach to sherry exports could be said also to have a double remit, always acknowledging sherry leading brands personal function as locomotives of the sector as a whole: on the one hand, to work on the basis of traditional perceptions, extending to these new markets the sales and promotional clout that adhere to the product sherry, to many different types and many brands; and on the other, to consider in depth the possibility of presenting innovative ways of enjoying sherry-drinking to these new markets, in terms of denomination, category, range of different types, when to drink it, and so on.

All in all, the aim is to make sherry more and more universal each day.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
"If all the world were mine, the first human principle I would teach them should be, to ferment thin passions and to addict themselves to wine."

PABLO NERUDA
"Sherry cake, cathedral to wine
Gaucho's heart among bears with a pole free."

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
"Here's to the President of the United States!
Give me more to drink for the health of Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States!"

WASHINGTON IRVING
"God grant that I may live long enough to drink all this wine and be as happy as it always makes me."

VICTOR HUGO
"Long live the wines of Jerez!
Jerez is a city that should be in Paradise."

SOMERSET MAUGHAM
"Sherry, a civilized drink."

MAMUEL M. GONZÁLEZ GORDON
"A meal rates without a glass of sherry
before it is like a day showing without the sun."

JOSÉ MARÍA PEMÁN
"Drinking is all about measure:
gladdening the heart,
without being worse,
giving more to life."

GREGORIO MARAÑÓN
"Sherry wine: a masterpiece of creation."
ALEXANDER FLEMING
"If penicillin can cure those that are ill,
sherry can bring the dead back to life."

ALEJANDRO DUMAS
"Sherry, symbol of Spain’s spirit
and joie de vivre."

BENITO PÉREZ GALDÓS
"If God had not made sherry, how
imperfect his work would have been!"

PEDRO ANTONIO DE ALARCÓN
"If the problem of the world trouble you,
take it, oh pilgrim; and you will swear
that heaven is on earth."

FAMOUS SHERRY QUOTATIONS

Over the centuries, leading figures from the worlds of literature, the arts and sciences have fallen under the spell of sherry. From William Shakespeare in the sixteenth century to Pablo Neruda in the twentieth - people who have shaped world history - they express their appreciation of its qualities in the most glowing terms.
GLOSSARY

Most of the terms in the alphabetical list that follows belong to the lexicon of this book, entitled *The Anatomy of Sherry* by Henriques López-Ruizana, and have been assembled by its author. Certain other words in common use in the traditional world of wine and viniculture are also included.

The abbreviations used in the glossary are as follows: Accl. : Account of the vineyards, grape, wine, etc.; Accl. (And.).: In a row of bars, the space between two contiguous bars in the same line; Ark.: Apple; Art.: Art. (Ar.).: In a row of bars, the space between two rows in the same line.

Ascomida: Currant. To rope (plural).: Accl. (And.).: To go in a continuous place or on foot in pairs.

Ascorbic Acid: Goop guns that the operation of "ropeing the scales" can be done.- Ark.: To lead the three (or so) to present three to the wind.- Accl. (And.).: To divide land up into quarters.

Acre (亩): To open bars of most daring fermentation, when they are moved, to aged carbon dioxide.

Albariza: White soil with high chalk content (up to 80%), whose characteristics make it the best type for growing grapes for use in sherry-making.- Accl. (And.).: After (interlingual).-

Almacén. According to the Regulations, a first approach, as in Aging and Barring Sherry with the Consejo Regulador of the DO, a winery that keeps inventories of wine undergoing the aging process, but whose state (condition of wine) are used exclusively for supplementing stocks of aging wine in other lofts and are obtained directly by the system of aging.- Accl. (And.).: The vineyard that keeps wine available.

Almijar. Open ground or expanse, surrounding a castle. Place where equestrian games are spread for running horses.- Ark. (And.). Place where grape and other trees are raised before being processed.

Almijara: Almijara, Person in charge of helping the caretaker unload the grapes, spreading them on equestrian areas and supervising the training process.

Almoñín (almón): Person officially appointed to verify the weights and measures used in grape and wine transactions and it is the only in the post-house.- Accl. (almóñín): Persons officially responsible for checking weights and measures.- Accl. (And.).: Official in other times who checked weights and measures and owned properties.

Amadorif: To place a bar alongside another in parallel to its long axis.- Ark.: To join or pair things up with each other; one of them.- Accl. (And.).: To place two bars together with a stop called mahón.

Amalífera. To smooth the inside surface of the casks since a tank has been raised.

Amontillado. Type of sherry wine in the guise of a category which, having undergone a phase of biological aging followed by an oxidative phase, develops complex characteristics similar to malaga wines, slightly pungent bacterized aromas and typically filled hermetic.

Amoroso. Name used, particularly in the United Kingdom, for a slightly sweet sherry.- Accl. (And.).: Easy to work in cultivation.

Amontillado. To rip a beat containing developing wines by slightly raising the head, increasing the opening through which wine is allowed so that the deposits reappear again; the opposite, head, showing that wine is to be examined more closely.


Andora. Arrangement of a row of bars placed contiguously one above the other, with their long axis horizontal, with superimposed rows whose bars are at an angle (between the bars in the layer below).- Ark.: Carrying equestrian area in parallel lines.- Ark. (And.).: To level, hit and organize a beat overall to make it as visible as possible.- Ark. (And.).: Arrangement of various things placed in line.

Andalucia. Andalusia, Wine derived country from grapes from one single vineyard.- Accl. (And.).: One year later.

Aparador (aparador): Zimmering, in minute. The operation of shaping dried streets to the correct thickness, making them ready for the end towards the middle.- Accl. (And.).: Adjusting an object so that it matches another.

Aprender (aprender): Apprentice in a team of winery workers.- Accl. (And.).: Person becoming a craft we make.

Aprender (aprender): Apprentice in a team of winery workers.- Accl. (And.).: Person becoming a craft we make.

Aprender (aprender): Apprentice in a team of winery workers.- Accl. (And.).: Person becoming a craft we make.

Aprender (aprender): Apprentice in a team of winery workers.- Accl. (And.).: Person becoming a craft we make.

Aprender (aprender): Apprentice in a team of winery workers.- Accl. (And.).: Person becoming a craft we make.
Arménio. Measures of wine volume, in five equivalent to 56.60 litres. Max. 31 or 32 pounds weight.

Armôa. Syrup produced by boiling brown sugar until it has reduced to a fifth of its original volume.

Armônica. Process of grading and classifying wines by thickness.

Armôndero. Budger people who carry out the operations of storing and sorting barrels, as well as drawing off wine and other procedures involved in vinification. Mat. Reinado. To move casks and barrels. Ac. Worker. To the winery who positions the barrels and draws off, tops up and cleans wines.

Armôzado. Topping. The sequence of operations preparatory to putting the heads of a cask into position.

Ampilão. To measure the volume of wine in a barrel by means of a dipper. Ac. Ad. To maintain, using a dipper, the quantity of wine contained in barrels.

Bars. Type of flat lea to which vines are planted, with a lower drink content than all other, containing more organic material, darker coloured and more fertile.

Baúfas. Driving-bath, where the cask is opened and shaped. Ac. A place for storing and heating.

Beque (2). Ovari. To use the still and of a cooper's hammer to drive hongs, the hongs stir shape the baue. Ac. Ad. To stirle.

Belbes. The transfer of wine from the cove to the bar of the Mar. To ship wine of a port. Ac. Ad. To pour. Ac. To pass from the mouth to the mouth.

Cementelo (cementello, cementello). Has raised on kigo made in a forest patch as in the vineyard. Built at ground level, it is known as a bela. Ac. A box made on stakes, from which the wine-worker keeps his eye on, and gathers the whole wine-yeast.

Boca (beke). Tilting of the cask. An operation that takes place in July consisting of setting the cask and then flattening it until semi-empty. In Sanlúcar it is done preferably at the end of the season. Ac. To carry out the second tilting in the vineyard.

Bica. Adjunct applied to a bar slightly out of line, with the workers supporting the bars alongside. Ac. Describe a person with a sprite.

Boca (8). Facc down. Position of a bar with the bung-hole against the ground.

Boca (airs). Two up. Position of a bar when the bung-hole is aimed to the floor.

Boca (airs, aside). Facing backwards. Position of a bar when the bung-hole is facing out from the landing-camp netted horizontal to the floor.


Boca (pole). Position of a bar when the bung-hole is facing towards the landing-camp surface, horizontal to the floor.

Boça. Cork larger than the bodega bar, of varying shapes and generally with a capacity of 40 litres. Ac. Ad. Large waxing bottle.

Bojó. Bidge or ute. Collector of the stave elements of the bar at its weakest points. Mat. Extent of the circuit of an island or headland.

Boca de Bojó. Bar. Witness connection in which dry wine is aged, of various capacities and known by different names according to each Ac. Panel for keeping wine and other liquids.

Bora (garhó). Large bar. The type generally used in the bodega for ageing wine, with a capacity of 36 ambaras or 660 litres.


Botas (bodegas). Bose-hets. The type used for operations inside the bodega. Generally the better goods, though the order is often applied to very old bars that have had three or four times their volume captured and whose capacity is not precisely known.

Botas (de cana). A bar positioned on the ground ready for moving, with its long axis perpendicular to the flow. Ac. Ad. Way of moving barrels in the hold, anywhere placed parallel to each other in a row.

Botas (de gamo). Bin of wine for consumption at any time by the bodegas workers.

Cabecas (cabeças). To blend (blending). The operation of blending many or wine, or of blending these with vinous alcohol. Mat. Morrison of a bar in a central gravity system on its imaginary axis, perpendicular to the keel, with men and men (playing and drinking alcohol) Ac. Ad. To make a single wine out of different types.

Calmo. Hard or a lei of 12 feet, usually filled with olive oil or dripping.

Calumbás. Lam in arm. Ac. Ad. Drums fitted, two to three months after having touched the man off kees.

Cachete. Shart toe, unscrewed of low bars.

Catar. Operator of putting wooden blocks in position to keep the bars in place. Ac. To fit a budge between the ground and a wheel of a vessel or machinery to immobilise it.

Capatán. Judge or vintner of harvest, in charge of other workers. Known by different names according to his district. Acad. The person who directs or supervises other workers.

Catalizador (capatur de vino). Enzyme responsible for the organoleptic quality of wine and wines.

Catana. Slice of bread moistened in grapejuice and then doused with olive oil.

Cavallina. Deep-filling grapes with an arbor to hurry growth and prevent the birds.

Caudalura. Slice. Wet skin of the vineyard.

Cigalón. (cigalón). Add to filling barrels to keep the poles dry and mixing. This involves positioning the host obliquely to the wineyard, the wineyard in the wind mixing one on one, about the grain, in order to break up the hosts and use the mixture to fill the wineyard and all at once.

Champaña. Chanfer. In order to give in the edges of calis barrels so that they fit together.


Chistera. Object to joint. Cooperage operation of planing the edges of the calis and piecing the next one for the barrels.

Chisme. Chise, transparent young wine (trans, in face sang) obtained by peeling off the face. Acad. Chisme, pare, uncoated.

Chiquerones. Most of the names here during the calis-off process.

Clasificación. Operation carried out when fermentation has finished, so two grades of wine coming to qualities? Acad. The act and effect of classifying.

Color (vino de). Wine of intense colour and holding capacity, used in blends.

Color (de Maltó). A quality wine de color obtained by fermenting a minimum of syrup and unfermented must.

Color (Pomarduk). A vine de color in which juice is mixed with already fermented must.

Comercio (comercio). Dynamic. An intact that an intact serves? Acad. Weakening. Acad. A white feast, for to do atavismus long that live by forming colonies in deep places in hot climates and makes in ears to mind. It makes its way into all kinds of materials mainly wood and the like, and eats away at them.

Continent. To place between two conspicuous lines so that they are an on sale via dean rather than directly.

Cordon. Edge of the calis used for the ends of calis.

Corredor. Doctor who specializes in buying and selling wines. Usually given to a worker of language who was in correspondence to the cities of foreign merchants in late dedications, and complications, and names them in buying and selling transactions. Acad. A person whose job it is to make in auctions, contracts and buying and selling of any type of good.

Catalizador

Cortides (de ecol). Running the wools.

Cordon. (de ecol). Running the wools. Operation of decanting wine from each sequence of bars containing similar wines of the wine age to another vine row. In. (Bordeaux). Acad. (Arda). Show or movement of a liquid.

Corte (de). Drying wine from bars, starting with the butt in the top row, proceeding on the one immediately below it, and we set down to the inferior ground (2nd) layer, i.e., across the horizontal lines that separate the different vials. Acad. Moving from one side of a particular line to the other, centering it.

Cortinilla. Piece of brown paper stuck by wine to the edge of the butt below the failure to conduct any wine that escapes through the joint between the candle and the flange into the inest.005
Costa. Vines are workers' day trade, often commended by the craggy slopes in this area.

Cana. (carrapicho de la.) A person elected from among those making up a ranch to take charge of organizing communal eating.

Canada. Person responsible for buying the provisions for the workers, and other goods, and transporting them to the vineyard.

Cara. One of the Liqueur Company Wines defined by the Declaratory of Origin's Regulations; rank among the others: differing degrees of intensity, and with marked names content over 115 gr. per liter.


Cragia. Cereal side, generally wider than the row, running transversally across the benches/H. Max. Section of the desk excluding from it an area between the sides, also used for the area within the rope and the stairwell/H. Acad. Long narrow in some holdings giving avenue to rows.

Dishegger. To dig or-stretch some matter considerable deep around a vine to get rid of superficial manure or excess/vigor/H. Acad. (bald.) To a dig a stanch some matter considerable deep instead a vine to get rid of superficial manure and gather shaves for grunting.

Dientes. To dismantle a Cosmos.

Disque. Cooperage operation of splitting and avoiding the inoculation/H. Acad. To break the edge of something.

Dissipatore. Cooperage operation of splitting the wine aside/H. Acad. To remove a hood of bar.

Desfogado. Removal of the thickest velum in must before it is fermented.

Dolin. Aerating. Operation of exposing must from here/H. Acad. Operation of exposing must from the last year to have been deposited at the bottom of the container during fermentation.

Delador. Rack cooper; headpiece cleaner. Skilled cooper who prepares the masts and headpieces for making a cask/H. Acad. A person who smooths or hones a planks or masts.

Durnada. Unravel. Term applied to a mixed bar when the headpiece is out of place, straight or left, with the vertical/H. Max. One night meeting sheltered from wind and sea conditions.

Dry. One of the Liqueur Company Wines defined by the Declaratory of Origin's Regulations; same to gather yellow in union, with a pungent nose and a tactical matter content below 55 gr. per liter.

Durls. Store. Each of the pieces of wood that make up the curved wall of a cask. The term is applied by carpenters to the pieces of wood from which the staves are obtained/H. Acad. Each of the planks that form the curved walls of casks, wine barrels, etc.

Durls (grapado). Sweet wine obtained by arresting fermentation by adding alcohol.

Durls (gazia). Sweet wine obtained by arresting fermentation by adding alcohol in must made from colored grapes.

Embajada. Further applied to a wine positioned so that the bong hoops are located in the center of the palo of cask and chucks are placed under the hoops.

Empresse. To smell into, red-ringing as a man standing in the top row of a row of bars, with a leg on either side of the space between two bars and bending on one at the foot below.

Encendedo. Fermentation or addition of wine alcohol, to young wine (up to this point still referred to as a "must" in the thirty cases) with the aim of modifying its alcoholic content/H. Max. To join two things by their heads.

Encastador (ajuste). Freeman in a lodge team of flags composed of himself, one other skilled met and an apprentice/H. Acad. A person associated with doing something.

Encavada (ajuste). Freeman in a lodge team of flags composed of himself, one other skilled met and an apprentice/H. Acad. A person associated with doing something.

Encaustico. Polish applied in a lodge to a lodge where yellow iris is not responsible to the pote de zamba or parallel on other bars in the row.

Enrrolla. To make ears or length/H. Acad. To make ears in a piece of wood so that it can be put together with another.

Encalada. Scree. Each sequence of bars, containing the wine of the same age, that forms part of a crag and above system/H. Acad. An organized sequence of things that differ from each other but are of the same sort.

Exacerbado (ruedado). Sway. Skilled cooper who splits, selects, and shapes the staves.

Esperclifico. Vindicator's worker charge to carry out delicate operations.

Espenillos. Little room used as the vinegar's fermentation office. Usually the equidistant need for storing the vinegar's formidable materials.

Durls
Muscadet. One of the varieties permitted by the Regulation of the Muscadet wines. Aromatic, light, and made from the muscadelle grape.

Muscadelle. The grape variety permitted by the Regulation of the Muscadet wines. Aromatic, light, and made from the muscadelle grape.

Muscat. The grape variety permitted by the Regulation of the Muscadet wines. Aromatic, light, and made from the muscadelle grape.

Muscatel. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of Alexandria. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the Rhone. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the Valley. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the West. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the East. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the North. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscatoon. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the Center. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the Midwest. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the Southwest. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the Southeast. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the Northwest. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the Northeast. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South Central. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South West. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South East. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South North. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the North Central. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the North West. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the North East. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South Central West. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South Central East. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South Central North. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South Central South. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South Central West. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South Central East. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South Central North. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South Central South. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South Central West. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South Central East. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South Central North. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South Central South. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.

Muscat of the South Central West. A variety of table grapes that is used to make sweet wines.
Bonarda. Cooperage operation of playing the wine into so that they are perfectly clean. // Accl. To give a final coat of finishing to. // Accl. To prepare the points of planks etc. etc. // Accl. To use suitable masts even off the foot of a yacht built after completion.

Solen

Bacso. Brushing. An essential operation of the vinous process: a portion of wine of the same type, but younger than that which they contain, is added in a small dry or wet. // Accl. A brief shower of rain.

Bauza (a). A large grain on the ground ready to be mixed by rolling.

Sacas. Quantities of wine extracted from the corked barrels for consumption.

Sanseco. Skilled man, skilful so unique, but in which the volume has been reduced by only a third of the original quantity of liquor.

Spero (salero, pike). Digging holes and/or sucking sap/between the roots of vines to forms /suckers on earth ands sowing/ on earth, // Accl. Sandal, walk, place put by stocks down and close in the trunk. // Accl. Digging rest.

Subterranea. Term applied to that has just been fertilized for various purposes, and which from then on is mixed with the wine.

Solos. Soaking. Ensnaring graces to the sun so that they become vinous. // Accl. (And.) Grabbing up the olive tree that have falled within from the sea or been blown off by the wind.

Solera. Fine, flower-like, scale in a cristata and seines system, from which wine ready for consumption is extracted. // Accl. Flat surface in the form of a plate or single sheet of metal usually in a box for shipment. // Accl. Piece of carbor plate on the workmanship on the others can see be stacked on top of, etc. etc. // Accl. Made of layers of wine.

Tangueina. Structure of fine crowns, wooden poles to serve as base for a boat. // Accl. Stick, stone, or similar object; used for holding or preventing something in positions temporarily.

Toñena (t. e. t). Spanish word. Type of dry used for clarifying wine.

Toñeta. Edge of the same, from rim is groove, this makes up the two heads of the bell. // Mac. A thin that is normal or neon for女朋友 tail edges. // Accl. Edge of the piece of wood that serve as base sticks or center.

Trombol. Wine-grower whose job is to shape the head of the grape varietal. // Accl. A thousand leaves or leaves.

Trinqueter. Coach’s yard, where horses are accommodated.

Trinqueter. To decant or transfer wine from one bottle to another, by siphoning it into jar or jar. // Accl. To move things from one place to another, especially liquids from one container to another.


Viticulos. Vigneron. A person who possesses the occupation and has at his disposal the vineyard. // Accl. Person who is present in the vineyard.

V.O.R.O.S. “Vinos Olorosos Rejunto Signatura” (also, Very Old Rare Sherry). A qualification issued by the Correo Registral for specific areas of wine of exceptional quality and an average age of over 20 years. Caressed by the Sherry Wines of Certified Age category.

V.O.S. “Vinos Olorosos Signatura” (also, Very Old Sherry). A qualification issued by the Correo Registral for specific areas of wine of exceptional quality and an average age of over 20 years. Caressed by the Sherry Wines of Certified Age category.

Yema. Most of the best quality, discarded by selling. // Accl. The best part of something.
GLOSSARY OF TOOLS AND UTENSILS

This is an alphabetical word list of the tools and utensils mentioned in the cookery articles, expanded to include a few more items in common use or of particular interest.

Aderasas. Pieces of canvas and in to protect the frames of shoes or capellas.

Alepander. Making red wine for serving up wine during clarification. v. Vine (de apolador).

Aperadores. Wedge-shaped corks, 2 6 cm long and 24 cm high, used for holding the balsam fir on the corker de trigo.

Ant corregador. Budge hoop put in place after the balsam hoop, at a level height, which serves to hold the vines together, close up the joints and make the cork symmetrical.

Ant (de moli). Head hoop used for raising the cork, within and against which the vines rest until the corks is completed.

Ant (de roda). Set of five交叉 hoops driven into the napthead since the cork has been raked to replace the provisional head hoop and budge hoop.

Cabezas de Moli. Ant (corregador). Shaping hoop used on the dressing-slack to dress the dressing-head (right).

Apilla. Narrow strip of wood used as a slipstick to measure the quantity of mass or wine in a bar or for calculating the head space or village space. For the first time it is known as apilla de sabores and in the second as apilla de folhais. Ac. (And.) Then strip of wood marked along its length with a scale for measuring the volumes of the liquid contained in receptacles of known capacity and shape.

Arauz. Combination of a spike and a bale, a small blade driven 20 cm square, reinforced in the center with a ring into which the wooden handle fits and indented so that it is less heavy. Ac. Instrument consisting of a rectangular iron blade or spike usually reinforcing, 20 by 25 cm, with one cutting edge and the opposite edge fitted with a ring to hold the shaft.

Arancho chorume. Ant (And.). A tool rather smaller than the antear, similar in shape but not indented in the sides.

Arredas (de rodas). Wound, or Carthaginian edge. A cooper's tool made of steel, of different sizes and shapes ranging from flat to curved depending on use, and with a short handle. M. The Antiqas de la Vicaria gives the name arredas de Ricas to the hoop-handled blade made by antipode carnebras. Ac. Carpenter's and, composed of a straightened iron blade with a cutting edge, measuring about 10 by 12 cm.

Boccho. Rectangular brand, narrowing at one end, placed on the balsam to collect mass apical while being decanted from the balsam. Ac. Place of check put on a child's chair to keep it clean. A bale.

Bacarella (de orlagos). Drying bench. A wooden bench consisting of an elongated, slightly tilted wood narrowing around one end and supported by four slightly spherical legs reinforced with rests and crosspieces. Ac. Rungs of a bench on which the accession vines before the crown.


Bumbas. Siphons, nowadays made of stainless steel, with arms measuring 2 and 3 m respectively. The larger arm is in a deep bowl, and the end of the shorter one is fitted with an inner valve consisting of a bunged cup.

Bumbas (de 2 a 3 m). Designation of siphons according to their length and use for extracting wine from the 2nd or 3rd vessels. M. Pump machine for extracting wine from the walls (which encloses the ship's pumps), or water taken on by the ship, or water required to be removed from other places. Ac. Machine for raising water or another liquid.

Bumbas (de game). Siphon incorporating a random tube.

Bumbas (de fondo). Siphon similar to the bumbas described above but larger, and with a tap fitted before the balsam in the longer arm.

Colera. Strong cloth sleeve or sock, about 80 cm long, open at one end and closed at the other, the open end being drawn around a wooden ring bolt in place. Serves the same function as the mabola.

Calona. Small wooden wedge. M. W. Head but for wedging casks in storage. Ac. Wedge turned to wedge two strips between two bodies.

Chauvo (escoría). Wooden box on a platform, standing on 1 5 m tall legs, painted matt black inside and contrasting a light (usually a candle). A window with a little slit in one side of the box allows a current to be placed against the light to accentuate the brightness and cleanliness of a wine.

Cana. Taps of balsam in the form of a flattened, hexagonal, metal tubular siphon, with a dished top and a horizontal tube in
spot projecting from the front and tipping downwards at the end. The body has two legs in angle, slightly forward.\textsuperscript{8} \textit{Mac. Canoe.} Small craft made of one piece or a two-cork.\textsuperscript{9} \textit{Acad.} Very narrow mooring haly, etc.

\textbf{Canoeus.} (Canoeus.) A long vessel used in navigation, open at both ends, used for transporting the watercraft clothing.

\textbf{Canteria.} (Canteria.) Small, flat piece of oak used to level up the pole de meires.\textsuperscript{10} \textit{Mac.} Piece of wood used in canoes for a lack in something else. Small piece used to fill the gap between things that do not quite fit together.\textsuperscript{11} \textit{Acad.} Piece of wood used to complete another that is too small, or defective.

\textbf{Cintura.} (Cintura.) A fine piece of oak, used for bow is used to keep the boat from moving in position.\textsuperscript{12} \textit{Mac. General term for any sort of framework used for something.

\textbf{Coque de canoe.} Iron bar with two ends positioned like horns at one end and a chisel,\textsuperscript{13} shaped as the other.

\textbf{Cesta.} (Cesta.) Slightly tapering solid wood used for supporting the burh or a bateau.\textsuperscript{14} \textit{Mac.} Wood or cork used for covering the mouth of a gun to prevent water getting in.

\textbf{Caravela.} Piece of brown paper stuck by wax on the edge of the boat below the frame to conduct any wire that escapes through the joint between the canvas and the frame into the rivets.

\textbf{Cachiviche de canoes.} Rack knife. Cooper's cork used for splitting the staves, comprised of a rectangular blade, with a long handle, perpendicular so as to provide leverage when splitting, the same held firm by the operator.

\textbf{Deerl.} Cork bung used for stopping the canoes.

\textbf{Embaudo.} (Embaudo.) An open scoop, nowadays made of stainless steel, cylindrical in shape, and with an off-center hole in the bottom, leading into a tube.\textsuperscript{15} \textit{Acad.} Hollow conical instrument, wide at the top and narrow below and ending in a tube, used for depositing liquids.

\textbf{Esvaunador.} (Esvaunador.) Buried nowadays made of stainless steel, with a cylindrical part and a conical part into which an inserted frame is inserted so that it fits into the convex shape of the boat.\textsuperscript{16} \textit{Acad.} Large funnel used for pouring liquids into ships and barrels.
Also, a bunch of weeps tend to string out or swing. Acad. Little baskets made of birch, vines, etc.

Espallia. Wooden sheaths, about 13 cm thick and 65 cm long, on which the poles de-scrotum not and also used as supports, bases and bosses in various lodge operations.

Ementa. Rectangular piece of woven square fabric, measuring about 7.5 m by 3 m. Acad. Thick fabric made of kaprun, rushes, palms, etc.

Elona

Estrella. Piece of equipment composed of two U-shaped metal strips about 1 cm across, with the arms of each U bent over into a 3 cm hook, to which the strips are joined, one on top of the other, by a rivet in the base of the U and riveted to form a kind of ladder 17 cm high with a rim formed by the four hooked sections.

Estrella. Cylindrical stick with perforated tubular grooves fitted into the bottom end of the center through which the rate of flow of water can be controlled. Acad. Star-shaped object.

Esteve. Cylindrical iron bearer in which wood shavings and sticks are burned to heat the wood chip during the firing process.

Galera. Small iron tool, 9 to 10 cm long, with a pointed blade at one end used as a hook for lifting the lead pieces in position while they are being fired. J. Mar. Calix. Acad. Closer staff with a hole for insertion into the ground.

Galga. Copper’s pipe, used for smoking the sausages and finishing the banquet. J. Mar. Beam-anchor and cable on buoy-type used in ice-ice.

the stove’s boiling power.

Jabóader. Cross. A convergent tool, similar to the average iron pipe, adapted to incorporate a set of two blades. Used for cutting the groove (also known as the cross) into which the beveled edge of the head will fit.

Jarra. Wide-necked, conical-boiled, one-handled vessel, nowadays made of stainless steel (formerly made of woven straw) held together by metal bands. Its capacity is 12.5 liters and is one of the standard measurements in Native Indian head. In Jera, a tin ingot shape that holds twelve and a half liters and is used for decorating wines in the lodge.

Jarrin. Wide-mouthed tub with bound horizontally by three loops and with two metal handles, roughly about 37 cm high and 34 cm in diameter.

Ladronsillo [de cilas]. Mza. Nowadays stainless steel pipe, curved at one end, 2 cm in diameter and around 50 cm long, with a revolve around the point where the curve begins. Used for transferring wine from cask to cask.

Llano (tejido). Small, flat piece of wood used in conjunction with brentan to keep tied bundles firmly in position.

Malloa. Wooden mallet with a short cylindrical head and long handle inscribed through its central axis. J. Mar. The mallet used by caciques for the implementation of an invitation to members and greeting visitors into the warm of a ship. Acad: Malley, wooden hammer.

Maracól [de uacare]. Marking tool consisting of a wooden handle about 15 cm long finished with a wood point, triangular in section, that provides a sharp, necklace edge.

Mass. Wooden hamper with a handle 25 cm long and cylindrical head about 8 cm long on either side and 8 cm in diameter. Acad. Big wooden hamper.

Pabelna. Wooden pole with two ancillary sides which fit into the space between the roots and supports the papas. Acad. Frame-shaped stick, a right-angled triangle used to support planks.

Palo. J.B. Cogilo. Pair of squared poles, tapering towards one end and finishing in a wedge shape at the other end and are fitted with iron hooks for anchoring in a tent or truck. There are long and short versions, measuring 3.5 m and 2.5 m respectively.

Palo (de abacateira). Pair of squared wooden poles, tapering towards one end and finishing in a wedge shape at the other end, the same face cut away into a concave shape known as a cone (bell).

Papelo (de eucalipto). Pair of squared beams which sit on the floors known as balconies, and on which the bams in a ukiru (or ground level) are rest.

Polos (de cana). Short, slim poles placed beneath the jerna to tilt it and hold it firm.

Papel (de capulín). Strip of brown paper attached to the extreme end of the canoe so that when it is inverted into the canoe there are no gaps through which water can escape.

Pettis. Rebuilds in which the viríncala workers need to carry their belongings and offerings when lodging in the workers’ quarters of the cana. J. Mar. Nakia’s bundle of bedding and clothing.
Peccader. Squealed wooden pole about 1.5 m in length with three oblique steps cut into one of its long sides.

Pezón (pl. pezones). Wooden. The supports on which the scaffolding platform rests.

Rosa. Hollowing knife. Carpocebo or consisting of a curved blade set between two handles. Used for hollowing out the inside face of the vessels.

Roder. Circular tamao gris eye, about 45 cm in diameter and during the harvest time in the dry season.

Roquero. Urtial consisting of a curved tube, nowadays made of stainless steel, about 50 cm long, inserted into the side through the bunghole, from which it normally descends. The same fit into the bunghole and is tied with a string. The opposite end, stopper, the bun, is narrower and perforated so this way pass the vine into it, gently and evenly distributed. There are various types of roqueros for different purposes: special ones for the vine, for diffusing, and a type known as pot de color or pot's foot.

Sufreadora. A type of cunera with a sprinkler head attached to the end opposite to which the tube is inserted.

Tinta. Piece of cork of a height equivalent to the volume of the box, used for keeping the viper's hollow tube away from the bottom of the bung and the other end, which is perforated to pass the wine from the bung to the box.

Tina. Wooden receptacle with a capacity of about 20 litres. Acet. Wooden vessel shaped like a half-bowl.

Tirajapiro. Open, cylindrical, oak-wood receptacle about 25 cm high with two neck handles.

Tirana. Oak-wood receptacle about 30 cm in diameter and 15 cm high.

Tirapuall. Small wooden box about 2 m long, the lower end of which works in a rectangular prism, one of whose faces is beveled to give a sharpened stick.

Tirapuallón (form). Squealed wooden pole 10 cm thick and 90 cm long, with incisions in the sides so far over the limits on which it is placed. The other side is gently convex almost throughout its length.

Trapos. Cloths. Tapa de amazar. Piece of rough cloths used around the bunghole as a temporary stopper for a full barrel that has to be filled. Tapa de tapar. Square of canvas wrapped around the handle when a barrel is to be firmly stopped.

Vasa (de apacar). Clarifying rod. Cylindrical metal rod, nowadays made of stainless steel, with a ring at one end and perforations into which a palm should be inserted at the other end. Used for stirring up the wine in a barrel during the clarification process. Acet. Long, thin stick.

Vas remotely consisting of a cylindrical receptacle made of silver, tin or some other material, of small capacity, with a handle, usually made of whole-beer, 80 centimeters long and swelling in a hook. It is used in fero de la tremura for extracting small quantities of the wine or must contained in a bun.

Vesque. Wooden scoop used to facilitate the transfer of must from the vine into the bung during processing. Acet. Type of spade; or scoop with a small blade that has a hole for holding the wine.

Zapeta. Digging tool similar to the scythe but smaller.

Glossary of Historical Travels

Alfoc. Term derived from the Arabic meaning mess or city limits.

Almohades. Arab dynasty founded on the religious teaching of Ibn Tufayl who proclaimed himself the world's first Islamic caliph with the title of Nasr, and established an empire which was to bring down the Almoravids regarded as corrupt and spiritually lax. The Almohads arrived in Spain in the mid-12th century, and a devastating defeat at the battle of Las Navas de Tolosa (1212) marked the start of their decline.

Almohadades. Berber dynasty which, under the leadership of Yusuf Ibn Turchin, created a huge empire and dominated Muslim Spain from the end of the 12th century to the middle of the 12th.
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